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Overview
The following procedures are meant to provide guidance to local assessing officials in Oregon for the
annual maintenance of assessed values for county responsibility industrial properties that are sent real
and personal property return(s) under the authority of ORS 308.290. ORS 308.290 in summary states
that every person and the managing agent or officer of any firm, corporation, or association owning or
in possession of taxable real property and/or having in possession or under control taxable personal
property shall make a return(s) of the property for ad valorem tax purposes to the assessor of the county
in which such property is situated.
These procedures are intended to supplement Oregon Statutes and Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR).
They are not meant to replace those references nor the use of acceptable appraisal methods and/or
techniques. It is recommended that these procedures be adapted to function with each county’s specific program.
For additional resources, up-to-date publications, forms, etc., check the Department of Revenue’s Web
site at www.dor.state.or.us/ptd.html.

County Industrial Return Processing Timeline
Prior to
December 31

Obtain listing of all accounts which are to receive a real and/or personal
property return.
Have mailing labels made for all accounts on listing.
Order an adequate number real property return forms (150-301-031) and
personal property return forms (150-553-004) from the Department of
Revenue.
Prepare returns for mailing.
Mail returns to taxpayer.

March

On or before March 1, taxpayers file real and personal return(s).
On or before March 1, taxpayers request extensions for filing.
Assessor begins processing returns for industrial accounts.

April

On or before April 15, taxpayers with extensions file.

September 25

No further changes to assessment roll except as provided by ORS 308.242
and 311.205–311.215.

On or before
December 31

Assessor may make changes or stipulate valuation judgment if it results in
reduction in value. See ORS 308.242 and 311.205–311.215.

Prior to convening
of BOPTA

Assessor may stipulate to a change in valuation judgement that results in a
reduction at any time up until the convening of the Board of Property Tax
Appeals. See ORS 308.242.
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Authority
Oregon law directs that every person and the managing agent or officer of any firm corporation or
association owning or having in possession or under control taxable personal property shall make a
return of the property for ad valorem tax purposes to the assessor of the county in which such property is located.
Oregon law directs that every person and the managing agent or officer of any firm corporation or
association owning or having in possession or under control taxable real property shall make a return
of the property for ad valorem tax purposes when so requested by the assessor of the county in which
such property is located.
Oregon law directs every person and the managing agent or officer of any firm corporation or association owning or having in possession or under control taxable real and personal property that is
either principal or secondary industrial property as defined by ORS 306.126 and is appraised by the
Department of Revenue shall file a combined return of the real and personal property for ad valorem
tax purposes to the department.
The authority for the assessors and the Department of Revenue to require the filings of returns for real
and personal property can be found in the following Oregon Revised Statutes and Administrative Laws:
Taxpayer Required to Furnish Listing of all Taxable Real and Personal Property
Filing of Returns
Penalty for Failure to File
Penalty for Intent to Evade
Taxation, Refuses, or Neglects False Statement of a Material Fact

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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308.285
308.290
308.295 & 308.296
308.300
307.990
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Disclosure
It is the policy of the county to safeguard the confidentiality of taxpayer information and the taxpayer’s
right to privacy. This is accomplished by maintaining a high disclosure awareness and knowledge level.

Definitions
Disclosure: Divulging or making known in any manner the particulars of any return or supporting data
required to be filed with the county or the Oregon Department of Revenue. When information is learned
in the course of data collection, appraisal or audit, disclosure rules and regulations also cover it.
Return: Any personal or real property return and supporting documentation, schedules, or attachments
relating to or attachments filed with the return. Any amendments or supplements filed by or on behalf
of the taxpayer are also part of the return.

What is Confidential?
All personal, real, and industrial property returns filed under ORS 308.290 are confidential records of
the office in which they are filed. ORS 308.413 further states that any information furnished to the county
or the Department of Revenue under ORS 308.411 that is obtained upon the condition that it be kept
confidential shall be confidential records of the office in which it is kept with limited exceptions. Some
of these records may include cost data, farm and commercial income statements, rental and expense
data, sales information, and original costs.
Confidentiality of information also may depend on how the information was gathered. If it is not subject to a specific provision of law, it may not have to be treated as confidential or it may be exempt
from disclosure under the Oregon Public Records Law. If the information was gathered with an expressed or implied assurance of confidentiality, then it should be treated as such in the manner outlined in ORS 192.410–505.

Authorization to Disclose
The law protects all returns from unauthorized disclosure and provides severe penalties to safeguard
against unauthorized disclosure. Taxpayers, however, may authorize the disclosure of all or part of their
records to certain individuals.
The best way for the taxpayer to authorize disclosure is to submit a signed letter that includes the name,
address, and phone number of the represented taxpayer. It should also include the name, address, and
phone number of the person being authorized. The letter should specify which tax program and tax
years to which the authorization applies.
Even if the taxpayer doesn’t provide a direct authorization, implied consent is permitted under certain
circumstances. If an attorney, tax practitioner, or knowledgeable employee of the taxpayer calls regarding a billing that was sent to the taxpayer, you generally can assume that the taxpayer asked them
to help resolve the issue. Copies of confidential tax returns or reports should not be provided without
written authorization. If it appears the intent of the caller is not clearly for authorized purposes, you
should request a signed authorization and written request. When in doubt, employees should consult
with a supervisor.

Secrecy Laws Certificate
You must sign the secrecy laws certificate if you have access to confidential information. Your signature means that you have read and understand the attached disclosure statutes, and that you are aware
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of the penalties for unauthorized disclosure. People working for the county under a contract who are
not employees must sign the certificate if they work where confidential records are accessible.
Even after an employee has signed a secrecy clause, he or she does not have automatic access to confidential material. As in all cases, a “need to know” must be present to gain access.

Penalties
Be careful! Revealing confidential information to the wrong person is serious. Improper disclosure of
certain confidential tax information could result in criminal penalties. See ORS 305.990 and 308.990(3).
You could be fined up to $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year in jail or both. You also
may be liable for civil damages (which are not limited by statute) and dismissed from county service.

Public Records
Every person has the right to inspect any public record of a public body unless otherwise prohibited
by law. The disclosure laws prohibit county and state responsibility industrial property records that are
maintained by a return and personal property records from being examined by unauthorized persons.

Disposal of Confidential Materials
Any letters, documents, notes, printouts, microfiche, or carbons containing confidential taxpayer information must be disposed of separately from normal trash. Even notes containing nothing more than a
taxpayer’s name, address, or Social Security number are considered confidential. These materials must
be disposed of according to county procedures. Work areas should have specially marked containers
where these materials are accumulated before being disposed of correctly.
Questions to consider when someone requests confidential information:
• Does the request appear to have a lawful and legitimate purpose?
• Is it reasonable that this person would request this type of information?
• Has the requester provided enough information to justify making the request?
• Does the requester have a copy of the billing or notice?
• Has this person represented this taxpayer in the past?
The following statutes and corresponding rules should be reviewed:
Nondisclosure upon request
Public records exempt from disclosure
Confidential returns
Confidential Appraisal Information
Penalty

Disclosure

ORS
ORS
ORS
ORS
ORS
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192.445(1)
192.501(1) and (5)
308.290(7)
308.413
308.990
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The source of information isn’t
limited for support cases.

May examine and receive any
information for storage purposes.

See: “County assessor”

Applications for tax exemption
filed by charitable corporations
and trusts.

Any information necessary to
advise and represent the
department.

Adult and
Family Services

Archivist

Assessor

Attorney
General
Charitable
Trust Section

Attorney
General
Tax Section

See: “Taxpayer’s authorized
representative”

See: “Tax preparer”

Accountant

Authorized
representative

May obtain:

Person, agency,
or public official

Signed secrecy
certificates

Signed secrecy
certificates

Signed secrecy
certificates

Signed secrecy
certificates

Requests must
be in writing.

Required
documentation

ORS 305.120

ORS 128.650
128.730

ORS 357.875

ORS 25.620(6)
308.290(7)
418.135

Reference

May have other information to
establish and maintain a register
of such entities.

Archivist must protect
confidentiality of information.

Information is used to assist in
support enforcement.

Notes

Note: These tables are currently being revised. The Department of Revenue will provide updated tables when they are complete. Please contact
DOR Property Tax Division staff if you have questions about a specific disclosure issue.

Disclosure Authorization Tables

Disclosure
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Any return information required
for the administration of the tax
laws.

Industrial property tax
information. Personal and real
property return information.

County assessor

Department
employees

Information from the return,
utility assessments, and property
appraisals.

See: “Tax preparer”

Bookkeeper

Corporation
officer

Industrial property tax
information. Personal and real
property return information.

Board of
Property Tax
Appeals

No information from returns
without written authorization.

Information required for filing a
claim. Includes tax, interest, and
tax year.

Bankruptcy
Court/trustee

Consumer
Credit
Counseling

May obtain:

Person, agency,
or public official

Disclosure Authorization Tables, continued

Signed secrecy
certificates

Signed secrecy
certificates

Written
authorization

Signed secrecy
certificates.

Notification of
bankruptcy

Required
documentation

ORS 305.260
306.115

ORS 308.413
308.290
OAR 150-308.413

ORS 308.290

ORS 308.290

ORS 308.290
311.480

Reference

All information is provided on a
strict need-to-know basis.

Information may be provided to a
current corporate officer for any
tax year of the corporation.

A trustee is the legal custodian of
a bankrupt estate, and has
responsibility and authority to
pay claims.

Notes
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Information from a personal
property return.

Information from his or her own
return.

No information. Not even
whether or not the information
provided was useful.

Information on Oregon property
tax.

Husband or
wife

Individual
taxpayer

Informant

Internal
Revenue
Service

See: “Attorney General” or
“Support and enforcement”

Location, income, and property of
parents who abandon or fail to
support children receiving public
assistance. Also, information on
fraud and forgery cases.

District
attorney

Justice Dept.

May obtain:

Person, agency,
or public official

Disclosure Authorization Tables, continued

Must be
authorized to
request
information

Proper ID

Proper ID

Signed secrecy
certificates

Required
documentation

ORS 308.290(7)

ORS 308.290(7)

ORS 192.420
192.501

ORS 308.290

ORS 305.120
305.225
418.135(1)

Reference

“Husband or wife”
“Corporate officer”
“Partner”
“Taxpayer’s authorized
representative”

Information may be exchanged
only through the Department of
Revenue.

See:
See:
See:
See:

A spouse cannot have
information from a separately
filed tax return.

Information to be used for the
administration of public
assistance for children.
Information to be used for
criminal prosecution of tax laws.

Notes

Disclosure
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See: “Reporter”

Name and address of law
practitioner and taxpayer if the
county believes laws covering
return preparation are not being
followed.

Information from the return,
utility assessments, and property
appraisals.

See: “Bankruptcy Trustee”

News reporter

Oregon State
Bar

Partner

Receiver (court
appointed)

General information only. May
not have any specific taxpayer
information.

Information needed for revenue
research and estimates.

Legislative
Revenue
Officer

Reporter

May obtain:

Person, agency,
or public official

Disclosure Authorization Tables, continued

Authorization
to represent

Signed secrecy
certificates and
written request

Required
documentation

ORS 308.290

ORS 9.565

ORS 173.850
308.290

Reference

Refer reporter questions to the
Communications office.

A nonbankruptcy court appointed
receiver does not “stand in the
taxpayer’s shoes.”

Individual must have been a
partner during any part of the
requested tax year. Must state
reason and how information will
be used.

Complaints to the Bar should be
made through the Oregon
Department of Revenue
Disclosure Officer.

Information revealing a
taxpayer’s identity may not be
removed from the department.

Notes

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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See: “Corporation Officer”
notes section

Location, income, and property of
parents who abandon or fail to
support children receiving public
assistance.

Information needed to collect
delinquent personal property
taxes.

Support
Enforcement
Division

Tax Collector

See: “Husband/wife”

Spouse

Stockholder/
Shareholder

Information necessary for audit
of the county or the Department
of Revenue.

Secretary of
State

See: “Archivist”

See: “Department employee”

Revenue
employees

State archivist

May obtain:

Person, agency,
or public official

Disclosure Authorization Tables, continued

Signed secrecy
certificates

Signed secrecy
certificates

Required
documentation

ORS 308.290(7)

ORS 180.320
308.290(7)
418.135(1)

ORS 297.060
308.290(7)

Reference

IRS must be notified if the
Secretary of State auditors make
federal tax records a part of the
state audit workpapers.

Notes

Disclosure
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Information from a tax return
excluding any restricted third
party information obtained after
the return was filed or in the
course of an investigation.

No information from returns
without written authorization.

See: “Adult and Family
Services”

See: “Husband/wife”

Taxpayer’s
authorized
representative

Title/Escrow
companies

Welfare

Wife

No information from a return
without prior written
authorization.

Tax preparer

See: “Individual taxpayer”

Records submitted as evidence in
a court case. Once entered, the
information normally loses its
confidentiality.

Tax Court

Taxpayer

May obtain:

Person, agency,
or public official

Disclosure Authorization Tables, continued

Written
authorization

Required
documentation

ORS 305.230

See: “Taxpayer’s
authorized
representative”

ORS 305.430(2)

Reference

Information may be disclosed
from a recorded Warrant.

An associate or employee of the
representative may have
information only if the
authorization is broad enough to
include that person.

Written authorization must
include tax years, type of
information, and the taxpayer’s
original signature.

Certain records can retain
confidentiality if prior
arrangements are made with the
court.

Notes

Files
A comprehensive filing system must be developed and maintained for county and state responsibility
industrial properties using personal, real, and industrial returns as prescribed by ORS 308.290.
Because of the confidential nature of the information required for these properties, account folders must
be kept separate from public accessible files in a secured space in a locked, fire-resistant file cabinet.
Each property should contain separate folders for:
• All confidential appraisal data for the property.
• Real property returns (RPR) or industrial property returns (IPR) since last reappraisal including value
transmittal sheets or value computation sheets.
• Correspondence.
• Personal property returns for property.
Note: For state responsibility accounts, not all folders will be needed.
In addition, general files should be set up for procedures including appraisal, processing returns, annual trends, and depreciation factors.
The information maintained in each folder should be filed by assessment year with the most current
information on top.

Selection of Accounts
County responsibility industrial accounts maintained by the assessor by means of a property return should
be reviewed for appropriate classification as an industrial account. Selected accounts should be those
that exhibit combinations of buildings, structures, machinery, and equipment that make these properties inappropriate for mass appraisal processes typically used for other income-producing properties.
By understanding the definition of an industrial plant and the difference between county and state responsibility accounts, the county assessor can properly classify county industrial property that should
be maintained by means of an annual property return. Some properties not receiving returns may need
to be added to the county’s list while others may need to be removed.

Definition of an Industrial Plant
ORS 308.408 defines an “industrial plant” as used in ORS 192.501 to 192.505, 305.190, 305.420, 305.430,
308.408 to 308.413, and 308.990 (5) to be:
(1) The land, buildings, structures and improvements, and the tangible personal property, including but not limited to machinery, equipment and office machines, and equipment that make up
the property or complex of properties used for industrial or manufacturing purposes; and
(2) Any industrial real or personal property eligible for appraisal under ORS 306.126 and the rules
of the Department of Revenue.
OAR 150.306.126 further defines industrials as to county and state responsibility as:
(1) Principal Industrial Property means any unit of industrial property having a Real Market Value
of the improvements on the assessment roll for the preceding year of over $5 million.
(2) Secondary Industrial Property means any unit of industrial property having a Real Market Value
of the improvements on the assessment roll for the preceding year of more than $1 million but
of $5 million or less.
150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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(3) A Unit of Industrial Property means a single facility or an integrated complex currently engaged
in manufacturing or processing operations, which may also be an improvement only account.
Examples include but are not limited to:
(A) Sawmills, plywood and veneer plants.
(B) Paper and pulp mills.
(C) Food processing facilities, bakeries, and flour mills.
(D) Chemical processing operations and refineries.
(E) Breweries and bottling operations.
(F) Machine shops, metal rolling mills, metal fabrication facilities, and smelters.
(G) Printing and publishing operations.
(H) Seed processing (that includes all of the following operations: drying, cleaning, mixing, and
bagging).
(I) Permanent sand and gravel operations.
(J) Electronic and high technology manufacturing operations.
(4) Commercial and service type properties are to be County Appraisal Responsibility Accounts.
Examples include but are not limited to: truck scales, office buildings, repair shops, distribution
and receiving facilities, automated storage facilities, cold storage facilities, storage facilities, bulk
oil and tank farms, grain storage facilities, seed storage facilities, seed cleaning and bulk shipping operations, laundry cleaning operations, photo and film developing operations, mobile sand
and gravel equipment, and mobile asphalt and concrete batch plants.
(5) Improvements or Real Property Improvements include yard improvements, buildings, structures,
real property machinery, and equipment. Specifically excluded from the improvements or real
property improvements are land, site development, and personal property.
(A) Yard Improvements include but are not limited to: paving, exterior lighting, log ponds, underground fire systems, utilities, fences, access roads, and roadways and railroad sidings.
(B) Site Developments are improvements to the land that become so intertwined with the land
as to become inseparable. Examples include but are not limited to: fill, grading and leveling, cost of developer’s activities and profit that accrues to the land, including but not limited to: permits, advertising, sales commissions, developer’s profit and overhead, insurance
coverage, and any other improvements to the land.

Determination of Responsibility
The procedure for determining the appraisal responsibility for the unit of industrial property is as
follows:
1. The department and the county shall jointly analyze principal and secondary industrial properties
to determine classification and appraisal responsibility, with the department having final authority;
2. The department shall appraise principal and secondary industrial property.
The valuation of the land component of industrial properties as defined in ORS 307.010 is the responsibility of the county assessor in whose county the property is located. This responsibility extends to
both county and state responsibility accounts. The department often includes advisories to the county
assessor of land development costs reported by taxpayers for individual accounts. These advisories are
made on the appraisal and/or the value transmittal sheets. The county assessor should consider reported
land development costs in determining the property’s land value.
Files
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Forms
The following forms are approved to use for the annual maintenance of industrial property values:
Name

Form Number

Use

Real Property Return (RPR)

150-301-031

Used by counties to maintain county industrial real
property accounts.

Personal Property Return

150-553-004

Used by the counties to maintain county personal
property accounts.

Industrial Property Return (IPR)

150-301-032

Used by the Department of Revenue to maintain
state responsibility industrial real and personal
property accounts.

Extension Request

150-301-015

Used by taxpayers who are principal or secondary industrial accounts or taxpayers with reporting requirements in more than one county. Form
must be filed with the Department of Revenue.

Industrial Account Transfer Form

150-301-033

Used by the counties to transfer county responsibility accounts to state responsibility. (Note: This
form is currently being revised.)

The IPR form used for state responsibility accounts is a combined form on which the taxpayer reports
changes to both real and personal property. Typically, the taxpayer receives one form for each account
located at each site. The taxpayer is directed to fill out and file the appropriate schedules for each
account located at a particular site.
The RPR form, used for county responsibility accounts, is mailed along with a personal property return
form, when appropriate, to each county responsibility account. The taxpayer is directed to file each
return sent by the assessor.
Note: Some forms may be available at the Department of Revenue’s Web site: www.dor.state.or.us/ptd.html.
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Exemptions
There are three exemptions with which the person processing returns for industrial properties must be
familiar. They include the following:

Oregon Enterprise Zone Tax Exemption ORS 285B.650 to 285B.728
This program was enacted by the 1985 Legislature to promote business development in economically
lagging areas of the state. The Enterprise Zones located throughout Oregon are designated for a 10year period. Up to 48 zones may exist during a given period. Qualifying companies may be exempted
from local property tax liability on new capital investments for at least three years and up to five years.

Qualifying Investment
• At least $25,000.
• New building or addition, or modification to an existing building.
• Real property machinery or equipment.
• Any single item of personal property that has a cost of at least $1,000 if the property is used exclusively for producing tangible goods, or has a cost of $50,000.
• The property may be owned or leased.
• The equipment may be new or newly transferred into the zone from outside the county in which the
zone is located.
Note: Mobile equipment is not allowed an exemption.

Points to Review
• A business that is qualified and precertified seeking an exemption under this statute shall file Form
150-310-075, entitled “Oregon Enterprise Zone Tax Application” as per OAR 150-285.615. The application shall be filed with the county assessor after January 1 and no later than April 1 of the assessment
year the exemption is being requested. Applications for exemption of principal or secondary industrial accounts may be timely filed with the Oregon Department of Revenue or the county assessor.
• Late filing of application can be made anytime on or before June 1 with a late filing fee. The fee is
the greater of $200 or 1/10 of one percent of the Real Market Value (RMV) of the property.
• Is there an “Enterprise Zone Potential Additional Tax” notation on the assessment and tax rolls?
• Is there a notation on the assessment and tax rolls of the amount of additional taxes that would be
due if the property were not exempt?

Commercial Facilities Under Construction Exemption ORS 307.330 to 307.340
This program was enacted by the Legislature in 1959. The exemption applies to new income-producing buildings or structures, or additions to existing building or structures. The exemption also applies
to any machinery or equipment located at the site on January 1, which is or will be installed in or
affixed to the buildings or structures. It provides for an exemption of up to two years if:
• The facility is in the process of construction on January 1.
• The facility is not in use or occupied on January 1.
• The facility has not been in use or occupied at any time prior to January 1.
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• The facility is being constructed in the furtherance of producing income.
• In the case of non-manufacturing facilities, such as a motel, the structure cannot be used or occupied
for at least one year from the time construction begins.
Construction does not begin until after any demolition occurs, if necessary. The exemption does not
apply to land or to land preparation costs. If the exemption is claimed for two consecutive years, a
separate application must be filed for each year. Frequently, this exemption is used in conjunction with
the Enterprise Zone exemption.

Points to Review
• A business that is qualified and seeking an exemption under this statute shall file Form 150-310-020,
“Commercial Facilities Under Construction.”
• The application must be filed with the county assessor on or before April 1. Applications for principal or secondary industrial properties may file with the Department of Revenue.
• An application must be made for each year for which an exemption is desired. The exemption is for
a maximum of two years.
• Was the facility under construction on January 1?
• The new construction has not been in use or occupied for its intended use at any time on or prior to
January 1.
• If it is a non-manufacturing facility, will it be in use or occupancy in less than one year from the time
construction begins?
• Was the facility built to produce income?

Pollution Control Facilities Exemption

ORS 307.405 to 307.430

This program was enacted by the 1976 Legislature. The program is meant to help offset the cost of
government-imposed requirements for reducing pollution, and to further encourage voluntary reduction when not required.
Pollution Control Facility (ORS 468.155) means any land, structure, building, installation, excavation,
machinery, equipment, or device, or any addition to, reconstruction or improvement of, land, or an
existing structure, building, installation, excavation, machinery, equipment or device reasonably used,
erected, constructed, or installed by any person if:
• The purpose of the investment is to comply with a requirement imposed by the Department of Environmental Quality, the Federal Environmental Protection Agency, or a regional air pollution authority to prevent, control, or reduce air, water, or noise pollution, or solid or hazardous waste, or to
recycle or provide for the appropriate disposal of waste oil,
and
• At the taxpayer’s initiative, the sole purpose of the investment is to prevent, control, or reduce a substantial quantity of air, water, or noise pollution or solid or hazardous waste, or to recycle or provide
for the appropriate disposal of used oil.
The 1995 legislature established a 12/31/2003 sunset date for application for certification subsequent to
construction/installation (ORS 468.165).

Exemptions
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Qualification
• Only nonprofit corporations or cooperative associations can claim property tax relief. These corporations or associations must be organized under ORS Chapter 62 or 65. This change was made by the
1983 Legislature.
• ORS 307.405 states that a pollution control facility that has been constructed in accordance with the
requirements of ORS 468.165, and has been certified by the Environmental Quality Commission, is
exempt to the extent of the highest percentage figure of the actual cost properly allocated to the
prevention, control, or reduction of pollution.
• The assessor can exempt the claimed value only if:
1. The claimant uses the facility in a business that claimant conducts on Oregon soil.
2. The business is owned or leased by the claimant.
3. The claimant pays the property taxes on this business.
• A facility that qualifies can be exempt from property tax for 20 years. However, if the property is
sold, exchanged, or disposed of, it shall have its certificate revoked by the Environmental Quality
Commission. The purchaser may apply for a new certificate that is limited to the original qualification period.
• The company must file an “Annual Statement of Compliance” by April 1 with the county assessor or
the Department of Revenue for state responsibility accounts, stating the ownership and use of the
property included in the certificate have not changed for the assessment year for which the exemption is sought. The required Department of Revenue form is Form 150-310-059.

Points to Review
• Is there an application?
• Is the ownership the same as reported on the application?
• Has the exemption exceeded the time limit provided by law for the exemption?
• Has the company been filing annual statements of compliance?
• Is the investment located at the site?
• Is the investment being primarily operated for the purpose of preventing, controlling, or reducing
air, water, or noise pollution or solid waste, hazardous wastes, or used oil as specified in the certification application?
• What is its current RMV?
• Apply the certification percentage to the RMV of the pollution control investment to calculate the
exempted value.
• No notation of the exemption is required by this program.
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Real Versus Personal Property
Why Classify Property?
Oregon law defines real property and personal property for property tax purposes in Oregon Revised
Statutes 307.010 and ORS 307.020. The Oregon Tax Court has also decreed that real property must be
assessed as real property and personal property assessed as personal property (First National Bank v.
Marion County—169 Oregon 595).

Classification Procedures
Classification of property as either real or personal is based on ORS 307.010 and 307.020. The Oregon
Department of Revenue is responsible for clarifying those statutes, when necessary, with Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR). The rules that clarify the above-mentioned statutes are OAR 150-307.010 and
OAR 150-307.020.
The Oregon Tax Court ruling in Seven-Up Bottling Co. of Salem Inc. v. Oregon Department of Revenue
(case #2398, 3/87) provides a guide for determining real and personal property, as defined in ORS 307.010
and ORS 307.020. Based on this case, the test for real versus personal property for assessment purposes is actually a test of affixed or erected upon versus moveable.
The court stated that if the item of property is “affixed to” or “erected upon” land or buildings and is
not “readily moveable,” it is real property. Conversely, if it is not “affixed to” or “erected upon” land or
buildings and is “moveable,” it is personal property. According to the Tax Court opinion in the SevenUp Bottling Co. case, “...As a general rule, the Assessor is not required to consider the intention of the
parties or the adaptability of the property.”

Defining the Terms
Affixed or Erected Upon. Items of machinery and equipment that are bolted to, screwed to, nailed
to, or attached to the building or land in a permanent manner or are, by virtue of their weight, rendered immovable, are considered real property. A free-standing, walk-in cooler in a convenience store
is not considered moveable because of its weight. A service counter or gondola in the same store may
be screwed, glued, nailed, or otherwise attached to the land or building and, therefore, classed as real
property. On the other hand, these items may be readily moveable and, therefore, classed as personal
property.
Moveable. Items of property that can be and are readily moved are considered moveable. A desk,
though heavy, is generally considered moveable. A chair with casters is obviously moveable. A 14”
Delta Wood Cutting Bandsaw is moveable. A 36” Ferrari Double Band Resaw is not considered moveable because of its weight.

Assessment Process
In an 1891 Oregon Supreme Court case, Helm v. Gilroy (20 Oregon 517), the court stated that the line
between real property and personal property is so fine that no rule can fit all cases. A century later, the
statement is still accurate. For every clear-cut case there is an exception.
Judgments between real and personal property must be made with cooperation between the real and
personal property sections in the assessor’s office. This is so that assessable property is not overlooked
or double assessed. Arriving at accurate assessments and providing equitable treatment is the primary
goal.
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To Where and to Whom it is Assessed
Personal Property (ORS 308.105)
“Except as otherwise specifically provided, all personal property shall be assessed for taxation each
year at its situs as of the day and hour of assessment prescribed by law.
Personal property may be assessed in the name of the owner or of any person having possession
or control thereof. Where two or more persons jointly are in possession or have control of any
personal property, in trust or otherwise, it may be assessed to any one or all of such persons.”
Real Property (ORS 308.115)
“Whenever any building, structure, improvement, machinery, equipment, or fixture is owned separately and apart from the land or real property whereon it stands or to which it is affixed, such
building, structure, improvement, machinery, equipment, or fixture shall be assessed and taxed in
the name of the owner thereof.”
For more references about how property is assessed, review ORS 308.105 and ORS 308.115.

Real Versus Personal Property
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Trends and Depreciation Factors
Since 1991, the Department of Revenue, in cooperation with some counties, has applied either general
use or special use categorization to all principal and secondary industrial properties as described by
ORS 306.126. More than one-third of these accounts have building types that are predominantly general use. These properties have been identified in order to assist the department and the counties in
valuing and annually adjusting them uniformly within their respective market areas.
Starting with the 1999 values, the department conducts its own ratio studies to determine appropriate
adjustment factors for general use industrials. Because individual counties typically have limited numbers of industrial sales and even fewer large general use structure sales, the department’s study looks
at these properties on a regional basis. By combining counties into economic regions, more sales can
be used in each study array. Currently, this study is used for simple trending and will only show the
results from the combination of time, physical, and function depreciation. Additional depreciation should
not be applied to the trend established by this report. The department publishes the report under the
title “Ratio Report for General Use Structures.” The counties are under no obligation to use the trends
suggested by the department’s ratio report.
It is recommended that each county responsibility industrial account be evaluated and classified as either
general use or special use. Once classified, the appropriate annual adjustment factor can then be applied, helping to ensure that similar properties with similar potential uses are being treated in a fair
and equitable manner.

Categorization
Special Use
The special use category refers to unique properties that will likely respond to trends and depreciation
specific to the tenant industry. The buildings for these properties typically exhibit some special design
characteristics and/or location that makes it difficult to be utilized for other uses without considerable
reconstruction or market concessions. Market conditions affecting special use properties are usually
unrelated to the broader market for general use industrial space. Examples of special use properties
include major wood products, mining, and specialized food processing properties.
When an improved site consists of several accounts, each account must be reviewed to determine if it
is functionally dependent on the adjacent special use structures. Where this interdependence exists,
the related accounts will also be categorized as special use.
Currently, the Department of Revenue develops the trend factors for special use buildings and structures (B&S) in addition to those for machinery and equipment (M&E) from the Marshall Valuation
Service’s Comparative Cost Indexes.

General Use
General use industrial buildings and structures are all those that are not special use. Their features and
location make them attractive to a wide variety of potential users outside of the tenant industry. The
market factors that affect these properties reflect local market conditions such as supply and demand,
sales, rent levels, and lease terms rather than those specific to the tenant industry. General use properties tend to exhibit the following features:
• Are typically constructed using steel frame, pre-fab steel, wood structure, concrete tilt-up, or concrete block methods.
• Are located where more than one potential user exists such as in Wilsonville, Oregon, along the I-5
Corridor.
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• Are readily adapted to alternative uses.
• Have limited unique design features.
The trend and depreciation factors applied to the machinery and equipment located in general use
buildings are typically selected from the trend factors developed by the Department of Revenue. They
may also be developed by the county from the equipment indexes from Marshall Valuation Service or
other national cost services.

Depreciation
Appraisers traditionally think of depreciation as a loss in value resulting from three general causes: physical deterioration, functional obsolescence, and economic obsolescence or externalities.

Physical Deterioration
Physical deterioration refers to the wear and tear from regular use and the impact of the elements. Physical
deterioration for industrial properties usually can be estimated. A building and its components wear
out. An appraiser can estimate the rate at which they wear out. For example, when an asset is halfway
through its economic life, it is capable of producing about one-half of the total income it will ever
produce. Normally, an asset’s physical life is longer than its economic life. This is due to a combination
of functional and economic factors. Thus, an asset’s age can be used to estimate normal physical deterioration and some functional obsolescence.

Functional Obsolescence
“Functional inutility is an impairment of the functional capacity of a property or building according to
market tastes and standards. It becomes equivalent to functional obsolescence when ongoing change,
caused by technological advances and economic and aesthetic trends, renders building layouts and features obsolete.”1 Industry standards as well as usefulness dictate functional obsolescence to the user.
Functional obsolescence is a loss in value that may be due to a superadequacy or inadequacy of
function such as construction, size, shape, and height for buildings, or layout and capacity for machinery and equipment. Those conditions that can be cured economically by management are referred to
as curable. Incurable functional obsolescence occurs when the cost of correcting the condition exceeds the increase in value. Appraisers often quantify functional obsolescence by comparing the subject with a state-of-the-art replacement to estimate the cost to cure, or by capitalizing the reduced return
or income loss.

Economic Obsolescence
Externalities are a change in value caused by forces outside the property, such as government regulations or market conditions. When there is a loss in value, it is referred to as economic obsolescence.
Economic obsolescence is usually not curable. It can be industry-wide (i.e., increase in timber prices)
or affect only the subject property (i.e., zoning regulations). Economic obsolescence often is a result of
changes in the highest and best use of a property due to market shifts or government acquisitions.
While an undesirable location can affect both land and improvement values, the effects should be separated because land values, calculated from the market, already reflect this influence. Economic obsolescence is applied after all evidence of physical and functional obsolescence has been recognized.
Economic obsolescence can be estimated by comparing the subject property with a comparable property not subject to the same economic obsolescence. It may also be possible to measure and capitalize
the loss of income due to the economic factor. However, economic obsolescence is often difficult to
estimate.
1

The Appraisal of Real Estate, Eleventh Ed., page 279.
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Economic obsolescence is normally a short-term occurrence. If the adverse conditions continue longer
than a normal cycle, the market levels for the affected properties will adjust to the new lower level that
the market can support. Once the market consistently reflects the lower value level, the new level becomes the “typical market level” for those properties affected.

Excess Obsolescence
The department’s annual Real Property Computation Supplement provides guidance and suggested trends
and depreciation factors for adjusting special use B&S, as well as for machinery and equipment. These
suggested trends and depreciation factors should not be used with general use B&S. Normal physical
deterioration and some functional obsolescence are reflected in the department’s trends and depreciation factors. Normal depreciation can be expected to affect most industrial plants of the same age and
type in a similar manner. The factors do not reflect any excess physical or functional obsolescence, nor
do they reflect external obsolescence (externalities). Some examples of situations where a property may
have obsolescence beyond that reflected in the department’s factors are:
• Additional physical deterioration—caused by operating for some time above capacity or having received
less than normal maintenance.
• Excess capacity or inadequate capacity—caused by faulty engineering or design or mismatched
equipment.
• Physical configuration—Poor plant layout that results in excess costs.
• Externalities or economic obsolescence such as: (1) Changing costs or availability of the agents of
production—if a relative shift occurs between the factors of production; land, labor, capital, entrepreneurial profit, the plant may still be technologically efficient, but is no longer economically efficient.
(2) Falling demand/market conditions—industrial property values are a result of derived demand. When
demand for a plant’s product changes, the plant’s profitability and value change also.
If the owner of an industrial plant requests consideration for excess obsolescence, they must provide
enough information to justify a reduction in value. While the market approach may provide the most
accurate means of measuring obsolescence, the lack of comparable sales, especially for special use
properties, usually makes this approach unworkable. The income approach is an effective way to measure
excess obsolescence if the appropriate data is available. Excess obsolescence should not be deducted
from an income approach or market approach if the forms of obsolescence displayed in the subject
equally affect the comparable properties. The market has already reflected it in those estimates. Any
adjustments for excess obsolescence should be reviewed annually.
The Department of Revenue conducts ongoing analyses of various industry types for which there are
indications of loss of revenue caused by economic obsolescence. Together with the Real Property Return
Computation Supplement, the department issues advisory supplements to the county assessors informing them which industries should receive an additional adjustment for economic obsolescence, along
with the recommended percentage adjustment. Industries affected by economic obsolescence in the
last several years include sawmills, softwood veneer, softwood plywood, and fish processing. The
department’s economic adjustment percentage should be used unless the appraiser has more supportable data.

Points to Review
Each county should review and classify county responsibility industrial accounts as either special use
or general use. Typically, smaller industrial tenants will locate in buildings that reflect general use characteristics. These properties should be adjusted using the department’s general use trends or locally
developed trending factors. This process helps ensure that potentially competing properties are uniformly assessed and taxed.
150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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When selecting depreciation factors, first determine whether the property fits the general use or special use category. For buildings and structures, if the property is general use, a depreciation factor of
1.00 is always selected, because general use trends consider both appreciation and depreciation.
If the buildings and structures are special use, or when selecting factors for the machinery and equipment, follow the recommendations set out in the department’s annual Real Property Return Computation Supplement.
As always, if you have information that validates the use of other trends and depreciation factors than
those discussed, it is appropriate to use them as long as you document how the factors were derived
and the reason for their use.

Trends and Depreciation Factors
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Extensions
Two administrative rules based on ORS 308.290 allow extension of the deadline for filing property returns.
The rules give authority to the assessor and to the Department of Revenue to grant extensions.

Extension Requests to the Assessor for Filing Property Returns
Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) 150-308.290(3)(1) states that for those accounts that are the responsibility of the assessor, the assessor may extend the due date of real and personal property returns to
April 15 for good cause or for administrative need.

Good Cause
“Good cause” is defined as an extraordinary circumstance beyond the control of the taxpayer, or the
taxpayer’s agent or representative.
Extraordinary circumstances are described in OAR 150-307.475 and may include, but are not limited to:
(a) A delay caused by the unavoidable absence of the person who is solely responsible for filing the
return.
(b) A delay caused by the destruction by fire, natural disaster, or other casualty of the taxpayer’s records
needed to prepare the return.
An extension granted for “good cause” is only valid for the year it is approved.

Administrative Need
“Administrative need” is defined as circumstances that occur under which the taxpayer’s accounting
period information cannot be accurately reflected by the required filing date of March 1 (postmark),
due to the volume of information necessary to file a return or fiscal year end requirements.
The administrative extension may be granted as a permanent extension if the taxpayer so desires. This
extension will continue for future years until the assessor or taxpayer chooses to cancel it. The assessor may cancel the permanent extension in cases where the taxpayer consistently fails to meet the additional filing requirements noted below.

The Extension Request
The extension request must be in writing to the appropriate assessor’s office and postmarked on or
before March 1. The request must be signed by the taxpayer, an officer of the taxpayer, or a representative authorized by the taxpayer. The request must include the taxpayer’s name, the name of the business (“doing business as”), situs address, and account number if known by the person requesting the
extension. The request must contain all of the facts needed to justify the extension.
If the request is denied, the taxpayer shall have 10 days from the date of denial, or March 1, whichever
is later, to mail a complete return and have it considered timely filed.
If the request for extension is approved, the assessor sends the taxpayer instructions for completing
the return. The instructions include trending and depreciation factors where applicable. Computer media transfer instructions may also be provided.

Filing the Return
When the return is filed, it must have appropriate valuation factors applied to all property according to
schedules supplied by the county. The asset listing, which must be included, may be a complete listing
150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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describing each item of real and/or personal property or, if agreed to by the assessor, a summary by
classification of assets with specific real and/or personal property additions and retirements for the current
year. The filing must include all assets in the possession and control of the taxpayer including those
items that are fully depreciated for income tax purposes. A copy of the letter granting the extension
should also be included with the filed return.
If the taxpayer receiving the extension is a leasing company, the company must have sole responsibility for payment of taxes charged to all property items reported. The equipment listing must identify the
situs of the property for both real and personal property reported.
All returns with extensions must be postmarked on or before April 15 to be considered timely filed as
described in ORS 305.820. The return may also be hand-delivered on or before the April 15 filing deadline.
Note: Whenever any writing or remittance is required by law to be filed or made on a weekend or on
any legal holiday, the date and time specified is extended to include the next business day. See ORS
305.820(2).

Verification of Taxpayer Information
Returns approved for extension of the filing deadline are subject to correction of errors made by the
taxpayer in:
(a) The age/life classification of each item of property.
(b) The application of the valuation factors to the items reported, including calculation errors.
(c) The accurate listing of all assessable property (omissions).
There is no time limit in either statute or administrative rule on the period of time that self-assessed
personal property accounts may be subject to audit and correction.

Extension Requests to the Department for Filing Property Returns
The Department of Revenue may extend the due date for mailing real, personal, and combined returns
to April 15 for “good cause” or for administrative needs. OAR 150-308.290(5) explains the department
policy regarding extension requests. The request must be in writing to the department and postmarked
on or before March 1, and must contain the facts explaining the need for the extension.
The “good cause” definition in this rule is the same as noted above. It applies only to state appraised
principal or secondary industrial accounts. An extension granted for “good cause” is only applicable to
the current year’s return.
To receive an extension for administrative need, the taxpayer must meet the following criteria:
(a) The taxpayer is a principal or secondary industrial account as described in ORS 306.126, or the
taxpayer has reporting requirements for property in more than one county;
(b) Accounting period information cannot be accurately reflected by the required filing date due to
volume of information necessary to file a return or fiscal year-end requirements;
(c) The taxpayer can demonstrate the ability to comply with certain format requirements;
(d) The lessor must have sole responsibility for payment of taxes charged to property items if a leasing company is reporting the real or personal property.
An extension granted for administrative reasons continues for subsequent tax years unless canceled by
the taxpayer or revoked by the department.

Extensions
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Additional Information
If the request is denied, the taxpayer shall have 10 days from the date of denial, or March 1, whichever
is later, to file the completed return(s) with the department or the assessor’s office, whichever has responsibility for the account.
Filing requirements for returns granted an extended deadline are outlined in OAR 150-308.290(5)(6)
and are similar to the filing requirements listed above.
Here, too, a copy of the letter granting the request should be included with the return when it is filed.
These returns are also subject to correction of errors in classification, trending, and depreciation and
omission of property.

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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Measure 50, Exceptions,
and Maximum Assessed Value
Measure 50
To understand the current structure of Oregon’s property tax system, it is helpful to look at the system
from a historical perspective. The structure of the property tax system had changed little since before
statehood until the 1990s when two statewide ballot measures dramatically altered the system.
Oregon had a pure levy-based property tax system until 1991–92. Each taxing district calculated its own
tax levy based on its budget needs. County assessors estimated the Real Market Value (RMV) of all
property in their county. Generally, speaking, the full RMV of property was taxable and there was no
separate definition of Assessed Value (AV). The levy for each taxing district was then divided by the
total RMV in the district to arrive at a district tax rate. There was no difference between taxes imposed
and tax levies under this system, so taxes imposed grew as levies increased. Most levies were constitutionally limited to an annual growth rate of 6 percent without voter approval.
Starting in 1991–92, Measure 5 (M5) introduced limits on the tax rates paid by individual properties.
The tax rate limits of $5 per $1,000 of RMV for schools and $10 per $1,000 of RMV for general government, not including bonded indebtedness, were imposed. M5 resulted in a system that was a hybrid
levy-based and rate-based system.
The 1997 legislature drafted Measure 50 (M50) in response to the passage of Measure 47 (M47), which
was a citizen’s initiative placed on the ballot. The objective of M47 was to reduce property taxes in
1997–98 and control their future growth. The passage of M50 achieved those goals by cutting the 1997–
98 district tax levies and making the following three changes: the switch to permanent rates, the reduction of assessed values, and a limitation placed on yearly Maximum Assessed Value growth.
With the passage of M50, the property assessment process changed dramatically. For 1997–98, the concept of Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) was introduced. A property’s MAV is the taxable value limitation established for each property in existence in 1997 by M50. The M5 limits still apply, but because
M50 substantially reduced property taxes, the M5 limits have had no effect for most properties through
2000–2001. It is important to note that while M50 limits are applied to derive a property’s AV, the M5
rate limits apply to RMV. Prior to M50, this distinction was unnecessary because AV equaled RMV. If
property taxes exceed the M5 limits, then taxes are compressed in a specific order. First local option
taxes are reduced, possibly to zero. If there are no local option taxes or they have been reduced to
zero, the tax rates from the permanent rate for each taxing district are reduced proportionately.

Definitions
The following definitions will assist you in understanding M50 concepts and procedures.
Assessed Value (AV). Lesser of the property’s Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) or Real Market Value
(RMV). For specially assessed property, the lesser of RMV or MAV for any market portion, plus the
lesser of the Specially Assessed Value (SAV) or Maximum Specially Assessed Value (MSAV) for each
individual soil class, qualified homesite, and on-site development.
Average Maximum Assessed Value (AMAV). The value determined by dividing the total Maximum
Assessed Value (MAV) of all unchanged property in the same area in the same property class by the
total number of unchanged properties in the same area in the same property class.
Average Real Market Value (ARMV). The value determined by dividing the total Real Market Value
(RMV) of all unchanged property in the same area in the same property class by the total number of
unchanged properties in the same area in the same property class.
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Changed Property Ratio (CPR). Ratio determined by dividing the average Maximum Assessed Value
(AMAV) by the average Real Market Value (ARMV) for the same area and property class of unchanged
property.
Exception. Any change to property that allows an adjustment to Maximum Assessed Value (MAV):
(a) The property is new property or new improvements to property.
(b) The property is partitioned or subdivided.
(c) The property is rezoned and used consistently with rezoning.
(d) The property is first taken into account as omitted property.
(e) The property becomes disqualified from exemption, partial exemption or special assessment.
(f) A lot line adjustment is made with respect to property.
General Ongoing Maintenance and Repair. The repair or replacement of existing materials due to
normal wear/tear/deterioration. Examples of ongoing maintenance and repair may include re-roofing,
painting, or replacement of floor or wall covering. The Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) of the property cannot be increased due to general ongoing maintenance and repair.
Improvement. A change to property that enhances value.
Lot Line Adjustment. Any addition to the square footage of the land for a real property tax account
and a corresponding subtraction of square footage of the land from a contiguous real property tax
account.
Major Addition. An addition that has a Real Market Value over $10,000 and adds square footage to an
existing structure.
Maximum Assessed Value (MAV). A term defined by Measure 50 passed by Oregon voters in 1997.
The maximum (limit) of a property’s Assessed Value (AV). For the 1997–98 tax year, Maximum Assessed
Value (MAV) was the 1995–96 Real Market Value (RMV) less 10 percent. For tax years after 1997–98,
the MAV will be the greater of 103 percent of the property’s AV from the prior year or 100 percent of
the property’s MAV from the prior year. MAV may be increased or recalculated under certain circumstances to reflect changes to the property (exceptions).
Maximum Specially Assessed Value (MSAV). The maximum (limit) of a property’s Specially Assessed
Value (SAV), calculated as follows:
• The lesser of Real Market Value (RMV) or Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) for any market portion,
plus
• The lesser of the SAV or Maximum Specially Assessed Value (MSAV) for each individual soil class,
qualified homesite, and on-site development.
For the 1997–98 tax year, MSAV was the 1995–96 SAV less 10 percent. MSAV may be increased or recalculated under certain circumstances to reflect changes to the property. For tax years after 1997–98, MSAV
increases by 3 percent each year.
Minor Construction. An improvement to real property that results in an addition to Real Market Value
(RMV), but does not qualify as an addition to Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) due to a value threshold. The value threshold is an RMV of over $10,000 in any one-assessment year, or over $25,000 for all
cumulative additions made over five assessment years.
Modernization. A type of renovation in which worn or outdated elements are replaced with their current
counterparts.
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Net Additions. In calculating the addition to Maximum Assessed Value for new property and new improvements, the amount added shall be the net Real Market Value of the new property or new improvements less the Real Market Value of retired property, but not less than zero.
New Construction. Any new structure, building, addition, or improvement to the land, including site
development. It may also include installation of machinery and equipment.
Omitted Property. Property discovered and added to the roll after the roll is certified to the tax collector.
Property. All property included within a single property tax account, or if centrally assessed, the total
statewide value of all property assessed to a company.
Real Market Value (RMV). The amount in cash that could reasonably be expected to be paid by an
informed buyer to an informed seller, each without acting without compulsion in an arm’s length transaction occurring as of the assessment date for the tax year, as established by law.
Reconstruction. To rebuild or replace an existing structure with one of comparable utility.
Rehabilitation. To restore to a former condition without changing the basic plan, form, or style of a
structure.
Remodeling. A type of renovation that changes the basic plan, form, or style of the property.
Renovation. The process by which older structures or historic buildings are modernized, remodeled,
or restored.
Restoration. A type of renovation in which a property is returned to its original appearance and
condition.

Maximum Assessed Value
With the passage of Measure 50 in 1997, the property assessment process changed dramatically. For
the 1997–98 tax year and after, a new assessed value limitation was established called Maximum Assessed Value (MAV).
For the base year of 1997–98, MAV was calculated by reducing the 1995–96 Assessed Value (AV) by 10
percent. For example, if a warehouse had an AV (AV was the same as RMV) of $100,000 for the 1995–
96 tax year and no changes were made to the property, its 1997–98 MAV would have been $90,000
($100,000 less 10% or $10,000 = $90,000).
Beginning with 1997–98, the new assessed value limitation (MAV) has made it necessary for one more
comparison to be made to determine AV. The lesser of RMV or MAV is the new AV. In the example
above, if the 1997–98 RMV remained $100,000, then AV is $90,000 (lesser of $90,000 or $100,000).
For 1998–99 onward, MAV growth is limited to a maximum 3 percent per year plus exceptions. A limit
test is applied each year to determine if MAV will increase or stay the same. To calculate the MAV limit,
multiply the prior year AV by 1.03 and compare to the prior year MAV. The greater of those two numbers will be the new MAV. Continuing the above example of MAV from the base year:
1997–98 AV = $90,000 × 1.03 = $92,700;
1997–98 MAV = $90,000;
1998–99 MAV is the greater of those two, or $92,700.
The following three spreadsheets lays out the calculations of MAV and AV through tax years 2003–04.
The center section between the interior dashed lines is the greater of MAV test. The surrounding section enclosed by the dash/dot line is the lesser of RMV or MAV test to determine AV.

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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The first spreadsheet illustrates how the MAV grows at the 3 percent limit until it freezes in 2003–04.
Notice, however, that in 2002–03 the MAV increases even though it is greater than the RMV. Determining MAV is a simple calculation.
The second spreadsheet illustrates how RMV and MAV interact when testing for the “lesser of” to
determine AV. Notice how AV changes between RMV and MAV.
The third spreadsheet illustrates that AV can actually increase more than 3 percent. Only the MAV is
limited to 3 percent growth. Notice that in 2000–01 AV increases 15 percent, and in 2002–03 AV increases 5 percent. Also note that for 2003–04, even though RMV jumps 10 percent, the AV is only
allowed to grow 3 percent because MAV is once again acting as a limit.
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MAV CALCULATION EXAMPLE - SIMPLE
Assuming No MSO Exception
LESSER OF
GREATER OF

RMV

PRIOR
YEAR
AV * 1.03

PRIOR
YEAR
MAV

MAV

AV

NA

100,000

NA

NA

NA

100,000

96-97

0%

100,000

NA

NA

NA

100,000

97-98

0%

100,000

NA

NA

90,000

90,000

98-99

0%

100,000

90,000

92,700

92,700

92,700

95,481

95,481

95,481

98,345

98,345

98,345

101,296

100,000

101,296

103,000

100,000

103,000

103,000

100,000

TAX
YEAR

RMV
TREND

95-96

(100,000 * .90)

(90,000 * 1.03)

92,700
(92,700 * 1.03)

99-00

0%

100,000

00-01

0%

100,000

01-02

0%

100,000

02-03

0%

100,000

03-04

0%

100,000

95,481
(95,481 * 1.03)

98,345
(98,345 * 1.03)

101,296
(100,000 * 1.03)

103,000
(100,000 * 1.03)
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MAV CALCULATION EXAMPLE - COMPLEX
LESSER OF
GREATER OF

RMV

PRIOR
YEAR
AV * 1.03

PRIOR
YEAR
MAV

MAV

AV

NA

100,000

NA

NA

NA

100,000

96-97

0%

100,000

NA

NA

NA

100,000

97-98

-5%

95,000

NA

NA

90,000

90,000

98-99

-5%

90,250

90,000

92,700

90,250

92,700

92,958

90,250

92,958

92,958

92,958

92,958

95,746

94,763

95,746

97,605

97,605

97,605

100,534

99,501

TAX
YEAR

RMV
TREND

95-96

(100,000 * .90)

(90,000 * 1.03)

92,700
(90,250 * 1.03)

99-00

0%

90,250

00-01

5%

94,763

01-02

0%

94,763

02-03

5%

99,501

03-04

0%

99,501

92,958
(90,250 * 1.03)

92,958
(92,958 * 1.03)

95,746
(94,763 * 1.03)

97,605
(97,605 * 1.03)
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MAV CALCULATION EXAMPLE - COMPLEX
AV INCREASES MORE THAN 3%
LESSER OF
GREATER OF

TAX
YEAR

RMV
TREND

RMV

PRIOR
YEAR
AV * 1.03

PRIOR
YEAR
MAV

MAV

AV

95-96

NA

100,000

NA

NA

NA

100,000

96-97

0%

100,000

NA

NA

NA

100,000

97-98

-5%

95,000

NA

NA

90,000

90,000

90,000

92,700

76,000

92,700

92,700

76,000

92,700

92,700

87,400

92,700

92,700

87,400

92,700

92,700

91,770

92,700

94,523

94,523

(100,000 * .90)

(90,000 * 1.03)

98-99

-20%

76,000

99-00

0%

76,000

00-01

15%

87,400

92,700
(76,000 * 1.03)

78,280
(76,000 * 1.03)

78,280
(87,400 * 1.03)

01-02

0%

87,400

02-03

5%

91,770

90,022
(87,400 * 1.03)

90,022
(91,770 * 1.03)

03-04
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Establishing a Changed Property Ratio
Thus far we have not considered changes to property other than market influences. In the real world,
changes to property other than market influences happen all the time. M50 anticipated changes (discussed later in this chapter) to property and provided a mechanism to adjust MAV for those changes.
The mechanism to adjust MAV for changes to property is called a changed property ratio (CPR).
A CPR is a ratio calculated by dividing the average MAV of all unchanged property in the same area in
the same property class by the average RMV of all unchanged property in the same area in the property class. If the property has changed, the unchanged portion is still used in the calculations.
OAR 150-308.156 further defines a CPR by stating:
(1) A changed property ratio (CPR) shall be established for property classes 0 through 8 each assessment year. For determining the ratio of the average Maximum Assessed Value over the average Real Market Value, only the first digit of the property class needs to be recognized. These
ratios shall be rounded to three decimals.
Property classes may be combined to arrive at a ratio. The resulting ratio would become the
CPR for each property class used to calculate the ratio.
For properties with special assessments, only the market portion shall be used to determine a
ratio. For properties with farm or timber deferral, the assessor may use either of the following
methods to arrive at a changed property ratio:
(a) The market portion of the unchanged 5-x-x or 6-x-x property classes may be used to create
the changed property ratio for those classes; or,
(b) The 4-x-x changed property ratio may be applied to the 5-x-x or 6-x-x property classes, when
used in combination.
Residential property class (1-x-x) shall include all manufactured structures and/or floating homes
not assigned to other property classes.
(2) For locally assessed property, the changed property ratio shall not be greater than 100%.
(3) For centrally assessed property, the changed property ratio shall not be greater than 100%.
A CPR is used to determine what adjustment is made to MAV when certain changes occur to property.
For qualified changes to property that add to an existing MAV, multiply the contributory RMV of the
change by the appropriate CPR and add that amount to the existing MAV. For qualified changes to
property that create a new MAV, multiply the current RMV of the property by the appropriate CPR to
determine the new MAV.

Changes to Property (Exceptions)
Changes to property other than normal market trending are referred to as exceptions. An exception
is defined as any change to property, not including general ongoing maintenance and repair. Not all
changes to property will qualify as an adjustment to MAV. ORS 308.146(3) provides for increases to
MAV when the following actions occur (Note: ORS 308.166 describes the order in which exceptions
will be considered):
(a) The property is new property or new improvements to property.
(b) The property is partitioned or subdivided.
(c) The property is rezoned and used consistently with rezoning.
(d) The property is first taken into account as omitted property.
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(e) The property becomes disqualified from exemption, partial exemption or special assessment.
(f) A lot line adjustment is made with respect to property.
ORS 308.149(5) further defines new property or new improvements:
(5) (a) “New property or new improvements” means changes in the value of property as the
result of:
(A) New construction, reconstruction, major additions, remodeling, renovation, or rehabilitation of property.
(B) The siting, installation or rehabilitation of manufactured structures or floating homes; or
(C) The addition of machinery, fixtures, furnishings, equipment or other taxable real or personal property to the property tax account.
(b) ”New property or new improvements” does not include changes in the value of the property as the result of:
(A) General ongoing maintenance and repair; or
(B) Minor construction.
(c) “New property or new improvements” includes taxable property that on January 1 of the
assessment year is located in a different tax code area than on January 1 of the preceding
assessment year.
As listed above, “new property or new improvements” has two qualifiers, “general ongoing maintenance” and “repair and minor construction.” Each will be discussed in greater detail in this chapter.

Minor Construction
Minor construction is defined and explained in OAR 150-308.149(6):
(1) Definition: “Minor construction” is an improvement to real property that results in an addition
to Real Market Value (RMV), but does not qualify as an addition to Maximum Assessed Value
(MAV) due to a value threshold. The value threshold is an RMV of over $10,000 in any oneassessment year, or over $25,000 for all cumulative additions made over five assessments years.
(2) Minor construction does not include general ongoing maintenance and repairs.
(3) When testing the over $25,000 threshold, use the cumulative RMV of all minor and major construction over a period not to exceed five consecutive assessment years.
(a) Minor and major construction values are not market trended.
(b) Values for retirements are not considered in the threshold test.
(c) Values for minor construction items that are removed or destroyed prior to being an adjustment to MAV are subtracted from the minor construction cumulative RMV.
(4) Once the over $25,000 threshold is met, use the following steps to calculate the MAV adjustment:
(a) Use minor construction values that are not market trended.
(b) Make adjustments for any retirements from the prior assessment year. The net value of additions and retirements can not go below zero.
(c) Apply the changed property ratio (CPR) from the year the cumulative RMV becomes an addition to MAV.
(d) Reset the cumulative RMV for minor construction to zero and restart the five-year period.
150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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(5) For implementation of the five-year period, the first year is 1997–98 reflecting minor construction added after July 1, 1995, and on or before July 1, 1997.
The following examples demonstrate the over $25,000 threshold. RMVs in the following examples are
not market trended and/or depreciated.
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Example 1 – Over $25,000 Not Met
Year

New Imps.
Value

Cumulative
Total

1

$8,000

$8,000

Does not qualify as an adjustment to MAV. Individual year
RMV is under $10,001 and cumulative RMV is under $25,001.

2

None

$8,000

No change.

3

$7,000

$15,000

Does not qualify as an adjustment to MAV. Individual year
RMV is under $10,001 and cumulative RMV is under $25,001.

4

None

$15,000

No change.

5

$5,000

$20,000

Does not qualify as an adjustment to MAV. Individual year
RMV is under $10,001 and cumulative RMV is under $25,001.

Comment

Example 2 – Over $25,000 Not Met, Prior Years Drop Off
Year

New Imps.
Value

Cumulative
Total

1

$8,000

$8,000

Does not qualify as an adjustment to MAV. Individual year
RMV is under $10,001 and cumulative RMV is under $25,001.

2

None

$8,000

No change.

3

$5,000

$13,000

Does not qualify as an adjustment to MAV. Individual year
RMV is under $10,001 and cumulative RMV is under $25,001.

4

None

$13,000

No change.

5

$7,000

$20,000

Does not qualify as an adjustment to MAV. Individual year
RMV is under $10,001 and cumulative RMV is under $25,001.

6

$11,000

$23,000

Year 6 qualifies individually as is over $10,000. Prior years
still do not qualify, as five-year cumulative total is under
$25,001. (Remember that year 1 has dropped off the five-year
cumulation. $11,000 × CPR = adjustment to MAV.)

Comment

Example 3 – Cumulative RMV Reset
Year

New Imps.
Value

Cumulative
Total

1

$8,500

$8,500

2

$100,000

$108,500

Year 2 qualifies individually as RMV is over $10,000. Year 1
qualifies as five-year cumulative total is over $25,000.
$108,500 × CPR = adjustment to MAV. Cumulative total and
five-year period reset for the next year.

1

$9,500

$9,500

Cumulative total and five-year period have reset. Does not
qualify as an adjustment to MAV. Individual year RMV is
under $10,001 and cumulative RMV is under $25,001.

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)

Comment
Does not qualify as an adjustment to MAV. Individual year
RMV is under $10,001 and cumulative RMV is under $25,001.
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Example 4 – Cumulative RMV Reset
Year

New Imps.
Value

Cumulative
Total

1

$8,000

$8,000

Does not qualify as an adjustment to MAV. Individual year
RMV is under $10,001 and cumulative RMV is under $25,001.

2

$5,000

$13,000

Does not qualify as an adjustment to MAV. Individual year
RMV is under $10,001 and cumulative RMV is under $25,001.

3

$15,000

$28,000

Year 3 qualifies individually as is over $10,000. Years 1 and 2
qualify as five-year cumulative total is over $25,000.
$28,000 × CPR = adjustment to MAV. Cumulative total and
five-year period reset for the next year.

1

None

$0

Comment

Cumulative total and five-year period have reset.

Example 5 – Individual Year and Cumulative Year Adjustments
Year

New Imps.
Value

Cumulative
Total

1

$5,000

$5,000

Does not qualify as an adjustment to MAV. Individual year
RMV is under $10,001 and cumulative RMV is under $25,001.

2

None

$5,000

No change.

3

$15,000

$20,000

Year 3 qualifies individually as RMV is over $10,000. Year 1
does not qualify as cumulative RMV is under $25,001.
$15,000 CPR = adjustment to MAV.

4

$7,000

$27,000

Years 4 and 1 qualify as cumulative RMV is over $25,000.
$12,000 × CPR = adjustment to MAV. Cumulative total and
five-year period reset for the next year.

1

None

$0

Comment

Cumulative total and five-year period have reset.

Example 6 – Removal of Destroyed Minor Construction

Year

New Imps.
Value

Cumulative
Total

1

$8,000

$8,000

Does not qualify as an adjustment to MAV. Individual year
RMV is under $10,001 and cumulative RMV is under $25,001.

2

$5,000

$13,000

Does not qualify as an adjustment to MAV. Individual year
RMV is under $10,001 and cumulative RMV is under $25,001.

3

-$8,000

$5,000

Year 1 improvement was destroyed and is removed from the
cumulative RMV.

Comment

In order for new improvements to affect the MAV calculation, the Real Market Value must exceed $10,000 in one year or $25,000 accumulative over five years. The total Real Market Value
of improvements is used to determine if it qualifies as an adjustment to MAV.
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General Ongoing Maintenance and Repair
OAR 150-308.149(A) defines general ongoing maintenance and repair as:
(2) (a) For purposes of ORS 308.149 “general ongoing maintenance and repair” means activity that:
(A) Preserves the condition of the existing improvements without significantly changing design or materials and achieves an average useful life that is typical of the type and quality so the property continues to perform and function efficiently;
(B) Does not create new structures, additions to existing real property improvements or replacement of real or personal property machinery and equipment;
(C) Does not affect a sufficient portion of the improvements to qualify as new construction,
reconstruction, major additions, remodeling, renovation or rehabilitation; and
(D) For income producing properties is part of a regularly scheduled maintenance program.
(b) Regardless of cost, the value of general ongoing maintenance and repairs may not be included
as additions for the calculation of Maximum Assessed Value.
It simply refers to the repairs or replacements of existing materials to property due to normal wear,
tear, or deterioration. The MAV cannot be increased due to general ongoing maintenance and repair.
Examples that typically qualify as general ongoing maintenance and repair include:
• Replacing a worn composition roof cover on a house with a new one of like quality and material.
• Resurfacing or hot-mopping a 40,000 square foot built-up roof on an industrial structure.
• Replacing defective siding with a non-defective equivalent.
• Replacing a few broken deck boards on a marine pier.
• Replacing a worn bearing in a board edger.
• Replacing worn kitchen floor covering, appliances, and countertops in a house.
• Annually repainting the interiors, re-carpeting, and replacing countertops and lavatories in 20 percent of the rooms of a four-star hospitality property.
Examples that typically do not qualify as general ongoing maintenance and repair include:
• Replacing a deteriorated composition roof cover with a roof of superior materials, such as tile or heavy
shakes.
• Adding a second floor to a house.
• Expanding the floor area of a processing plant to provide protected storage for product awaiting transit.
• Replacing all or most decking boards on a pier.
• Replacing a board edger.
• Replacing worn kitchen floor covering, appliances, countertops, and cabinets in a house (major remodel).
• Repainting the interiors, re-carpeting, and replacing countertops and lavatories in all of the units of a
court motel.

Netting of Exception and Retirements
Often when new property and new improvements are added to property, some existing property is
removed during the same assessment year. When this happens, the RMV of the new property and
new improvements must be netted with the RMV of the retirements before adjusting MAV.
150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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ORS 308.153 is the statute that includes what to do with retirements:
(2) (a) The value of new property or new improvements shall equal the Real Market Value of the
new property or new improvements reduced (but not below zero) by the Real Market Value
of retirements from the property tax account.
(b) If the maximum assessed value of property is adjusted for fire or act of God, the reduction
in Real Market Value due to fire or act of God may not be considered to be a retirement
under this subsection.
Remember to add the contributory RMV of all new property and new improvements to the property
together before testing the minor construction limits. If the RMV exceeds the minor construction limits,
then look to see if any retirements need to be adjusted for. The net of any new property and new
improvements less any retirements is the RMV that will be used to multiply by the CPR as an adjustment to MAV.

Changed Property Analysis
On the following pages is a matrix that describes a change to property, whether it qualifies as an exception and whether M50 allows RMV and/or MAV to be changed. Note: The matrix is based on the
recommendations from the department based on what is currently known concerning M50.
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Changed Property Analysis Codes
Sub-Category: Structures

Code
Number

Description of Change

Changed
Property
Category

Allows
Change
of MAV?

Allows
Change
of RMV?

ORS
Reference

1

Any new construction/major addition greater than $10,000
in one year or $25,000 over five years.

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.153
308.149

2

Reconstruction of existing property.

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.153
308.149

3

Modernization of existing property.

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.153
308.149

4

Remodeling of existing property.

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.153
308.149

5

Renovation of existing property.

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.153
308.149

6

Rehabilitation of existing property.

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.153
308.149

7

Restoration of existing property.

Exception

Yes

Yes

8

General on-going maintenance and repair of any value.

RMV Change

No

Yes

308.149(5)

9

Minor construction less than $10,001 in one year, or less
than $25,001 over five years.

RMV Change

No

Yes

308.149(5)
308.149(6)

10

Improvement physically moved to different location
(unless subject to ORS 308.162).

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.149(5)

11

Value of structures moved from one account to another.
Structure not physically moved.

MAV Balance

Balance

Yes

308.162

12

Error in square footage calculation corrected by
review or reappraisal. No structural change.

RMV Change

No

Yes

13

Floor levels reclassified after base year.

RMV Change

No

Yes

14

Inventory record corrected on review or reappraisal after
base year (unless omitted property).

RMV Change

No

Yes

15

Loss in value of property if destroyed or damaged due to
fire or act of God (allows for reduction only).

Exception

Yes

Yes

16

Building removed/demolished (not by fire or act of God).

RMV Change

No

Yes

Changed
Property
Category

Allows
Change
of MAV?

Allows
Change
of RMV?

308.146(5)

Sub-Category: Land

Code
Number

Description of Change

17

Improvements to land, either on-site or off-site,
greater than $10,000 in one year or $25,000 within five
years (as defined in ORS 307.010).

Exception

Yes

Yes

18

Event on property or on contiguous property triggers
change in value attributed to existing physical
characteristic of land.
Combination of two or more accounts.

RMV Change

No

Yes

MAV Balance

Balance

Yes

19

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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308.153
307.010
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Sub-Category: Land (cont.)

Description of Change

Changed
Property
Category

Allows
Change
of MAV?

Allows
Change
of RMV?

20

Previously existing landscaping revalued.

RMV Change

No

Yes

21

Property is rezoned and use does not change.

RMV Change

No

Yes

308.156(2)

22

Property is rezoned and use is consistent with new
zoning.

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.156(2)

23

Lot lines of property are adjusted.

MAV Balance

Balance

Yes

308.159

24

Property is subdivided or partitioned under Ch. 92.
(Not subject to ORS 308.162.)

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.156(1)

25

Property is subdivided or partitioned only by deed division
or court order. (Not subject to ORS 308.162.)

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.156(1)

26

Portion of property valued as a unit or part of total sold.

RMV Change

No

Yes

Code
Number

ORS
Reference

Sub-Category: Personal Property/ MS/ M & E
($10,000 minor construction threshold does not include initial siting of MS or Floating Homes)

Description of Change

Changed
Property
Category

Allows
Change
of MAV?

Allows
Change
of RMV?

ORS
Reference

27

Siting/installation of MS or floating structure.

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.149(5)

28

Rehabilitation of MS or floating structure.

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.149(5)

29

MS transferred from one roll to another
(not physically moved).

MAV Balance

Balance

Yes

308.162

30

MS moved to different location.

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.149(5)

31

Change of classification of M & E from Real to Personal
or Personal to Real.

MAV Balance

Balance

Yes

308.162

32

New account is created for new personal property.

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.153

33

Personal property physically moved from one account to
another (unless subject to ORS 308.162).

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.153

34

Personal property value transferred from one account to
another (not physically moved).

MAV Balance

Balance

No

308.162

35

M & E transferred from one account to another
(not physically moved).

MAV Balance

Balance

No

308.162

Description of Change

Changed
Property
Category

Allows
Change
of MAV?

Allows
Change
of RMV?

ORS
Reference

36

Code area changes due to any reason.

Not a change

NA

NA

37

Property physically moved to different code area.

Exception

Yes

Yes

Code
Number

Sub-Category: Code Area Changes

Code
Number

Measure 50, Exceptions, and MAV
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Sub-Category: Exemptions & Special Assessments
(MV = Market Value MAV; SA = Specially Assessed MSAV)
Code
Number

Description of Change

Changed
Property
Category

Allows
Change
of MAV?

Allows
Change
of RMV?

ORS
Reference

38

Property changed from exempt or partially exempt to
taxable.

Exception

Yes-MV
Yes-SA

No *

308.156(4)

39

Property disqualified from special assessment.

Exception

Yes-MV

No *

308.156(4)

40

Property changed from one special assessment to
another.

MAV/MSAV
Change

Yes-MV
Yes-SA

Yes

308.156(4)

41

Error in classification of specially assessed land corrected
after base year. Land is not changed or improved.

MAV/MSAV
Change

No-MV
Yes-SA

Yes

42

Classification of specially assessed land is changed due
to improvements and land is revalued.

Exception

Yes-MV
Yes-SA

Yes

43

Property changed from market to specially assessed.

NA

No-MV
Yes-SA

No

Allows
Change
of MAV?

Allows
Change
of RMV?

Sub-Category: Miscellaneous

Code
Number

Description of Change

Changed
Property
Category

44

Property class change.

RMV Change

No

Yes

45

Property contaminated after base year.

RMV Change

No

Yes

45a

Correction of contamination. (Value reduced to reflect
contamination prior to base year.)

Exception

Yes

Yes

46

Market area changed (neighborhood, value area).

RMV Change

No

Yes

Description of Change

Changed
Property
Category

Allows
Change
of MAV?

Allows
Change
of RMV?

ORS
Reference

47

Omitted Property added to roll.

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.156(3)

48

Correction of clerical error or error or omission of another
kind that adds value to the roll.

Exception

Yes

Yes

308.156(3)

49

Settlement of appeal affects value for base year and
changes MAV.

NA

Changes
base
MAV

Yes

50

Appeal reduces total value of property after base year
(unless MAV change included in order/decision).

RMV Change

No

Yes

51

Appeal reduces total value of property. Property includes
an exception added after base year. Use best information
to arrive at value attributable to the exception.
Correction of clerical error or error or omission of another
kind that does not result in addition of value.

Exception

Yes

Yes

MAV Balance

Balance

No

ORS
Reference

Sub-Category: Corrections

Code
Number

52

* RMV will need to be determined upon disqualification if no RMV exists on the roll.
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Reduction of Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) for Property Destroyed or
Damaged by Fire or Act of God
ORS 308.146(5)(a) directs that MAV be reduced if property is damaged or destroyed by fire or act of
God and states:
(5) (a) Notwithstanding subsection (1) of this section, when a portion of property is destroyed or
damaged due to fire or act of God, for the year in which the destruction or damage is reflected by a reduction in Real Market Value, the maximum assessed value of the property
shall be reduced to reflect the loss from fire or act of God.
This provision was made retroactive to 1997–98. No application is required by the taxpayer. When the
assessor is made aware of the destruction he or she will make the appropriate adjustments. If the portion of property that was damaged or destroyed was classed as minor construction for which no adjustment was made to the maximum assessed value for the property, then no adjustment shall be made.
Oregon Administrative Rule OAR 150-308.146(5)(a) provides guidance in making the appropriate adjustments and reads:
(1) “Fire or act of God” has the same meaning and restrictions as used in ORS 308.425 including
the arson restriction of ORS 308.440.
(2) As used in ORS 308.146(5)(a), “reduction in Real Market Value” means the total RMV after adjustment is less than it would otherwise have been, had the damage or destruction by fire or act
of God not occurred.
OAR 150-308.146(5)(a) (3) goes on to describe how to make adjustments to MAV if the fire or act of
God occurred beginning after July 1, 1995, and before July 1, 1997. Following is the procedure to adjust MAV if the fire or act of God happened on or after July 1, 1997:
(4) When a portion of property is destroyed or damaged by fire or act of God on or after July 1,
1997, use the following procedure to adjust MAV for the year in which the destruction or damage is reflected by a reduction in RMV.
Note: An example is incorporated into the steps with the following assumptions:
1999–00 MAV = $87,379
1999–00 (1-1-99) total RMV equals $100,000.
1999–00 AV = $87,379.
9-1-99 the house is destroyed by fire. The house RMV for 1-1-99 was $75,000.
There is no market trending in this area.
Step 1: Multiply the prior year assessed value (AV) by 1.03. Compare the result to the prior year
MAV to determine the larger amount. The larger amount becomes the current year MAV (unadjusted) as if the account had not changed.
Larger of: Prior year AV × 1.03 or prior year MAV = current year MAV of unchanged account.
Example: Larger of: $87,379 × 1.03 = $90,000 or $87,379. Current year MAV = $90,000.
Step 2: Determine the prior years RMV for the affected portion. The affected portion is that part
of the property that was destroyed or damaged by fire or act of God. The RMV of the loss is the
RMV of the affected portion.
Example: RMV of affected portion equals $75,000.
Step 3: Subtract the RMV of the affected portion (Step 2) from the prior year total RMV to determine the RMV of the unaffected portion.
Prior year total RMV–RMV of the affected portion = RMV of the unaffected portion.
Example: $100,000 –$75,000 = $25,000.
Measure 50, Exceptions, and MAV
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Step 4: Divide the RMV of the unaffected portion (Step 3) by the total prior year RMV to determine the percentage of unaffected property.
RMV of the unaffected portion ÷ total prior year RMV = percentage of unaffected property.
Example: $25,000 ÷ $100,000 = 25%
Step 5: Multiply the unadjusted MAV (Step 1) by the percentage of unaffected property (Step 4)
to determine an MAV that has been adjusted to reflect the loss from fire or act of God (MAV
attributable to the unaffected portion only).
Unadjusted MAV × percentage of unaffected property = MAV adjusted to reflect the loss from
fire or act of God.
Example: $90,000 × 25% = $22,500.
(5) As used in subsection (4), the “year” in which the RMV is reduced due to fire or act of God can
be either:
(a) The assessment year.
(b) The tax year if RMV is determined as of July 1 under ORS 308.146(6) or 308.428.
On the following page is a visual flowchart, which leads the reviewer through the process of adjusting
for destroyed or damage property.
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Flowchart for Damaged or Destroyed Property

1-1-98 and Later
1-1 through 7-1

Damaged or Destroyed
1-1 through 7-1
YES

No Change to RMV
from 1-1;
No Affect to MAV

NO

Reduction in RMV
due to
Fire or Act of God?

Application For
RMV Determination
as of 7-1?

NO

YES

YES

Determination of RMV as of Next 1-1;
Adjust MAV to Refl ect
Loss from Fire or Act of God

Determination of
RMV as of 7-1;
No Affect to MAV

NO

Reduction in RMV
for 7-1?
YES

Determination of
RMV as of 7-1;
May Change AV

NO

Fire or Act of God?
YES

Determination of RMV as of 7-1;
Adjust MAV to Reflect
Loss from Fire or Act of God

7-1 through 12-31
Damaged or Destroyed
7-1 through 12-31
YES

Reduction in RMV for 1-1?
YES

Fire or Act of God?

NO

YES

NO

Normal RMV &
MAV Review
for 1-1

Normal RMV &
MAV Review
for 1-1

Determination of RMV as of 1-1;
Adjust MAV to Reflect
Loss from Fire or Act of God

Measure 50, Exceptions, and MAV
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Determination of RMV for Property Destroyed or Damaged Between
January 1 and July 1
ORS 308.146(6)(a) addresses damage or destruction during the first six months of the assessment year:
(6) (a) If, during the period beginning on January 1 and ending on July 1 of an assessment year,
any real or personal property is destroyed or damaged, the owner or purchaser under a recorded instrument of sale in the case of real property, or the person assessed, person in
possession or owner in the case of personal property, may apply to the county assessor to
have the real market and assessed value of the property determined as of July 1 of the current assessment year.
The qualified taxpayer must make application to the county assessor on or before August 1 of the current year.
For this provision, the damage or destruction is not limited to fire or act of God. The RMV will be
established as of July 1. The MAV will be the MAV as it was established as of January 1. AV will be the
lessor of these two numbers. MAV will not be adjusted for any new construction that happened between January 1 and July 1. That adjustment will take place next January 1.

Statutes and Rules Affecting Determination of MAV and Exceptions
The following statute references, rule references, and definitions are included for your information:

Statutes and Rules Affecting Determination of MAV and Exceptions
ORS 308.142
ORS 308.146
ORS 308.149
ORS 308.153
ORS 308.156
ORS 308.159
ORS 308.162
ORS 308.166

“Property” and property tax account.
Determination of maximum assessed value and assessed; reduction in maximum assessed following property destruction.
Definitions for ORS 308.149 to 308.166.
New property and new improvements to property.
Subdivision or partitions; rezoning; omitted property; disqualification from exemption, partial exemption, or special assessment.
Lot lines adjustments.
Property tax account modification.
Ordering provisions when property is subject to multiple special determinations.

Related Statutes and Administrative Rules
Onsite and Offsite Development

ORS 307.010
OAR 150-308.010(1)

Definition of “Real Property” and “Land.”
Real Property.

Adjudicated Value

ORS 309.115
OAR 150-309.115(1)(A)
OAR 150-309.115(2)(b)
OAR 150-309.115(2)(f)

Property Value Corrected Upon Appeal; Tax Years Affected; Exceptions.
Value To Be Placed On Roll when Real Market Is Being Appealed.
Changes to an Adjudicated Value.
Additions, Remodeling, and Rehabilitation.

Errors or Omissions—Clerical Error

ORS 311.205
OAR 150-311.205(1)(a)
150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)

Correcting Errors or Omissions in Rolls
What is a Clerical Error?
10-21
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OAR 150-311.205(1)(b)
OAR 150-311.205(1)(c)(A)
OAR 150-311.205(1)(c)(B)

An Error in Valuation Judgement is not correctable under ORS 311.205.
Roll Correction for Nonexistent Property.
What is an Error or Omission on the roll of any Kind?

Omitted Property

ORS 311.216

OAR 150-311.216

Measure 50, Exceptions, and MAV

Notice of Intention to Add Omitted Property to Rolls; Treatment of
Unreported Property; Treatment of Understated Real Property; Duty of
Tax Collector.
Standard for Omitted Property Correctable by Omitted Due to Assessor’s
Lack of Knowledge of its Existence.
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Processing the Real Property Return
General Office Procedures
Real and personal property return forms for reporting annual changes to property are to be mailed to
owners of industrial properties each year. The properties to receive the forms are selected as discussed
in the “Files” section of this manual. Following are the procedures for mailing and receiving the returns.

Selection of Properties
A list of properties subject to the filing requirements of ORS 308.290 should be maintained in the confidential industrial property files. The list must be updated each year based on new businesses and the
transfers from and to state responsibility accounts.

Mailing of the Returns
Prepare the mailing of industrial packets that include both real and personal property returns. The preparation of the packets includes the following steps:
1. Order an adequate number of real and personal property return forms from the Department of Revenue. Note: The department typically requests from the counties the number of forms needed about
three months in advance of the mailing deadline.
2. Have mailing labels made or print the taxpayer information on each return. It is recommended that
at least three sets of labels be ordered. One for the real property return, one for the personal property return, and one for the mailer.
3. Mail the returns to the taxpayer prior to December 31.

Receipt of the Returns
Upon receipt of the returns in the assessor’s office, the returns must be date stamped and checked
against the original listing. Identify any changes the company has made on the return which might
affect the assessment roll information. Review the changes and determine what account information
needs to be changed, if any.
Unless an extension has been granted, the returns must be postmarked on or before March 1 in order for
the return to be considered filed timely. Late returns should be marked with a stamp: “assess penalty.”
After logging in, distribute the returns to the appraisal section for processing.
Note: Whenever any writing or remittance is required by law to be filed or made on a weekend or on
a legal holiday, the date and time specified is extended to include the next business day. See ORS
305.820(2).

Value Computation Sheets
The final result of processing a real property return is a value computation sheet. The computation
sheet is simply a printout of a spreadsheet reflecting all changes that have occurred to a particular property
since the last assessment date. The information is used to develop the assessment roll information used
to calculate the taxes owing on the particular parcel or tax lot. As a result of Measure 50, M50 exception values must also be identified and tracked. The remainder of this section of the manual will discuss the procedures used to complete the value computation sheet. On page 11-2 is an example of a
value computation sheet.
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Confidential - Not Public Information

20XX
VALUE COMPUTATION SHEET
REAL PROPERTY
NAME
ABC INCORPORATED
ACCOUNT & CODE
R020407525D000400
LOCATION
Halfway, Or
INDUSTRY TYPE
Saw Mill
SITE NUMBER
15
PERSONAL PROPERTY ACCOUNT #
P123456
A. ANNUAL ADJUSTMENT FACTORS
1 Buildings & Structures
2 Machinery & Equipment

EXTENSION #
RPR RECEIVED
DATE COMPUTED
COMPUTED BY
REVIEWED BY

-aGroup
3
3

-bCycle
3
3

-aPRIOR YR'S
RMV

B. BUILDINGS & STRUCTURES

2/11/20XX
5/22/20XX

-cTrend
1.12
1.01

-b-cRETIREMENT ADDITIONS

172,010

KING, J.
BENNETT, J
-dDepreciation
1.00
0.93

-dCURRENT YR'S
RMV

-e-

-f-

POTENTIALLY
EXEMPT

MAV
EXCEPTION

192,650
-

1 Completed Additions
2 Under Construction
3 Exemption

-

C. MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

82,030

7,000

7,420

54,321

54,320

7,420
54,320

-

-

75,640
1,500

1 Completed Additions
2 Being Installed
3 Exemption

(1,500)
7,500

7,270

7,270

35,000

35,000

35,000

-

-

D. ECONOMIC OBSOLESCENCE

0.10

-

(37,230)

E. LAND SITE DEVELOPMENT*

65,500

TOTAL 1-1-20XX REAL MARKET VALUE

335,070

TOTAL POTENTIALLY EXEMPT

0

TOTAL MAV EXCEPTIONS (NET OF RETIREMENTS)

102,510

LATE FILING PENALTY**
FOOTNOTES

YES

NO

x

*Land Site Development to be added to county land valuation. Rocking of log storage yard expansion
Trends & Depreciation Factors taken from DOR's Special Use Supplement
**Return Filed Late - Late Filing Penalty to be Imposed by Assessor and calculated on the Assessed Value.
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Getting Started (Helpful Hints)
• Make all notations on the return with a red pen or pencil.
• Staple a calculator tape to the page if the calculations are complex.
• Don’t put sticky notes in the file.
• Document all logic and decisions so the reviewer and the next person who uses the file can understand what you did.
• Make sure all schedules are included for all accounts before starting to process the return.
• Check your math before sending the RPR to review.

Preparation for Processing the Return
The first step in assessing real property is to obtain a complete listing of all items owned, leased, or
rented, in the possession of a business operator, and held or used with the intent of producing income.
Generally, the complete listing is obtained as a part of the appraisal process. The taxpayer is required
to report additions and retirements of real and personal property on an annual basis.
The taxpayer is required by law to provide this information as part of the annual real and personal
property return process and must include all detailed information requested (ORS 308.285 and 308.290).
Review the form and the account file for problems. Use the following checklist

Checklist for the Initial Review of the Return
Reviewing the RPR Packet
Note: It is recommended that the person processing the real property return (RPR) assemble all of the
related returns for the site (including personal property) and work the returns together. This process
helps ensure that all property is assessed correctly, that there are no double assessments, and that all
new exceptions (additions) are classified correctly as real or personal.
1. Is the RPR file folder the correct one for the return?
Check the RPR cover sheet and compare it to the file and last year’s value computation sheet. If
they don’t match, check the files.
2. Is the return signed?
If not, return the form(s) to the taxpayer requesting it be signed.
3. Are there completed schedules for each account listed on the cover sheet?
Sometimes taxpayers will list changes for multiple accounts on one set of schedules. This makes it
impossible to determine where changes need to be made. What do you do?
a. Contact the taxpayer. Tell him or her the schedules are not clear.
b. Explain that you need a set of schedules for each account and have them send revised forms.
Give them a deadline.
c. If they don’t send revised forms, then check with the chief appraiser for advice.
4. Is there a return or a computer disk for personal property? This only applies if there is a personal
property account. If there is a personal property account, the following steps may apply:
a. If there if no return or disk, then check with personal property section to see if one was created last year.
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b. If there isn’t a computer disk or file, have the personal property list keyed into the appropriate spreadsheet format.
5. Is company information up-to-date?
Are there changes to the address or company information?
Some changes may be made by support staff before you get the return.
What changes need to be made?
a. Taxpayer mailing address.
b. Situs address.
c. Taxpayer contact name and phone number.
How do you know it was done?
a. It should have the initials of the person who made the change.
b. The information should appear on the computer screen in the RPR system for the company.
You are responsible for making sure the account record is updated.
What kinds of changes do you have to confirm?
a. Company name change.
1) If the company’s name has changed, confirm the change with the company. Ask if the
name change occurred because of a change of ownership. If it was from a change of ownership, you may have a disclosure issue to deal with. (Refer to the “Disclosure” section of
this manual.)
2) Check to make sure the legal record has been changed. Sometimes the company representative writes in a name that means something to the company but is not the legally
listed owner on the county records. The company has to update their deed in the county’s
records before you can officially change it. However, you can add the new requested
name as a “DBA” to your records. This should satisfy the needs of both the county and
the taxpayer.
b. Addition of a new account or change to an existing account.
6. Are there retirements listed? Get the appraisal information.
7. Is there an adjudication? Get the appeals information.
8. Does the property have a qualified exemption?
a. Does it have an Enterprise Zone, Facilities under Construction, or a Pollution Control Device exemption?
9. Was it mailed by the deadline? Does it have an extension? If not, it gets a penalty.
The cover sheet will list the received date, postmark date, and the extension number (if any).
• If there is no extension and the postmark date is March 1* or before, it was timely filed.
• If there is an extension and the postmark date is April 15*, it was timely filed.
Refer to the appropriate section(s) of this manual for correct procedures for calculating specific portions of the return.
* Note: Whenever any writing or remittance is required by law to be filed or made on a weekend or
on a legal holiday, the date and time specified is extended to include the next business day. See ORS
305.820(2).
Processing the Real Property Return
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Working the Return
After reviewing the return and assembling the appropriate materials, you are ready to work the return.
In order to process the return, an electronic or manual spreadsheet needs to be used. See the example
provided in this manual, page 11-2.
Referring to the example spreadsheet, the beginning value of all of your calculations (Column -a-) generally is the total ending value of the category (either Buildings & Structures—B&S or Machinery &
Equipment—M&E) or the current Real Market Value (Column -d-) as calculated on last year’s value
computation sheet.
Other possibilities to the beginning value occur when either:
• A new appraisal has been made.
• The value has been adjudicated.
• Omitted property has been added.
When processing the return, think about what you are doing and why you are doing it.
• Does your action make sense?
• Are your notes and documentation clear to others that will review it?
• Will your decision be understandable to the taxpayer?
See your supervisor if you are unsure about what course of action to take.
Measure 50 (M50) requires that we maintain two values, Real Market Value (RMV) and Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) (the value limitation).

Estimating Real Market Value
To estimate RMV, you will continue to use procedures very similar to what you have in the past. This
is true for both annual maintenance appraisals and physical reappraisals. Your procedures must accommodate necessary calculations for MAV and exceptions to MAV.
The procedures used during the annual maintenance appraisals do not need to change significantly.
Current policies about what value to add for completed additions, buildings under construction, and
machinery being installed should remain the same as in the past if you are following department recommendations. The estimation of the value of reported retirements also remains the same. The major
change when estimating RMV is that you no longer give an extra year’s trend and depreciation as required prior to M50. The current definition of RMV requires property to be valued as of the assessment
date of January 1 rather than as of the lowest value during the assessment year.
When estimating RMV, the following examples may provide assistance. The examples do not replace
your appraisal judgement.
Additions typically added at 100% of reported cost:
• B&S—increase square feet of building space.
• M&E—retrofits or upgrades that add capabilities or capacity to the machine. For example, adding
computer controls to a machine that was previously manually controlled.
Additions typically added at less than 100% of reported costs:
• B&S—remodeling that enhance or improve the building. Example: new roof
• M&E—rebuilds that extend the life of a machine.
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Additions typically added at 0 % of reported costs:
• B&S—repairs. Example: patch the roof.
• M&E—repairs that maintain the current function of the machine without upgrading. Example: replacing a worn-out bearing.
Use judgement for other issues that don’t fit the above scenarios.
• The Board of Property Tax Appeals reduced the value of a building because the roof was in poor
condition. A new roof is now being reported. You may decide to add 100% of the value instead of
something less.
• The company reports a retrofit of some M&E. You have knowledge of new machines with the enhanced features where cost is less than the reported retrofit. You may decide to add less than 100%
of the reported costs.
Note: If the buildings are general use and an income approach was used to determine the property’s
value, you must determine whether any of the above changes to the property has an effect on the
rent or income stream to the owner. If not, then it may not be appropriate to adjust for additions or
retirements.

Calculating Maximum Assessed Value
You should note that the definition of improvements under M50, for the calculation of MAV, is different
from the improvements for RMV. Watch out for “RE” words. These are words such as REmodel, REpair,
REcondition, REplace. Other words, such as “overhaul,” are also considered RE words. Sometimes the
word “new” is a potential RE word. The item being described using an RE word may not add full value
(or any value) to the account. These words should be considered red flags that need to be researched.
Contact the company representative for further information before adding value. Examples: Painting
the exterior of the building to match the signature color of a new owner. Replacing a roof on a building. Replacing a burned-out motor with a model of equal power on a piece of machinery. (See “Measure 50, Exceptions, and MAV” section of this manual.)
An exception is defined as a qualifying change to property whose Real Market Value is over $10,000 or
$25,000 for all cumulative additions made over five assessment periods. OAR 150-308.149(6) provides
guidance in determining adjustments to MAV. While the values of retirements are not considered in the
threshold test, the addition to MAV is net of retirements and multiplied by the changed property ratio
(CPR) prior to adding to the base MAV.

Buildings and Structures
Changes to buildings and structures (B&S) and yard improvements are reported on Schedules 1-A, 1-B,
and 1-C of the real property return. If there are no reported changes, the current Real Market Value
(RMV) taken from the prior year’s value computation sheet is trended and depreciated. You must be
careful to select the appropriate trends and depreciation factors used to calculate the Real Market Value
for the current year. Refer to the “Trends and Depreciation” section of this manual.
First, determine if the buildings and structures are special use or general use. If they are general use,
the trend is market derived by the county or selected from the department’s general use industrial ratio
study. For general use, a depreciation factor of 1.00 is selected because the trend already considers
both appreciation and depreciation.
If the B&S is special use, then the trends and depreciation factors are typically selected from those
published annually by the Department of Revenue (see Real Property Return Computation Supplement). To select the trend for the buildings, you must know the group or building type of the subject. If the group is not listed on the prior year’s value computation sheet, you must refer to the
Processing the Real Property Return
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appraisal. Building types are grouped based on similar trends; therefore, the groupings will change
from year to year. For 2000, there were two different groups. They were:
Group 1

Light Steel Frame
Pre-fab Steel
Reinforced Concrete Frame
Tilt-up Concrete
Heavy Steel Frame

Group 2

Wood Frame
Masonry

Trending multipliers are calculated using data from the current Marshall Valuation Service. In some
cases, these factors may not apply to a particular property. When local market data indicates a different trend, such as for general use buildings, you should use a procedure that results in the most reliable
indicator of Real Market Value. You must exercise appraisal judgment.
After the selection of the appropriate trending factor, you must use the appropriate depreciation factor.
In an industrial plant, maintenance is continuous, as is wear and tear and obsolescence. The proper
choice of depreciation factors to be applied to the buildings and structures between appraisals should
result in a new measurement of value that should correspond to the estimate of a new on-site appraisal.
If the buildings are general use, the depreciation factor selected should always be 1.00 since the market-derived trending factor has already considered both appreciation and depreciation. If the property
is special use, then the depreciation factors will typically be selected from those annually published by
the Department of Revenue.
Remember that the trend and depreciation factors already account for normal physical deterioration
and some functional obsolescence. Additional adjustments for excess obsolescence should be made
when appropriate. Refer to the department’s most recently published Real Property Return Computation Supplement.

Completed Additions for Buildings and Structures
Completed additions are reported in Schedule 1-A of the real property return. These are additions
to buildings, structures, and yard improvements that have been completed as of the current reporting period.
The addition(s) should be described in enough detail to identify the property. Necessary information
includes the starting date, completion date, total completed costs, costs reported in prior years, and
costs not previously reported. All direct and indirect costs, (i.e., materials, labor, overhead, shipping,
etc.) need to be reported.
Additions related to general ongoing maintenance, repairs, and minor construction must also be reported.
These items may not qualify as an M50 exception, but generally have some effect on the RMV. See the
“Measure 50, Exceptions, and MAV” section of this manual.
You must determine if the additions should be added at full value or a portion of the reported cost.
Items such as maintenance or repairs, while extending the useful life of the buildings, typically do not
contribute to the full extent of their costs.
If the addition was partially reported in prior years, make sure that Column 4 of the return reconciles
with the prior year’s return. If it does not, call the taxpayer for clarification. If only a portion of the
completed additions is added, you should document on the return, or a separate piece of paper, the
reasons for using values other than those reported.
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You should only allow one-half of one year’s trend and one-half of one year’s depreciation for the first
year during which an asset is in place. This procedure recognizes that assets are installed throughout
the assessment year and is referred to as a “half-year convention.” Use the following checklist to guide
you through the process:
Additions Checklist

1. Check the starting date.
a. Is it after last year’s assessment date? If so, this item has not been reported before.
b. Is the start date prior to last year’s assessment date? If so, it should have been reported in prior
years.
1) Check last year’s RPR and compare the reported asset information. If it was reported last year,
is the reported amount last year the same as this year’s “Costs Reported in Prior Years”?
a) If yes, put a red check mark on this year’s return by the “Starting Date” and the “Costs
Reported in Prior Years.”
b) If no, contact the company for clarification.
2. Is the completion date the same as, or prior to, December 31? If it falls after December 31, contact
the company for clarification.
3. Watch out for “RE” words. These are words such as REmodel, REpair, REcondition, REplace. Other
words, such as “overhaul,” are also considered RE words. Sometimes the word “new” is a potential
RE word. The item being described may not add full value (or any value) to the account. These
words should be considered red flags that need to be researched. Contact the company representative for further information before adding value.
4. If a new asset is added it may be replacing another asset that has been removed. Look at the
retirement’s list to see if this is true. Sometimes taxpayers are diligent in reporting what’s new but
forget to list what’s gone.
5. Look in the file for a building permit. Sometimes a permit is issued and the taxpayer’s representative, who is not located on the site, doesn’t report it.
Note: If an asset is not completed yet, its value should receive no trend or depreciation until it is put
into use.

Retirements of Buildings and Structures
Retirements of buildings, structures, and yard improvements are reported on Schedule 1-B of the RPR.
These are assets that were retired and removed from the site during the reporting period of January 1
through December 31.
The taxpayer needs to describe the improvements in enough detail to identify the property. This could
include the asset number, date of acquisition, total original construction costs, date removed from service, and the date removed from the site.
Retired property is removed from the assessment roll at its current depreciated Real Market Value. You
must first identify the asset either in the most current appraisal or on prior returns. Next, determine
what value was added to the account for the asset. Once the asset is identified along with its base
value, then all the trends and depreciation factors for each year since the item was added or appraised
must be used to bring the base value level to that represented in the prior year’s return. This is the
amount to be retired.
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Note in red next to the item on the old return or appraisal that the item was retired and when. Document your calculations and value conclusion on the return or with an attachment. Use the following
checklist to guide you through the process:
Retirements Checklist

1. Determine when the basis for this asset’s current value was added to the roll. It may have been
added on a prior year’s RPR or an appraisal, or the addition may have resulted from an adjudicated
value or a roll correction. Determine the most recent indication of this addition.
2. What was the assigned value at the time it went on the roll? If the asset was added during RPR
processing or from an appraisal, its starting value most likely will have to be adjusted to get it to the
first assessment date for which it was on the roll.
a. Added from an RPR—If the asset was added during RPR season prior to the January 1 assessment date, its starting value may have received an adjustment to the annual trend and depreciation for only half a year.
b. Added from an appraisal—The asset’s starting value may have been trended and depreciated
based on the quarter in which the appraisal was done.
3. After the initial year’s value has been determined you must hand-calculate the trend and depreciation for each year to bring the value to the current assessment date. Over time, asset values will
change as each year’s trend and depreciation is applied. You must make sure that the value you
remove from the roll is an accurate reflection of that asset’s value—no more, no less.
4. What happens if you can’t find the original asset entry? This could happen for a number of reasons:
a. The asset list for the account does not exist or is minimal. All assets were lumped into a few
groups and individual listings weren’t created.
b. The asset described by the taxpayer does not match the detailed list of assets from the appraisal.
c. The taxpayer is “cleaning up” their books and sending us information about assets that may have
been gone for years.
What do you do? First of all, you must contact the taxpayer and find out if there is another name for
the asset, where exactly it was located, or any other information that may help you identify it in the
list. However, just because it was reported as being removed doesn’t necessarily mean that you must
reduce the account’s value for the item. You must have a reasonable belief that the asset’s value is
part of the account’s current value before making any reduction.
5. If items have been removed, were they replaced by a new asset and reported in the Additions
schedules? If you suspect this is so, contact the taxpayer and ask. Example: A sawmill retires a
headrig but nothing new is reported on the Additions schedule. A sawmill cannot operate without a piece of equipment to saw the logs into lumber, so obviously someone forgot to tell you
about something.
Retirements must be gone from the site or scrapped. Assets that are not currently in service or abandoned in place, permanently or otherwise, may still have value. To make this determination you need
to talk to the taxpayer. If you believe it is warranted, you may want to reduce the value to reflect the
non-use.
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Building and Structures Under Construction
These are buildings and structures (B&S) that are being built, but not yet complete as of the assessment date. B&S under construction items are reported on Schedule 1-C of the return. These items
will normally be capitalized but have yet to be transferred to a fixed asset. Follow the same procedures as for completed additions. Double-check the starting value for this year against the value
reported for last year’s return. No trend or depreciation factors are typically applied until after the
addition is completed.

Machinery and Equipment
The status of the machinery and equipment (M&E) is reported on Schedule 2-A, 2-B and 2-C of the
RPR. If there are no reported changes, the current RMV taken from the prior year’s value computation
sheet is trended and depreciated. You must be careful to select the appropriate trends and depreciation factors used to calculate the RMV indication for the current year. See the “Trends and Depreciation” section of this manual.
The trend and depreciation factors for M&E are typically selected from those published annually by
the Department of Revenue (see Real Property Return Computation Supplement). To select the trend
for the M&E, you must be able to identify the group and industry type. If the group or industry type is
not noted on the prior year’s value computation sheet, you must refer to the appraisal to make that
determination. There are different groups that represent various industry types that exhibit similar cost
trends. You must be aware that the grouping of industry types does occasionally change.
The trending factors are calculated using data from the current Marshall Valuation Service. In some
cases, these factors may not apply to a particular property. When local market data indicates a different trend, you should use a procedure that results in the most reliable indicator of RMV. You must
exercise appraisal judgment.
After the selection of the appropriate trending factor, you must select the appropriate depreciation
factor. In an industrial plant, maintenance is continuous, as is wear and tear and obsolescence. The
proper selection of depreciation factors to be applied to the machinery and equipment between appraisals should result in a new measurement of value that corresponds to the estimate of a new onsite appraisal.
The depreciation factors included in the department’s annual Real Property Return Computation Supplement provides guidance and suggested depreciation factors for adjusting special use buildings and structures along with those for machinery and equipment. Normal physical and some functional obsolescence are reflected in the department’s trends and depreciation factors. Normal depreciation can be
expected to affect most industrial plants of the same age and type in similar manners. These factors do
not consider excess physical, functional, or economic obsolescence.
Additional adjustments for excess obsolescence should be made when appropriate. Refer to the
department’s most recently published edition of Real Property Return Computation Supplement, and
the “Trends and Depreciation” section of this manual for further guidance on developing adjustments
for excess obsolescence.

Moving Assets from Real to Personal or Personal to Real
Sometimes the taxpayer incorrectly reports personal property as real property machinery and equipment or the reverse. If you can determine which items are real and which are personal, then you should
move the asset to the correct classification. A record of what was done and why needs to be made on
a separate piece of paper and attached to the return. Use the following guidelines to assist you to move
assets from real to personal or personal to real:
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Moving Assets from Real to Personal Property

Issue: You discover that some assets listed on the real property account are actually personal property
and need to be moved to the correct account.
On the real property account:
1. Retire the real property asset value.
2. After completing all other changes from the RPR, calculate the value computation sheet.
3. Add a linking footnote to the value computation sheet explaining that the asset was reclassified as
personal property.
4. Do not include the retirement value in the M50 exception calculation.
On the personal property account:
1. Change the personal property starting value to reflect the real property retired value.
2. Calculate the personal property Real Market Value using recommended procedures.
3. Add a linking footnote to the personal property computation sheet explaining that the asset was
reclassified as personal property from real property.
4. Do not include the additional value in the M50 exception calculation.
Moving Assets from Personal to Real Property

On the personal property account:
1. Remove the personal property asset from the asset list on the personal property account.
2. Calculate the prior year’s value using recommended appraisal procedures.
3. Calculate the personal property computation sheet.
4. Add a linking footnote to the Personal Property Computation Sheet explaining that the asset was
reclassified as real property from personal property.
5. Do not include the additional value for transferred assets in the M50 exception calculation.
On the real property account:
1. Calculate the prior year’s asset value using similar methods as those used for determining the base
year value for removing a retired asset.
2. Add the new asset to the real property account at a level uniform with last year’s value.
3. After completing all other changes from the RPR, calculate the value computation sheet.
4. Add a linking footnote to the value computation sheet explaining that the asset was reclassified as
real property from personal property.
5. Do not include the additional value for transferred assets in the M50 exception calculation.

Completed Additions of Machinery and Equipment
Completed additions of M&E are reported in Schedule 2-A of the RPR. These are additions of machinery and equipment for which installation has been completed as of the current reporting period.
The addition(s) should be described in enough detail to identify the property. Necessary information
includes the company’s asset number, manufacturer name, model number, location within the plant,
the starting date, completion date, total completed costs, costs reported in prior years, and costs not
previously reported. Completed additions need to include the invoice cost, installation, engineering,
foundations, power wiring, interest during installation, and freight.
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Additions related to general ongoing maintenance, repairs, and minor construction must also be reported.
These items may not qualify as an M50 exception, but generally have some effect on the RMV. See the
“Measure 50, Exceptions, and MAV” section of this manual.
You must determine if the additions should be added at full cost or a portion of the reported cost.
Items such as maintenance or repairs, while extending the useful life of the machinery and equipment,
typically do not contribute to the full extent of what they cost. If the addition was partially reported in
prior years, make sure that Column 5 of the return reconciles with the prior year’s return. If it does not,
call the taxpayer for clarification. If only a portion of the completed additions is added, you should
document on the return, or an attached separate piece of paper, the reasons for using values other
than those reported.
You should only allow one-half year’s trend and one-half year’s depreciation for the first year during
which an asset is in place. This recognizes the fact that assets are installed throughout the assessment
year and is referred to as a “half-year convention.” Use the following checklist to guide you through
the process:
Additions Checklist

1. Check the starting date.
a. Is it after last year’s assessment date? If so, this item has not been reported before.
b. Is the start date prior to last year’s assessment date? If so, it should have been reported in prior
years.
1) Compare the reported asset information. If it was reported last year, is the reported amount
last year the same as this year’s “Costs Reported in Prior Years”?
a) If yes, put a red check mark on this year’s return by the “Starting Date” and the “Costs
Reported in Prior Years.”
b) If no, contact the company for clarification.
2. Is the completion date the same as or prior to December 31? If it falls after December 31, contact
the company for clarification.
3. Watch out for “RE” words. These are words such as REmodel, REpair, REcondition, REplace. Other
words, such as “overhaul,” are also considered RE words. Sometimes the word “new” is a potential
RE word. The item being described using one of these words may not add full value (or any value)
to the account. These words should be considered red flags that need to be researched. Contact the
company representative for further information before adding value. Examples: Repairing a piece
of machinery; replacing bearings on a worn motor; replacing a burned out motor with a model of
equal power on a piece of machinery.
4. If a new asset is added it may be replacing another asset that has been removed. Look at the retirement
list to see if this is true. Sometimes taxpayers are diligent in reporting what’s new but forget to list
what’s gone.
5. Look in the file for a building permit. Sometimes a permit is issued and the taxpayer’s representative, who is not located on the site, doesn’t report it.
Note: If an asset is not completed yet, its value should receive no trend or depreciation until it is put
into use.

Retirements of Machinery and Equipment
Retirements of machinery and equipment (M&E) are reported on Schedule 2-B of the RPR. These are
assets that were removed from the site during the reporting period.
Processing the Real Property Return
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The taxpayer needs to describe the improvements in enough detail to identify the property: asset number, date of acquisition, original installed costs, date removed from service, and the date removed from
the site.
You must first identify the asset either in the most current appraisal or the prior returns. Next, determine what value was added to the account for the asset. If a trended investment technique was used
to appraise and maintain the value of the property, the asset’s value is readily identified.
Once the asset is identified along with its base value, then all the trends and depreciation factors for
each year since the item was added or appraised must be used to bring the base value level to that
represented in the prior year’s return. This is the amount to be retired.
Be sure to note in red next to the item on the old return or appraisal that the item was retired and
when. Document all your calculations and value conclusions on the return or with an attachment. Use
the following checklist to guide you through the process:
Retirements Checklist

1. Determine when the basis for this asset’s current value was added to the roll. This could come from
examining a prior year’s RPR or an appraisal, or the addition may have resulted from an adjudicated value or a roll correction. Determine the most recent indication of this addition.
2. What was the assigned value at the time it went on the roll? If the asset was added during RPR
processing or from an appraisal, its starting value most likely will have to be adjusted to get it to the
first assessment date for which it was on the roll.
a. Added from an RPR—If the asset was added during RPR season prior to the January 1 assessment date, its starting value received an adjustment to the annual trend and depreciation for only
half a year.
b. Added from an appraisal—The asset’s starting value was trended and depreciated based on the
quarter in which the appraisal was done.
3. After the initial year’s value has been determined, you must manually calculate the trend and depreciation for each year to bring the value to the current assessment date. Over time, asset values
will change as each year’s trend and depreciation is applied. You must make sure that the value you
take off the roll is an accurate reflection of that asset’s value—no more, no less.
4. What happens if you can’t find the original asset entry? This could happen for a number of reasons:
a. The asset list for the account does not exist or is minimal. All assets were lumped into a few
groups and individual listings weren’t created.
b. The asset described by the taxpayer does not match the detailed list of assets from the appraisal.
c. The taxpayer is “cleaning up” their books and sending us information about assets that may have
been gone for years.
What do you do? First, you must contact the taxpayer and find out if there is another name for the
asset, where exactly it was located, or any other information that may help you identify it in the list.
However, just because it was reported as being removed doesn’t necessarily mean that you must
reduce the account’s value for the item. You must have a reasonable belief that the asset’s value is
part of the account’s current value before making any reduction.
5. If items have been removed, were they replaced by a new asset and reported in the additions schedules? If you suspect this is so, ask the taxpayer. Example: A sawmill retires a headrig but nothing is
reported on the additions schedule. A sawmill cannot operate without a piece of equipment to saw
the logs into lumber, so obviously someone forgot to tell you about something.
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Machinery and Equipment Being Installed
These assets are reported on Schedule 2-C of the RPR. This is machinery and equipment that is being
installed, but for which the installation is not yet complete.
These items will normally be capitalized but have yet to be transferred to a fixed asset account. Follow
the same procedures as for completed additions. Double-check the starting value for the current year
against the value reported for last year’s return.
Note: If an asset is not completed yet, its value should receive no trend or depreciation until it is put
into use.

Land Site Development
ORS and OAR 307.010 defines land to include any site development made to the land. Land site development is defined as anything done to improve the land. Site development includes fill, grading, leveling, underground utilities, underground utilities connections, and any other elements identified by
rule of the Department of Revenue. This includes filling, leveling, rocking, and excavation. Land site
development does not include the raw land costs.
Land site development costs are reported on Schedule 3 of the RPR. The reported costs do not affect
the value of the improvements; however you must consider their contributory value when arriving at
the value of the land.
The valuation of land under both county and state responsibility accounts is the responsibility of the
assessor. If the assessor fails to consider the contributory value of site developments and does not recognize the difference between the value of raw land and a developed site in the valuation of land, the land
valuation for a given property will be seriously undervalued.
Site development costs are considered exceptions under Measure 50 and must meet the same requirements as all other qualifying exceptions.

Real Property Machinery and Equipment Leased From and/or Owned
by Others
(Improvement Only Accounts)
Leased real property must be assessed to the owner of record. ORS 308.115 states that whenever any
building, structure, improvement, machinery, equipment, or fixture is owned separately and apart from
the land or real property whereon it stands or to which it is affixed, such building, structure, improvement, machinery, equipment, or fixture shall be assessed and taxed in the name of the owner thereof.
The Oregon Tax Court added further guidance in its opinion, Bear Creek Plaza, Ore. LTD. v. Department of Revenue, TC 3089, September 17, 1992.
Leased real property is reported on Schedule 4 of the RPR. The person reporting must list real property
that is leased and/or owned by others. The reporting must include the following information: the lessor’s/
owner’s names, addresses, and phone numbers, and an adequate description of the asset. Also included
are the yearly lease amount, original lease date, lease expiration date, and the original total cost to
purchase (including freight and installation costs).
When leased property is reported and no account exists for that owner, an improvement only account
should be established in the name of the owner. While the lessee may be responsible for the taxes, the
court stated in its opinion on Bear Creek Plaza that the fee owner pays the taxes and that it is the fee
owner’s responsibility to collect (for reimbursement) from the tenant. In the following year, the owner
of the improvement only account should be sent a return.
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Once the assessor establishes an account for the leased real property, the value is determined in the
same manner as that reported under Schedules 1 or 2. Typically, most leased real property will be machinery and equipment used in the manufacturing process for the company. Once the improvement
only account is established, the information will be processed and a separate value computation sheet
produced. Since a separate return was not sent to the owner of the improvement only account, no
penalty should be assessed for the first year. Generally, the trends and depreciation factors will be taken
from the department’s special use category.
The following checklist will help guide you through the process of valuing leased real property:

Leased Real Property Checklist
1. All real property must be assessed to the owner, not the lessee.
2. If there is leased real property, check to see if the account already exists. If no account exists, then
set up a new real property improvement only account.
3. If the account already exists, then a return was sent to the company and will be given to you to be
processed when it is received. The same appraiser should process all accounts for all companies
located at a specific site.
4. If the asset is new, use the guidelines for “Additions” to add it to the account’s value.
5. Make sure that the asset has not been added in a prior year to the account. If that is the case, there
is no change in value for this asset to the account.

Exemptions
When processing real and personal returns for industrial properties, you need to be familiar with three
exemptions: Oregon Enterprise Zone Tax exemption, Commercial Facilities Under Construction exemption, and Pollution Control Facilities exemption. Refer to the “Exemptions” section of this manual for
details concerning qualifications.
There are no separate schedules on the real property return to report exemptions. There are separate
application forms for these exemptions. If the taxpayer is requesting any of the above exemptions,
they must request so timely, using the appropriate form, and/or submitting the necessary information
in writing. Refer to the “Exemptions” section of this manual.
Under M50, when an exempted value no longer qualifies as exempt, the added value is treated as an
exception and is used to adjust the current year’s base MAV.

Enterprise Zone Tax Exemption
First, you must determine whether the property qualifies for this exemption. Refer to the “Exemptions”
section of this manual for details.
Qualifying companies may be exempted from local property tax liability on new capital investments
for at least three years and up to five years.
Calculation of the Exemption
To calculate the value of an Enterprise Zone exemption, follow the same basic procedures outlined for
any non-exempt industrial property. The reported cost is the starting point amount for the exemption.
Following are the additional steps needed to determine the exempted value:
1. Examine the list of items reported as Enterprise Zone. Make sure none of the Enterprise Zone items
have also been reported under any other schedules on the return.
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2. When examining the Enterprise Zone listings, make sure all the items reported qualify for the exemption. This is very important with personal property items. Companies tend to report all new personal property assets as Enterprise Zone items. For personal property to qualify, it must have a value
of $1,000 and be used exclusively for producing tangible goods or have a cost of $50,000. Mobile
equipment is not allowed an exemption. For example, forklifts and other similar equipment are
not allowed an Enterprise Zone exemption.
3. Once you have determined the value for the current year’s exemption, it is best to identify it on the
value computation sheet as Enterprise Zone 20XX. This allows you to easily track on the value computation sheet the year each Enterprise Zone exemption was first allowed. It also keeps multiple
exemptions separate.
Under M50, when an exempted value no longer qualifies as exempt, the added value is treated as an
Exception and is used to adjust the current year’s base MAV.

Commercial Facilities Under Construction Exemption
First, you must determine whether the property qualifies for this exemption. Refer to the “Exemptions”
section of this manual for details.
Calculation of the Exemption
Once you determine that the property qualifies for this exemption, the value of the exemption is
calculated in the same manner as B&S Under Construction or M&E Being Installed. The reported
value is placed on the roll at reported cost. If the property qualifies for the second year, the total
reported value, including that reported in the prior year, is held at the reported costs without trends
or depreciation factors being applied. The reported costs on the value computation sheet are shown
as being exempted. A footnote should also be made on the value computation sheet indicating the
reason for the exemption.
When the exemption for Facilities Under Construction expires, the value is computed in the same manner
as that for completed additions for B&S or completed additions for M&E. The total reported cost is adjusted
using one-half of one year’s total change based on the trend and depreciation factors.
Under M50, when an exempted value no longer qualifies as exempt, the added value is treated as an
exception and is used to adjust the current year’s base MAV.

Pollution Control Facilities Exemption
First, you must determine whether the property qualifies for this exemption. Refer to the “Exemptions”
section of this manual for details.
Calculation of the Exemption
OAR 150-307.405 states that the highest percentage figure certified by the Environmental Quality Commission applies to the amount of the value the certified pollution control facility contributes to the total
property value. Therefore:
1. Calculate the current RMV by applying the appropriate trend and depreciation factors to the prior
year’s RMV.
2. Apply the certification percentage to the RMV of the pollution control investment to determine the
exempted value.
3. The exempted value should be shown on the value computation sheet as exempt with an explanatory footnote.
Under M50, when an exempted value no longer qualifies as exempt, the added value is treated as an
Exception and is used to adjust the current year’s base MAV.
Processing the Real Property Return
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Salvage Value
Salvage value is the estimated price for which an asset can be sold at the end of its useful life—in
other words, after the asset can no longer be used to produce the product for which it was originally
intended.
Do not confuse “residual value” with “salvage value.” Any asset still in use continues to generate income, thus retaining a value-in-use. This remaining value is called the residual value. It is the value of
an asset by virtue of it continuing to be used to produce a product. An item may be well past its expected economic life and may be technologically obsolete. But if it is being used, the asset retains a
residual value, typically the lowest value as represented by the bottom of the appropriate depreciation
schedule.
Items no longer in service are still assessable, but no longer retain their residual value. You should
estimate an item’s salvage value by determining its net salvage price, usually as scrap or spare parts.
OAR 150-308.205-(D)(f) states that sales for the disposal of properties through auction, liquidation, or
scrap are indications of market value only when on the assessment date such disposal of the subject
property is imminent, or has actually taken place. Net salvage value is the price an asset should bring
as salvage, less the cost of its removal, if any. Marshall Valuation Service in Section 97, lists average
salvage value of all equipment and fixtures by industry type.

Excess Obsolescence
Appraisers traditionally think of depreciation as a loss in value resulting from three general causes: physical deterioration, functional obsolescence, and economic or external obsolescence. Because the market for industrial properties is generally too inactive and the properties are so varied, it is difficult to
develop depreciation factors directly from the market. Refer to the “Trends and Depreciation Factors”
section of this manual for a full discussion of this issue.
The department’s Real Property Computation Supplement provides guidance and suggested trends and
depreciation factors for adjusting special use B&S, as well as for M&E. The suggested trends and depreciation factors should not be used with general use B&S. Normal physical deterioration and some
functional obsolescence are reflected in the department’s trends and depreciation factors. Normal depreciation can be expected to affect most industrial plants of the same age and type in a similar manner. The factors do not reflect any excess physical or functional obsolescence, nor do they reflect
external obsolescence (externalities). Excess obsolescence always results in reduced income or a lower
return.
If the owner of an industrial plant requests consideration for excess obsolescence, they must provide
you with enough information to justify a reduction in value. While the market approach may provide
the most accurate means of measuring obsolescence, the lack of comparable sales for special use properties usually makes this approach unworkable. In this situation the income approach is an effective
way to measure excess obsolescence if the appropriate data is available.
Excess obsolescence should not be deducted from an income or market approach if the forms of
obsolescence displayed in the subject equally affect the comparable properties because the market
has already reflected it in those estimates. Any adjustment for excess obsolescence should be reviewed annually.
The Department of Revenue conducts ongoing analyses of various industry types for which there are
indications of loss of revenue caused by economic obsolescence. Along with the Real Property Return
Computation Supplement, the department issues advisory supplements to county assessors informing
them which industries should receive an additional adjustment for economic obsolescence along with
the recommended adjustments.
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Industries affected during the last several years include sawmills, softwood veneer, softwood plywood,
and fish processing. The department’s economic adjustment factors should be used unless you have
more supportable data.
The results of the department’s studies are not necessarily applied to all companies within a specific
industry. In some cases, the property has been given recognition for the problem. Make sure the property does not receive a double reduction. For example, the property could have already been given a
reduction due to a recent appraisal, an individual study of that particular company, or adjudication.
Economic obsolescence can also be applied to an individual company that is not part of the industry
being studied. The taxpayer may have information that leads you to believe there is justification for
giving them economic obsolescence when calculating their RMV. You need to analyze all of the information available to you before making any special reductions for economic obsolescence.
At other times, you may want to apply a value reduction based on information you have about a particular account. This could be for idled equipment, which you may decide to reduce to a salvage value,
or might be necessary because of issues surrounding functional obsolescence. In all cases, make sure
you do a thorough analysis and document your reasoning clearly in the file. You need to have valid
and solid justification for any special value reduction.
Functional obsolescence is a reduction in value because of inefficiencies in the property being appraised.
Examples are a plant with an inefficient layout, bottlenecks that slow production, and outdated equipment that requires high maintenance and slows production. Again, it is critical that you conduct a solid
analysis of the situation and document your findings. Any reduction must be measurable and you must
be able to accurately calculate the cost to cure.

Contaminated Property
Property that is claimed to be contaminated must meet the requirements set forth in Oregon Administrative Rule 150-308.205-(E). Once it has been established the property is contaminated property, the
Real Market Value (RMV) and Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) is determined using the procedures outlined in OAR 150-308.205-(E)(3). In addition, reference should be made to the department’s publication, Contaminated Property Short Course (150-338-412).
When determining the RMV of a contaminated site you should consider the sales comparison, the cost,
and the income approaches. For a particular contaminated site, all three approaches may not apply,
however each should be considered. If reliable market data is available, you should give it the most
weight.
The sales comparison approach may be used to determine the RMV of a contaminated site by comparison with verified sales of similarly contaminated sites. If no sales exist of property similarly contaminated, a comparison may be made to sales of properties without contamination. Adjustment
factors shall be developed to account for the influence of contamination based upon a cost to cure
analysis. These factors are then applied to the subject property. Adjustments should be considered for
the following:
1. Limitations upon the use of the contaminated site due to the nature and extent of the contamination
or due to governmental restrictions related to the contamination.
2. The increased cost to insure or finance the property.
3. The potential liability for the cost to cure.
4. Governmental limitations and restrictions placed upon the transferability of all or any portion of the
contaminated sites.
5. Other market influences.
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The cost approach may be used to determine the value of the contaminated site. The “cost to cure”
may be deducted as a measure of functional obsolescence from the Real Market Value of the property
as though it was not contaminated. “Cost to cure” means the discounted present value of the estimated
after tax cost of the remaining remedial work specific to the subject property to remove, contain, or
treat the hazardous substance. The “cost to cure” may include the cost of environmental audits, surety
bonds, insurance, monitoring costs, engineering, and legal fees.
When considering the income approach use market rental data. If market rental data is not available,
the property’s actual income may be used. The income stream may be adjusted to reflect the estimated
annual cost of remedial work specific to the subject property to remove, contain, or treat the hazardous substance during those years the cost is incurred. The annual cost of remedial work may include
the cost of environmental audits, surety bonds, insurance, monitoring costs, and engineering and legal
fees. The costs must be directly related to the clean up or containment of a hazardous substance.
If the capitalization rate is derived from properties with similar contamination, no adjustment should
be made to that rate. If the rate is developed from properties without contamination, or a built-up rate
is used, consideration should be given to the following:
1. Adjustments for the increased present and contingent future risk of ownership.
2. Difficulties in future appreciation or depreciation.
3. The effect upon the ability to sell or transfer the property; the liquidity of an investment in the property.
Alternately, an income approach projecting the income stream as if the subject property was not contaminated may be used when the cost to cure is deducted from the resultant value indicator.
The market may respond to contamination in a variety of ways. In all cases, actual market sales and
income data are the most reliable indicators. If the cost to cure the contamination exceeds the Real
Market Value of the land, the land should be reduced to the minimum value allowed by the county’s
policy. Any remaining amount should be deducted from the improvement value. The value of the improvements typically would not be reduced below salvage value.
The dollars expended to cure the contamination are added to the current base Maximum Assessed Value
(MAV) as exception value in the year in which it occurs.

Omitted Property
Omitted property includes any part of real property that has been omitted from a certified tax roll due
to the assessor’s lack of knowledge of its existence (OAR 150-311.216). The certified tax roll is the roll
after it has been certified to the clerk each year. This is usually done just before tax statements are
printed.
If omitted property is discovered while processing a real property return the Real Market Value (RMV)
of the omitted property is added to the current tax roll and prior tax rolls up to five years. For each
year, up to five, that the property was omitted the additional RMV is added to the account. For example,
if the omitted property is discovered after the 2001–02 roll is certified (current roll), then the omitted
property value can be added to the rolls for 2000–01, 1999–00, 1998–99, 1997–98 and 1996–97. If it is
discovered that the property was in existence more than five years, the rolls can still only be corrected
for five years. Increases in RMV may result in an increase Maximum Assessed Value (MAV). In the first
year that the omitted property can be added to the tax roll, you may need to calculate the exception
value by netting the value of the omitted property and the value of retired property. This will need to
be done if the old, retired property was what was reported on the return. For a detailed explanation of
how to calculate MAV for omitted property, refer to Oregon Administrative Rule 150-308.156(5).
When the omitted property is the result of new construction, the MAV adjustment is made following
the guidelines for the new construction exception value. The additional Real Market Value must ex150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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ceed $10,000 per year or $25,000 for accumulative additions made over five assessment years before
the MAV is increased. See Oregon Administrative Rule 150-308.149(6) for more information on minor
construction.

Omitted Property/Roll Corrections Checklist
Once omitted property has been identified, follow these steps:
1. Determine the oldest roll that can be corrected.
2. Calculate the RMV and MAV for each year affected.
3. Send written notice to the property owner or the person in possession of the property explaining
that omitted property has been discovered and the assessor intends to add the property to the tax
rolls for the years affected. The notice must give a general description of the omitted property. It
also must advise the owner that he or she has 20 days from the mailing of the notice to show cause
why the property should not be added to the roll and assessed to him or her. This notice is often
referred to as the “20-day show cause letter.” (ORS 311.219)
4. After the 20 days has elapsed, prepare a journal voucher to correct the tax roll or rolls. Be sure to
include the statutory reference under which the correction is being made. For omitted property the
reference is ORS 311.216. The journal voucher is the tax collector’s authority to make the appropriate changes to the affected tax rolls and calculate the additional taxes.
5. Immediately after the tax roll is corrected send a second notice to the property owner. The second
notice must be sent by certified mail. It does the following:
• Tells the property owner the date the tax roll was corrected,
• Shows the amount of additional taxes by year,
• Explains that the taxes will be billed on the property tax statement for the next tax year, and
• Explains that the additional value may be appealed to the Magistrate Division of the Oregon Tax
Court within 90 days from the roll correction date.
This notice is usually prepared by the tax collector’s office or in cooperation with that office.

Incomplete Returns/Non-filers
The quality of reporting varies with the amount of time and energy invested in the return by the taxpayer. ORS 308.290(1)(b) states that “each county assessor has the authority to require a complete return.
Every person and the managing agent or officer of any firm, corporation, or association owning or in
possession of taxable real property shall make a return of the property for ad valorem tax purposes
when so requested by the assessor of the county in which such property is situated.” If an incomplete
return is received, a phone call may resolve the problem. If not, you should ask the taxpayer to send a
corrected return before the filing deadline.
The penalties for late and non-filers are discussed in ORS 308.295 and ORS 308.300. Returns must be
postmarked by March 1. Extensions can be granted by the county or, in some cases, by the department. Be sure to check the list from the department for granted extensions. Refer to the “Extensions”
section of this manual. Generally, ORS 308.295 details the procedures for calculating the correct penalty for real and personal property returns. A delinquent RPR is subject to a penalty of $1 for each
$1,000 (or fraction thereof) of assessed value of the property as determined under ORS 308.232, but
such penalty shall not be less than $10 or more than $250. Penalties for personal property returns not
filed as part of a combined return (industrial property return) are subject to more severe penalties.
Non-filers are also assessed the Late Filing Penalty. Compute the current year’s RMV by applying the
appropriate trends with no allowance for depreciation.
Processing the Real Property Return
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If a Late Filing Penalty is imposed, the tax statement for the year in which the penalty is imposed shall
reflect the amount of the penalty and shall constitute notice to the taxpayer.

Additional Information the Taxpayer May Provide
The person filing the real property return may choose to provide additional information they feel should
be considered when determining the value of the property. The information may or may not be used
by the person processing the return to determine its Real Market Value. If the filer is claiming additional obsolescence, information supporting the claim must be provided.
Examples of supplemental information include: production reports, plant closure, scheduled liquidations, government requirements or restrictions, income and expense information, or other issues that
may indicate economic or functional obsolescence.
Any additional information provided by the filer may be considered in future appraisals as well as the
current year’s value determination.

Penalties
Penalties are discussed in ORS 308.295, ORS 308.296, and ORS 308.300. OAR 308.300 details what action the assessor can take when a taxpayer files a fraudulent return. Further guidance on assessing
penalties can be found in the Attorney General’s legal opinion, DOJ File No. 150-303-GTO457-97, dated
December 19, 1997.
Returns must be postmarked by March 1. Extensions can be granted by the county or in some cases by
the department. Be sure to check the list from the department for extensions. ORS 308.295 outlines the
procedures for calculating the correct penalty for real property and combined returns. ORS 308.296
outlines the procedures for calculating the penalties for returns reporting only personal property.
Penalties for real property are assessed per each return, not each account. The legislature authorized
the department to use a “combined return” for state responsibility accounts. That means a single return
may cover several real and personal property tax accounts for a given site or manufacturing facility.
Combined returns used by the department are called “industrial property returns” (IPR).
The counties are authorized to use a separate real property return and a separate personal property
return. Current county practice is to send a return for each account of real property and personal property even though a particular facility often encompasses more than one tax lot.
A delinquent real property or combined return is subject to a penalty of $1 for each $1,000 (or fraction
thereof) of Assessed Value of the property as determined under ORS 308.232, but such penalty shall
not be less than $10 or more than $250. For state responsibility accounts, if the return is filed late, the
taxpayer is assessed a single penalty for all accounts covered by the return. For county responsibility
accounts, since each return typically represents only one account, a single penalty is assessed for each
return.
Delinquent returns reporting only personal property shall be subject to the following penalties:
• If the return is postmarked after March 1 (or April 15 if an extension has been granted), it is subject
to a penalty equal to 5 percent of the tax attributed to the return.
• If the return is filed after June 1 but before August 1, the return is subject to a penalty equal to 25
percent of the tax attributed to the return.
• If the return is filed after August 1, the return is subject to a penalty equal to 100 percent of the tax
attributed to the return.
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For state responsibility properties, a combined return in some cases covers only personal property accounts. In this case, the IPR would be a return “reporting only taxable personal property.” If such a
return is filed late, the penalties for personal property are assessed.
As a result of M50, the penalty cannot be computed until after the Assessed Value (AV) is determined.
In the past, for department responsibility accounts, the department would calculate the penalty and a
footnote was made on the value transmittal sheet (VTS) informing the assessor of the amount of the
penalty. It is no longer possible for the department to calculate the penalty because the Assessed Value
cannot be determined until the assessor calculates the MAV. The department footnotes on the VTS that
the return was filed late and a penalty should be assessed according to the prescribed methods. If the
penalty is for a return with only personal property accounts, the footnote will indicate that personal
property penalties should be assessed.
If a late filing penalty is imposed, the tax statement for the year in which the penalty is imposed shall
reflect the amount of the penalty and shall constitute notice to the taxpayer.

Footnotes
Footnotes are used to record explanations for interpretations, changes, or anomalies on the value computation sheet. Make a footnote if reported personal property is actually real property and you made
the change for the value computation. Make a footnote if leased property is assigned to another taxpayer who is the owner. If you discussed information with the taxpayer on the phone (for instance,
non-inventoried property that influenced the value computation), put it in the footnotes. Excess obsolescence is typically explained in the footnotes of the value computation sheet.

Review of Value Computation Sheet
It is important that someone other than the person calculating the value computation sheet review the
conclusion. This process doesn’t need to be complicated or lengthy. The review can be for obvious
errors and proper computations. Any questions about the data can be discussed. It is recommended
that a copy of the value computation sheet be sent to the taxpayer for review.
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Reporting
The first step in assessing personal property is to obtain a complete listing of all items owned, leased,
or rented and in the possession or control of a business operator.
The taxpayer is required by law to provide this information as part of the annual real and personal
property return process and must include all detailed information requested (ORS 308.285 and 308.290).
If the return is incomplete, the assessor should return the form and ask the taxpayer to furnish the data
needed.
When equipment acquisition cost data is lacking from the taxpayer, the department’s Personal Property Valuation Guidelines, Typical Cost New information is used as a basis for estimating costs. Guidelines such as the Green Guides, Orion, and other publications are also sources to obtain cost new
information.
Although personal property appraisers rely heavily on the reported data, they should make periodic
field audits. Appraisals should be made of the property and the asset listings checked to ensure adequate reporting.

Trade Level Concept
In Oregon, all personal property is valued at the user or consumer level. However, there are five levels
of trade the appraiser should be aware of and understand.
1. Manufacturer’s Level.
This level is acknowledged when the property is in the hands of the manufacturer and in the
manufacturer’s plant. Note: this does not include furniture, fixtures, and equipment used by the
manufacturer to produce the goods.
2. Wholesale Level.
As property moves through the channels of trade, it increases in value by virtue of freight, overhead, and intracompany profit. These costs are added to the property regardless of ownership. When
the property moves from the manufacturer’s level to the wholesale level, the increments of costs
must be recognized.
3. Distributor Level.
In some cases, this level is synonymous with the wholesale level. However, in certain cases there is
a difference and, if so, must be recognized.
4. Retail Level.
This will include the full “laid down cost” of the inventory up to this point. The increment of cost/
value here is quite substantial since the inventory has moved to the level where it will be sold to
the user or consumer.
5. User or Consumer Level.
At this level, the property has reached its final destination and now contains all associated costs
such as the cost of installation and all fees and permits. At this point, the final value is representative of market value to the consumer.
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Valuation
When processing personal property returns or schedules that are filed in conjunction with real property returns or a combined return such as that used by the department, one person should work both
returns. This method helps ensure that items reported on both returns are correctly classified as either
real or personal. It also helps ensure all property is correctly assessed and that no double assessment
occurs. If the county’s current procedures make it difficult to do this, a reviewer should check both
calculated returns for correct classification and assessment.
The Oregon Department of Revenue publishes Personal Property Valuation Guidelines on an annual
basis. These guidelines do not exclude the use of other schedules or valuation information when conditions warrant and the assessor has substantial supporting market data and documentation. The listing
of Typical Cost New is not inclusive. The items listed are only those items commonly found or used in
establishments mentioned. For specialized equipment related to industrial properties, the department’s
valuation or personal property specialists may be able to provide assistance.
The guidelines are issued to help achieve uniform assessment of tangible personal property. Items of
equipment that depreciate at approximately the same rate have been listed in groups under the appropriate age/life column.
Allowance for depreciation must be based on the best information available to the assessor and documented supporting data must be noted for variations in value from the typical.
Unique or unusual property characteristics, such as preventative maintenance programs, equipment abuse,
equipment being “cannibalized” or similar situations that affect value, must be considered in the final
determination of current market value.
In valuing equipment, the method is essentially the same whether the property is reported on a Cost
New Basis or Secondhand Cost Basis. However, when the items are reported on a Secondhand Cost
Basis, the appraiser must estimate an Original Cost New for those items before using the valuation
method.
1. Valuation Method for Equipment Reported on Cost New Basis.
The recommended method for valuing equipment is:

a. Locate the valuation factor for the year of acquisition from the guidelines.
b. Multiply the reported cost new by the valuation factor. The result is the market value of the item.
Example: Cost × Valuation Factor = Market Value
$450 × .63 = $248 Market Value
2. Valuation Method for Equipment Reported on a Secondhand Cost Basis.
When equipment costs are reported on a Secondhand Cost Basis, the appraiser must estimate the
Original Cost New of the item. This cost new estimate is multiplied by the valuation factor for an
indication of current market value. To estimate the original cost new of secondhand equipment,
these sources of information are recommended:
• Analysis of local sale transactions.
• Advertisements in local trade and news publications.
• Comparisons with other personal property returns.
• Opinions of local equipment dealers and users.
• Published price guides.
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Leased or Rented Property
If a lease is reported, check the leasing company list or file to see if the lessor is already being assessed. If no indication is made on the return, a telephone call to the taxpayer may help to determine
who is responsible for the taxes. If the lessor is being assessed, make a notation on the return for future reference. If the lessor is not being assessed, assess the equipment listed to the lessee’s account.
Develop a good system to verify current leases being assessed to avoid double assessment of leased
equipment.

Non-Inventory Supplies
Non-Inventory Supplies include items such as paper sacks, printed forms, stationery, business cards,
pallets, fuels, medical and dental supplies, cleaning supplies, spare parts, office supplies, restaurant
supplies, and all other consumable items. These are items or supplies that do not become a part of the
finished product and will not be sold directly to the customer, but are used in the business.
If no value is listed for Non-Inventory Supplies, call the taxpayer. Ask for a value of their Non-Inventory Supplies. If they do not provide a value, or they provide a nominal amount that is not reasonable,
then develop an estimate. You should document your reasons for using the value you develop and
make a notation on the return or value computation sheet. For example, if the return indicates the
company has several items of rolling stock such as forklifts or other diesel or gas powered equipment
that are typically not licensed, estimate the number of gallons of fuel you expect they would keep on
hand. The number of gallons multiplied by a reasonable cost for fuel can then be used to estimate the
value.
For example: 1,000 gallon diesel in storage × $1.00 per gallon = $1,000
It is recommended that each county develop some guidelines for Non-Inventory Supplies for typical
businesses. This can be accomplished by looking at reported averages or median indications for various business.

Maximum Assessed Value (MAV)
With the passage of Measure 50 (M50), the property assessment process changed dramatically. For 1997–
98, the concept of Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) was introduced. For the base year of 1997–98, MAV
was calculated by reducing the 1995–96 Assessed Value (AV) by 10 percent with exceptions for changed
properties. The AV was determined by taking the lower of Real Market Value (RMV) or MAV. For 1998–
99 onward, the MAV growth is limited to 3 percent per year. Exceptions to the 3 percent increase in
MAV occur when there are certain changes to the property. The “Measure 50, Exceptions, and MAV”
section of this manual provides a more in-depth discussion of M50 and the calculation of RMV, MAV,
and AV.
Maximum Assessed Value can grow for only two reasons: 1) a 3 percent annual growth limit test or 2)
major changes to the property referred to as exceptions. MAV can increase by more than 3 percent if a
major change or exception has occurred to the property (the account). ORS 308.149(5)(a) defines new
property or new improvements as changes in the value of property as the result of:
(A) New construction, reconstruction, major additions, remodeling, renovation, or rehabilitation of
property.
(B) The siting, installation, or rehabilitation of manufactured structures or floating homes.
(C) The addition of machinery, fixtures, furnishings, equipment, or other taxable real or personal
property to the property tax account.
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In order for qualified new improvements to affect the MAV calculation, the Real Market Value must
exceed $10,000 in one year or $25,000 accumulative over five years. The total Real Market Value of
new improvements is used to determine if it qualifies as a major addition.
It therefore follows that an exception is an action that allows an adjustment to Maximum Assessed Value. Exceptions to existing properties are not included in Average Maximum Assessed Value
(AMAV) calculation or Average Real Market Value (ARMV) calculation. (ORS 308.146) Exceptions do not
include general ongoing maintenance and repair or minor construction.

General Ongoing Maintenance and Repair (OAR 150-308.149(5)(2)(A))
“General ongoing maintenance and repair” means activity that preserves the condition of the existing
improvements without significantly changing design or materials. It achieves an average useful life that
is typical of the type and quality of the existing property so that it continues to perform and function
efficiently. It simply refers to the repairs or replacements of existing materials to property due to normal wear, tear or deterioration. The Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) cannot be increased due to
general ongoing maintenance and repair. Regardless of cost, the value of general ongoing maintenance and repairs may not be included as exceptions for the calculation of Maximum Assessed Value.
The definition of improvements under Measure 50, for the calculation of Maximum Assessed Value, is
different from the improvements for Real Market Value. Watch out for “RE” words. These are words
such as REmodel, REpair, REcondition, REplace. Other words, such as “overhaul,” are also considered
RE words. Sometimes the word “new” is a potential RE word. The item being described using one of
these words may not add full value (or any value) to the account. These words should be considered
red flags that need to be researched. Contact the company representative for further information before
adding value. Examples: Overhauling the motor on a forklift; replacing a burned out motor with a model
of equal power on a piece of equipment; repairing a computer, etc. (See “Measure 50, Exceptions, and
MAV” section of this manual.)

Netting of Exception and Retirements
ORS 308.153 states that the value of new property or new improvement shall equal the Real Market
Value of the new property or new improvements reduced, but not below zero, by the Real Market
Value of retirements from the property tax account. If the MAV is adjusted for fire or act of God, the
portion reduced may not be considered to be a retirement.
While the values of retirements are not considered in the threshold test, the addition to MAV is net of
retirements and multiplied by the changed property ratio (CPR) prior to adding to the base MAV.

Penalties
Returns are due by March 1. Extensions can be granted by the county or in some cases by the department. Be sure to check the list from the department for extensions. ORS 308.295 outlines the procedures for calculating the correct penalty for real and combined returns. ORS 308.296 outlines the procedures for calculating the penalty for a return reporting only personal property.
Delinquent returns reporting only personal property shall be subject to the following penalties:
• If the return is postmarked after March 1 (April 15 if an extension has been granted) but on or before
June 1, the return is subject to a penalty equal to 5 percent of the tax attributed to the return.
• If the return is filed after June 1 but on or before August 1, the return is subject to a penalty equal to
25 percent of the tax attributed to the return.
• If the return is filed after August 1, the return is subject to a penalty equal to 100 percent of the tax
attributed to the return.
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For state responsibility properties, a combined return in some cases covers only personal property accounts. In this case, the industrial property return (IPR) would be a return “reporting only taxable personal property.” If such a return is filed late, the penalties for personal property are assessed.
As a result of M50, the penalty cannot be computed until after the Assessed Value is determined. In the
past, for department responsibility accounts, the department would calculate the penalty and a footnote made on the value transmittal sheet (VTS) informing the assessor of the amount of the penalty. It
is no longer possible for the department to calculate the penalty because the Assessed Value cannot be
determined until the assessor calculates the MAV. Starting in 1998, the department will footnote on the
VTS that the return was filed late and a penalty should be assessed according to the prescribed methods. If the penalty is for a return with only personal property accounts, the footnote will indicate the
personal property penalties should be assessed.
If a late filing penalty is imposed, the tax statement for the year in which the penalty is imposed shall
reflect the amount of the penalty and shall constitute notice to the taxpayer.

Non-filers
When the taxpayer does not file, the department’s policy is to allow no depreciation when calculating
the value for personal property. Compute the current Real Market Value by applying a depreciation factor of 1.00. Non-filers are assessed the Late Filing Penalty as discussed in the section on “Penalties.”

Additional Guidance
Further guidance in valuing personal property can be found in the Department of Revenue’s Methods
for Valuing Personal Property (150-303-450) and Personal Property Valuation Guidelines (150-303-441).
In addition, publications and forms are available at the agency’s Web site listed below. For copies of
the publications contact:
Oregon Department of Revenue
Property Tax Division, Assessment and Taxation Standards Section
955 Center Street NE
Salem OR 97301-2555
Phone: 503-945-8278
Department of Revenue’s Web site: www.dor.state.or.us/ptd.html
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RPR Processing Checklist
1.

As an account is received for processing, verify that the return was postmarked by the due date
(March 1 if no extension has been granted, or April 15 if an extension has been granted). If the
return is late, note that a penalty shall be assessed. On the value computation sheet, check the
appropriate box for whether a late filing penalty is to be assessed. Remember that the penalty
on real property is now calculated on the Assessed Value.

2.

Retrieve the files containing last year’s report, the appraisal, value computation sheet, and any
correspondence, including exemptions, for the account. Quickly review for any areas needing attention. Note if an appraisal has occurred since last year.

3.

Check for exemptions such as Enterprise Zone, Commercial Facility Under Construction, or Pollution Control. Note on the return which exemption is involved.

4.

Check to see if the ownership or address is different than the mailing label. Process this information to correctly identify on the value computation sheet.

5.

Check to make sure the return is signed properly.

6.

Schedules 1-A and 1-B show buildings, structures (B&S) and yard improvements additions and
retirements. Note additions and check dates for completion. Items completed after January 1 may
not be added to the roll. Buildings and structures are not completed overnight, so a completion
date of January 3 would indicate the building, for all intents and purposes, was done on January
1. A phone call would be appropriate to verify the completion and amount done. An exemption
for Enterprise Zone or Facilities Under Construction may be affected by the completion date.

7.

Compute the current depreciated value of the retired building(s) to be removed from the roll. The
appraisal or past returns will be needed to compute the appropriate value to be retired. Buildings
abandoned in place are still assessable.

8.

Schedule 1-C shows buildings and structures under construction. If an exemption has been allowed
for Commercial Facility Under Construction, then this amount will not be added to the rolls. If no
exemption has been allowed, then the reported amount will be included on the value computation sheet.

9.

Schedules 2-A and 2-B show machinery and equipment additions and retirements. Note additions
and check the dates when installed. The January 1 date is more critical as machines can be installed overnight. This area involves some study. Used equipment will usually show the used price,
or auction value, rather than the new replacement value. Associated with this could be reduced
installation costs associated with company workers already on the payroll and engineering cost
being absorbed by the company and no transportation costs. If the cost is identified as used, this
needs to be noted for use by the appraisal staff in any appraisal. If you recognize a used value,
check with your supervisor as to any changes in the reported value that should be entered on the
value computation sheet. Footnote an explanation for any changes.

10. Machinery and equipment (M&E) being retired need to be identified in the last appraisal or past
returns so the appropriate RMV can be retired on the value computation sheet. Often an addition
of a major piece of equipment is made in conjunction with a retirement of a similar piece of equipment. It is not uncommon for the accountant to “forget” to show the retirement. If you recognize
that this could have occurred, a phone call can make sure the replaced equipment is not left on
the roll. Remember, equipment taken out of service but left on site still has a taxable value.
11. Schedule 2-C reports machinery and equipment being installed. Note if the equipment qualifies
for Commercial Facility Under Construction. If not, the reported value should be listed on the value
computation sheet. Consider the issues of used equipment and associated costs as well as “forgotten” retirements.
150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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RPR Processing Checklist

12. Schedule 3 reports Land Site Development Costs that have been incurred. Entries in this box are
typically considered in the valuation of the land. Give this information to the appraisal staff who
will review the contributory value increment to the land value. There is an area for entry on the
value computation sheet, but the amount is not used in the MAV/RMV calculations.
13. Schedule 4 reports leased equipment. Verify that the owner’s name has an account for reporting
equipment. Cross-check that the identified equipment is reported on the owner’s return. If no
account exists for the lessor, assign an improvement only account number. An RPR return should
be sent to the owner of that property for the following year. If the lessee is paying the tax for the
lessor, an account must still be set up in the name of the lessor.
14. Check that prior year’s RMV matches with the RMV on last year’s return. Has the current value
been adjudicated? If so, the value computation sheet must reflect the correct prior year’s value as
the starting point for the calculation of the value computation sheet. Be sure to footnote the change
and the reason for the change.
15. Verify the group and cycle number for the B&S and M&E. If the building is general use, the trend
is typically developed by the county and the depreciation factor is always 1.00.
16. There is a place for economic obsolescence on the value computation sheet. This is for “excess”
obsolescence. Be sure to footnote information about any entry in this area.
17. Determine the exception value if any for the account. You must identify those items of value that
meet the definition of a qualifying exception under Measure 50. The exception value is calculated
by netting retirements and additions. Remember that not all additions used to determine RMV will
qualify as an exception. Footnote any differences.
18. Review the personal property return. Most of the same items concerning such items as timely filed,
etc., pertain to this return as for real property. Compare last year’s return to this year’s. Does it
show any discrepancies? Review the Non-Inventory Supplies section. Has the taxpayer misreported
M&E as personal or the reverse? If any discrepancies cannot not be resolved, call the taxpayer. If
a late filing penalty is to be applied, remember that the penalty on returns reporting only
personal property is based on the tax and not on the value.

RPR Processing Checklist
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Form

2001

REAL PROPERTY RETURN

RP 2001

Declaration of Property Costs, Operations,
and Other Related Information

County Use Only
Date Received

–– Confidential ––
File this return on or before MARCH 1, 2001
with the assessor of the county in which the property is located
Extension Number

Business Name
Mailing Address

City

State

Account Number

Type of Plant

ZIP Code

Location (situs)

ANNUAL REPORT REQUIRED
Oregon law (ORS 308.290)(1)(a) requires that each company must file this annual return with the county assessor on or
before March 1. Failure to file will subject the company to late filing penalty (ORS 308.295). This statement is subject to
audit.
ACCOUNTING RECORDS LOCATION
Street Address

City

State

ZIP Code

CONTACT PERSON FOR AUDIT
Name

Telephone Number

(
FAX Number

Mailing Address

(

)

E-mail Address

)
State

City

ZIP Code

TAXPAYER DECLARATION
I declare under penalties of false swearing [ORS 305.990(4)] that this return, including attached schedules, has been
examined by me and to the best of my knowledge and belief, is true, correct, and complete.
Full Legal Name (if incorporated)

Signature of:

owner

officer

authorized agent

Date

X
Typed or printed name of person signing above

Title

Name of Preparer (if other than taxpayer)

Telephone Number

FAX Number

(

(

)

E-mail Address

)

150-301-031-1 (Rev. 9-00)

Be sure to read the instructions on page 7 before completing this return

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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Sample Forms

LIST OF PROPERTY TYPES
Real Property

Machinery and Equipment

Buildings, Structures

Include all costs for all process and manufacturing
machinery and equipment that meets the definition
of real property. Include power wiring, process piping, foundations, freight, and engineering, etc.

Include all building and structure costs, including
excavation, floor, shell, interior and exterior finish,
lighting, wiring and fixtures, plumbing, sprinkling
systems, elevators, heating systems, ventilators, fire
protection systems up to the dry valve including
underground piping, valves, tanks and foundations.
Also include indirect costs such as interest during
construction, engineering, and design costs.
Process piping, power wiring, and foundations for
the machinery and equipment should be included
with Real Property—Machinery and Equipment.
Yard Improvements
Fences
Paving
Ponds
Railroad spurs on site
Retaining walls
Roads
Walks and curbs
Wharves and docks
Yard lighting

307.010 Definition of “real property” and “land.”
(1) “Real property” includes the land itself, above or
under water; all buildings, structures, improvements,
machinery, equipment or fixtures erected upon,
above or affixed to the same...
Examples:
Aerators
Bag machines
Banders
Barkers
Boilers
Chillers
Conveyors
Cranes
Edgers
Furnaces
Grinders
Headrigs

Hoists
Hoppers
Knife sharpeners
Leak detectors
Shakers
Shredders
Sifters
Silencers
Sizers
Slicers
Sorters
Transfers

This list is not complete. If you have questions on other items, please call the assessor’s office.

150-301-031-1 (back) (Rev. 9-00)

Sample Forms
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2001 REAL PROPERTY SCHEDULES
Reporting Period is January 1, 2000–December 31, 2000
You must complete a Real Property Schedule for each real property account listed on the front of the return.
Please attach a listing where space is insufficient.
REAL PROPERTY ACCOUNT NUMBER
COMPANY NAME ____________________________________

_________________________________
(Only one account per page)

SCHEDULE 1: Buildings, Structures, and Yard Improvements
(If building is leased, use this schedule to report leasehold improvements)

SCHEDULE 1–A: Completed Additions (See instructions, page 8)
1.

2.

3.

Starting
Date

Description

4.

Completion
Date

5.

Costs Reported
in Prior Years

Costs for Current
Reporting Period not
Previously Reported

6.

Total Completed Costs

SCHEDULE 1–B: Retirements (See instructions, page 8)
1.

2.

3.

Date of Construction
or Acquisition

Description

4.

Date
Retired

5.

Status of
Property

Total
Original Cost

SCHEDULE 1–C: Under Construction on January 1 (See instructions, page 8)
1.

2.

Description

150-301-031 (Rev. 9-00)

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)

Starting
Date

3.Estimated

Completion
Date

4.

5.

Costs Reported in
Prior Year Returns

Costs for Current
Reporting Period not
Previously Reported

6.

Estimated Total
Completed Cost

3
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Sample Forms

REAL PROPERTY ACCOUNT NUMBER
COMPANY NAME ____________________________________

________________________________
(Only one account per page)

SCHEDULE 2: Machinery and Equipment
SCHEDULE 2–A: Completed Additions (See instructions, page 8)
1.

2.

Asset No.

Description
(Name, model, location within plant)

3.

4.

Starting
Date

5.

Completion
Date

6.

Costs Reported
in Prior Years

Costs for Current
Reporting Period not
Previously Reported

7.

Total Completed Costs

SCHEDULE 2–B: Retirements (See instructions, page 8)
1.

2.

Asset No.

3.

Description
(Name, model, location within plant)

Year of Construction
or Acquisition

4.

5.

Date
Retired

Status of
Property

6.

Total
Original Cost

SCHEDULE 2–C: Being Installed on January 1 (See instructions, page 8)
1.

2.

Asset No.

3.

Description
(Name, model, location within plant)

Starting
Date

4. Estimated

Completion
Date

150-301-031 (Rev. 9-00)
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5.

Costs Reported in
Prior Year Returns

6.

Costs for Current
Reporting Period not
Previously Reported

7.

Estimated Total
Completed Cost

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)

OTHER SCHEDULES
Reporting Period is January 1, 2000–December 31, 2000
REAL PROPERTY ACCOUNT NUMBER
COMPANY NAME ____________________________________

_________________________________
(Only one account per page)

SCHEDULE 3: Land Site Development
1.

2.

Description

(See instructions, page 8)
Starting
Date

3.

Completion
Date

4.

Costs Reported
in Prior Years

5. Costs for Current

Reporting Period not
Previously Reported

6.

Total Completed Costs

SCHEDULE 4: Real Property Equipment Leased from and/or Owned by Others (See instructions, page 8)
1.

2.

Owner’s Name, Address, and Phone Number

150-301-031 (Rev. 9-00)

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)

Description (Include Model Year)

3. Yearly
4.
Original
Lease Amount
Amount
Lease Date

5.

Lease
Expiration Date

6.

Original Cost or
Option to Purchase
(when and amount)

5
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REAL PROPERTY RETURN
General Instructions
— Please read all instructions before completing return —

Oregon law

All real property, except as otherwise provided by law, is subject to
assessment and taxation in Oregon. You must report: property in
storage, non-inventory property held for sale, property on site but
not in service, and property on site prior to installation. Do not report the same property on another Real Property Return.

The Real Property Return is authorized by Oregon law. It is used to
determine the value of your real property. It’s main purpose is to
accurately account for all property on the site as of 1:00 A.M. on January 1, 2001.

Report changes to Taxable Real Property to include land
development, buildings, structures, yard improvements, fixed
machinery, and fixed equipment. For example: if a machine is
attached to the land and/or building, by bolts, welds, cement, direct
wiring, plumbing, ducting, or its own weight, or other methods, it
is considered real property and should be reported.

You are required to report the information requested on this
return. Oregon law (ORS 311.216 to 311.229) provides that property acquired during the reporting period and not reported on this
return shall be presumed to be omitted property and subject to additional assessment. Also, when property is reported at understated
costs, the understated cost amount shall be presumed to be omitted
property and subject to additional assessment.

Additional information required

A person may be convicted for filing false information. A fine of not
more than $1,000 or imprisonment for not more than one year, or
both, may be imposed (ORS 308.990).

The following information must be submitted with this Real Property Return. Please attach additional pages with this information, if
necessary.

Your return is confidential to the assessing authorities and is not
public information. The penalty for disclosure is a $10,000 fine and
one year in jail.

1. Explain any major changes during the last reporting period (1/
1/00 through 12/31/00), that have, in your opinion, affected the
value of the site.
2. If there is site contamination that affects the value of the property and the site is listed with the Environmental Protection
Agency or the Department of Environmental Quality or has had
a verifiable release of a hazardous substance, provide the following information: The DEQ number (if listed with the DEQ) and
a schedule of the cost of the planned remedial work (see OAR
150-308.205(E)).

Filing deadlines
You must file this return by March 1, 2001. If you have a filing extension, your return must be postmarked no later than April 16, 2001.

Penalty for late filing
Failure to file this return by the March 1 deadline will subject
the property owner to a late filing penalty (ORS 308.295).

3. Are you applying for Cancellation of Assessment on Commercial
Properties under Construction (ORS 307.330)? If so, please attach
a copy of that form (150-310-020 Rev. 10-97). This form should
be filed with the county assessor by April 1, 2001. Include
the value to be exempt on Schedules 1-A and 1-C.
4. Are the buildings and structures, or land, leased from another
party? If yes, a separate return must be filed by or for the owner
of the buildings and structures under the correct account number.
If you are leasing a building, and you make leasehold improvements, report those improvements on Schedule 1 of this return.
You do not have to file a separate return.

Penalty for late filing is $1 for each $1,000 (or fraction) of assessed
value. This penalty shall not be less than $10 and not more than
$250 (ORS 308.295).

Nonfiling penalty
All property in your possession on this site must be reported
on this return unless the property is mentioned in the section,
“What property not to report.” Any person who refuses or neglects to file a return, with the intent to evade taxation, is subject to
a penalty of $10 for each day the return is late until the return is
filed (ORS 308.300). This return is subject to audit.

Leased machinery and equipment is listed on Schedule 4.
5. Inform us of any corrections to the information on the cover page.

Filing extensions

6. Will someone other than an employee act as your agent for property tax purposes? If so, please attach an authorization for a specific power of attorney.

You may be granted a filing extension when a hardship exists. You
must file your extension request with the assessor, in writing, on
or before March 1. Applications are not automatic extensions. Extensions are granted for administrative need or good and sufficient
cause. The assessor may grant the extension request to April 16.

Additional information you may provide
Submit with this return any other information that should be considered in determining the value of the property. For example: plant
closures, scheduled liquidations, governmental requirements or restrictions, verifiable presence of toxic contamination, your opinion
concerning the value contribution of the additions, your estimate of
the asset lives, your lease agreement for leased property, income
and expense information, and issues which may indicate economic
or functional obsolescence.

Correct reporting
For this return to be complete, you must sign the Taxpayer Declaration, complete each schedule and answer each question. You may
write in “no,” “none,” or “see attachment” on the form. “Same as
last year” is not acceptable. As an alternative to entering all the
required information for a given account on a copy of this form, you
may supplement the return using an attached printed list. This list
must include all the information requested on this form. Identify your
attachments with the correct account, code area, county, and schedule number.

You may qualify for an economic obsolescence adjustment to the
value of your property if indicated by the above information. If this
is the case, the county may ask for additional information.

150-301-031 (Rev. 9-00)
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What property not to report

Schedule 2—Machinery and equipment

Do not report:

2-A — Completed Additions. The description of the additions
should include the company asset number, name, model number,
and location within the plant. Provide the starting date, completion
date, costs reported in prior year returns, costs for current reporting
period not previously reported, and the total completed costs. See
the List of Property Types for examples of machinery and equipment.

• The cost of raw land.
• Property that you reported on another 2001 Industrial, Real, or
Personal Property Return (i.e., logging and construction equipment
accounts not at this site).
• Property that is located outside the state of Oregon.
• Property used only for personal, nonbusiness use such as household goods and furniture, clothing, personal effects, tools, and
equipment used exclusively in and around your home or in your
hobby (ORS 307.190).
• Intangible personal property as defined by ORS 307.020: Money
held at interest, bonds, notes, shares of stock in corporations,
business records, computer software, surveys and designs, and the
materials on which the data is recorded (paper, tape, film, etc.).
• Livestock, poultry, fur-bearing animals, bees, or products used or
consumed in farm operations (ORS 307.325, 307.400).
• Inventories as defined by ORS 307.400. This refers to items of tangible personal property which are held for sale in the ordinary
course of business.

Completed additions need to include the invoice cost, installation,
engineering, and miscellaneous costs including foundations, power
wiring, interest during installation, and freight. State the date of manufacture. If available, provide a breakdown similar to the following:
machinery components, $20,000; installation, $10,000; engineering,
$2,000; interest during construction, $1,000; miscellaneous, $5,000;
(total, $38,000).
Transfers from other company locations should be noted and the
cost basis explained. State the original cost when new. Column 5
must reconcile with prior year returns. If reported costs did not add
value, attach explanation for consideration.
Did the addition replace machinery and equipment that were retired
from service or removed from the site? If so, report the equipment
being removed as retirements.

• Licensed vehicles (such as cars and trucks). Fixed load and mobile equipment are taxable (ORS 801.285) and must be reported
on the personal property return.
• Personal property farm machinery (ORS 307.400).

2-B — Retirements. Report the machinery and equipment improvements you retired from service and that were removed from the site
during the reporting period, January 1, 2000 through December 31,
2000. Describe the improvements in enough detail to identify property, including company asset number, name, model, and location
within the plant. Include the year of construction or acquisition and
the date retired. Describe the status of the property that was removed
from service during the reporting period, but was still on the site January 1, 2000. For example: for sale, to be demolished for scrap, abandoned in place, no plans to remove, etc. Provide the total original cost.
Retired property is removed from the roll at its assessed (depreciated)
value.

• Agricultural frost control systems, agricultural or horticultural trellises, hop harvesting equipment, mobile grass field incinerators
(see ORS 307.390), and certain nursery stock held by growers for
wholesalers (see ORS 307.315).

Real Property Instructions
Schedule 1—Buildings, structures, and yard improvements

2-C — Being Installed on January 1. Machinery and equipment
being installed on January 1 must be reported in this schedule. The
description should include the company asset number, asset name,
model number, and location within the plant. Provide the starting date,
estimated completion date, costs reported in prior year returns, costs
for current reporting period not previously reported, and estimated total
completed cost. Column 5 must reconcile with prior year returns. If
reported costs did not add value, attach explanation for consideration.

1-A — Completed Additions. Describe the addition in enough
detail to identify property. Include the starting date, completion date,
costs reported in prior year returns, costs for current reporting period that were not previously reported, and total completed costs.
See the List of Property Types for examples of build-ings, structures,
and yard improvements. Include all direct and indirect costs, i.e.,
materials, labor, overhead, shipping, etc.
Note: Include process piping, power wiring, and foundations with
machinery costs reported on Schedules 2-A and 2-C. Column 5 must
reconcile with prior year returns. If you believe the reported costs
did not add value, then please attach an explanation for consideration.

Other Schedules
Schedule 3—Land site development
Land site development is defined as anything you do that improves
the land, such as draining, filling, leveling, rocking, and excavation.
Do not include the cost of raw land in the costs reported on any
schedule in this report.

1-B — Retirements. Report the buildings, structures, and yard improvements you retired from service and that were removed from
the site during the reporting period, January 1, 2000 through December 31, 2000. Describe the improvements in enough detail to
identify property. Include the date of construction or acquisition, date
retired, status of the property (see “What property to report”). Provide the total original cost.
Retired property is removed from the roll at its assessed (depreciated) value.

Provide the costs of site alteration or improvements, as described
above, that occurred during the reporting period, January 1, 2000
through December 31, 2000. The reported cost will not affect the
value of improvements on this account. The county assessor will
consider the reported costs when appraising the land.

Schedule 4—Real property equipment
leased from and/or owned by others

1-C — Under Construction on January 1. Improvements under
construction on January 1 must be reported on this schedule. Include starting date, estimated completion date, costs reported in prior
year returns, costs for current reporting period that were not previously reported, and estimated total completed costs. Include all direct and indirect costs, i.e., materials, labor, overhead, etc. Column
4 must reconcile with prior year returns. If reported costs did
not add value, attach explanation for consideration. Report the cost
of land site development on Schedule 3.

List real property equipment leased from and/or owned by others.
Submit lessor’s/owners name, address, and phone number. Describe
the asset similarly to Schedule 2-A. Provide yearly lease amount, original
lease date, lease expiration date, original cost or option to purchase
date, and amount. All real property must be assessed to the owner.
The value of the real property equipment leased and owned by others will not be included in the real market value for your account.
8
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2001

2001

CONFIDENTIAL PERSONAL PROPERTY RETURN (ORS 308.290)

If you have no personal property, fill in section “No Personal Property To Report,” sign Taxpayer’s Declaration and file this return.

Filing Deadline: March 1, 2001
PENALTY— Maximum penalty for late filing of personal property return is 100 percent
of the tax attributable to the taxable personal property. (ORS 308.296)
Account Number

Code Area

FOR ASSESSOR’S USE ONLY
1. Leased or Rented Property
2. Noninventory Supplies
3. Floating Property
4. Libraries
5. All Other Property
6.
7. Total Real Market Value
8. Late Filing Penalty

Make any name or mailing address corrections above. Date changed _______________

TAXPAYER’S DECLARATION

This Return is Subject to Audit

Invalid if not signed. Under the penalties of false swearing in ORS
305.990(4), I declare that I have examined this return and all attachments.
All statements made are true. To the best of my knowledge, all taxable
personal property I own, possess, or control, which was in this county as of
1:00 A.M., January 1 has been reported.

LOCATION OF PERSONAL PROPERTY ON JANUARY 1, 2001.
File a separate return for each tax code area (or location). Attach a separate listing if needed.
Personal Property Location (street address, city)

Date business originated in county

Type of Business

Was a return filed last year?

YES

Name of Firm/Owner

County ________________

Phone No.

Assumed Business Name of Firm Assessed

NO

(

First Time Filer (See General Information, No. 1)*

Mailing Address

2000 Assessment Cancelled by the Assessor

City

)

FAX No.

(

)

State

ZIP Code

(See General Information, No. 2)*
Signature of Person Responsible for Return

* Remember to sign the Taxpayer’s Declaration at right.

Printed Name of Person Signing Return

No Personal Property to Report (See General Information, No. 3)*
Business closed?

If so, date closed:

Business sold? Enter date of sale.

Name of New Owner

Date

X
Title

THIS RETURN BEING FILED FOR:

Address of New Owner

An Individual

A Partnership (No. of persons ____ )

A Corporation

A Limited Partnership

A Limited Liability Company

Limited Liability Partnership

Attach a separate list of names and addresses of each individual partner.

Submit your original return and attachments to your county assessor. Keep a photocopy and the attached instructions for your records.
SCHEDULE 1 — LEASED OR RENTED PERSONAL PROPERTY (Do not report real property. Enter “None” if no personal property to report)
1

3 Payer of
Taxes to County

2

Name and Address of
Second Party Involved
In Lease/Rent Agreement

Description
(Include model year)

Filer

2nd
Party

4

AMOUNT OF
LEASE / RENT
5

Mo.

Yrly.

If Schedule 1 items are reported on separate attachments, check here:

6 Date
Agreement
Began

7 Length
of
Agreement

8

9

Original Cost

No. of
Units

Each

10

Total

Owner’s Opinion of 11 Assessor’s
Market Value
RMV
(Leave blank)
TOTAL

Schedule 1 TOTAL: (Include attachments)

SCHEDULE 2 — NONINVENTORY SUPPLIES (See instructions for examples)
6

REPORT TOTAL COST ON HAND AS OF JANUARY 1
1

General Office Supplies

2

Maintenance Supplies

3

Operating Supplies

4

If Schedule 2 items are reported on separate attachments, check here:
150-553-004 (Rev. 10-00)

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)

Spare Parts

5

Other Noninventory
Supplies

Owner’s
Opinion of
Market Value

7 Assessor’s
RMV
(Leave Blank)

Schedule 2 TOTAL: (Include attachments)

RETURNS MARKED “SAME AS LAST YEAR” MAY NOT BE ACCEPTED

14-9
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SCHEDULE 3 — FLOATING PROPERTY (Enter “None” if no property to report)
Registration No.

Oregon Marine Board No.

Date Purchased

Purchase Price

Owner’s Opinion
of Market Value

$
Own:

Contract Holder:

Fee Simple

Assessor’s RMV
(Leave blank)

Exact Moorage Location on January 1

Contract

If you have remodeled your floating property during the
past year, please describe in the space to the right.
(This may include a room or story addition, stringer
replacement, or acquisition of a tender house or swim
float.) Also report partially completed structures. Approximate date of remodeling: ____________________________

ALL OTHER VESSELS

Does this vessel ply the high seas?

Registration No.

Date Purchased

Purchase Price

Primary Moorage

YES

NO

Name of Vessel

Length of Vessel

If Schedule 3 items are reported on separate attachments, check here:

Type of Fishing or Activity

Schedule 3 TOTAL: (Include attachments)

SCHEDULE 4 — PROFESSIONAL LIBRARIES (Use this format and report on a separate sheet. Enter “None” if no property to report)
1

2

Type of Library *

If set, is it complete? 5
Title of Book or Set

3

NO

4 YES

* For example, books, tapes,
videos, compact discs.

Number of
Volumes

6

Cost When
Purchased

7

Owner’s Opinion of
Market Value

8

TOTAL

Assessor’s RMV
(Leave blank)

Schedule 4 TOTAL: (Include attachments)

SCHEDULE 5 — ALL OTHER TAXABLE PERSONAL PROPERTY (Not reported on Schedules 1, 2, 3, or 4)
1

2

Item of Property

3

Identification
(Manufacturer or Serial No.)

4

Model
Year

Purchased

Mo. Yr.

5

6

No. of
Units

Cost When
Purchased
EACH

TOTAL

7

Owner’s Opinion
of Market Value
TOTAL

8

Assessor’s RMV
(leave blank)

Subtotal All Other
9

Report value of all small hand tools not reported elsewhere on this return (Indicate type)
Barber and Beauty Shop

Service Garage

Medical

Construction/Logging

Radio and TV Shop

Landscape

Dental

Other _________________

Owner’s Opinion
of Market Value

Assessor’s RMV
(leave blank)

Subtotal Tools
Improvements on federal lands, mining claims, etc.,
on which final proof has not yet been made:

LOCATION: Township _______ Range _______ Section _______

If Schedule 5 items are reported on separate attachments, check here:
2

Schedule 5 TOTAL: (Include attachments)

Submit your original return and attachments to your county assessor. Keep a photocopy and the attached instructions for your records.

Sample Forms
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GENERAL INFORMATION
What other things should I know about filing a personal
property tax return?

1

First Time Filer—Submit your original return and attachments
to the county assessor. Include only personal property in that
county. Complete a separate return for each location in each
county in which you have personal property.

2

2000 Assessment Cancellation—If your assessment was
cancelled last year by your county assessor, and if you have not
added any taxable personal property, check the box, sign and
date the Taxpayer’s Declaration and submit the return to your
county assessor.

3

No Property to Report—If you do not have taxable personal
property in the county sending you a return, attach a full
explanation. Explain the disposition of property you reported
last year. Sign and date the Taxpayer’s Declaration and send
it to the county assessor before the filing deadline.

A Reminder . . .
What reporting date should I use for the information
requested on this return?
This return must show all taxable personal property which you
own, possess, or control as of 1:00 A.M., January 1 (ORS 308.250).

When should I file?
File personal property returns with your county assessor on or
before March 1. In special situations, the assessor may grant an
extension if you submit your reasons in writing to the assessor.
Your request must be received on or before the March 1 filing date
(ORS 308.290).

What if I file late?
The penalty is 5 percent of the tax owed if the return is filed after March 1, but on or before June 1. The penalty increases to 25
percent of the tax owed if the return is filed after June 1, but on
or before August 1. After August 1, the penalty is 100 percent of
the tax owed (ORS 308.296).

What personal property is taxable?
Taxable personal property includes machinery, equipment, furniture, etc.,
used previously or presently in a business (including any property not
currently being used, property placed in storage, or property held for
sale).

What happens if I falsify the information on the return?
What personal property is not taxable?
• Intangible personal property: Money held at interest, bonds, notes,
shares of stock, business records, surveys and designs, and the materials the data is recorded on (paper, tape, film, etc. ORS 307.020).
• Computer software.
• Household goods, furniture, tools and equipment used exclusively
for personal use in and around your home (ORS 307.190).
• Inventory held for resale.
• Livestock.
• Licensed vehicles and equipment other than fixed load and mobile
equipment. Examples of taxable fixed load and mobile equipment are
shown on the back page (ORS 801.285).
• Farm machinery and equipment used primarily in the preparation
of land, planting, raising, cultivating or harvesting farm crops or
feeding, breeding, management and sale of, or the produce of,
livestock, poultry, fur-bearing animals or bees, dairies, agricultural or
horticultural use.

Any person who furnishes false information is subject to the criminal
penalty provisions of ORS 305.990(4).

What happens after the return is filed with the county
assessor?
Your return will assist the assessor in the assessment of your personal
property. In some cases an appraiser may inspect your property. Your
return will remain a confidential record at all times. After October 25
you will receive a tax statement showing the value of your personal property and the amount of tax due.

When do these taxes become my responsibility?
On July 1 personal property taxes become a lien against the assessed
property and any taxable personal property owned or in possession of
the person in whose name the property is assessed. The taxes are a debt
due and owed by the owner of the personal property (ORS 311.405(4)).
Keep a photocopy and these instructions for your records.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING PERSONAL PROPERTY RETURN FORMS
At your request, the assessor’s office will assist you in completing this return.

Schedule One—Leased or rented personal property

Schedule Two—Noninventory supplies

REPORT ALL LEASED OR RENTED ITEMS AS OF JANUARY 1.

Report total cost on hand as of January 1, of any taxable item which
will not become part of finished goods or which will not be directly
sold to customers.

If you do not lease equipment to or from others, write “None” in Schedule 1.

Examples:

Equipment leased to others: Attach a list showing name and address
of lessee, description, date of acquisition, and original cost. If manufacturer, report at real market value, rather than manufactured cost.
Equipment leased from others: Attach a list showing name and address of lessor, description, date of acquisition, and original cost. If original cost is not known, give length of lease and amount of the monthly
payment. Advise if capitalized and included with other assets to avoid
duplicate assessment.
Item 3: Who is responsible for paying the tax to the county? Check
either the filer of this return or the second party listed in column 3, in
Schedule 1 box.

Carpet samples
Cleaning supplies
Copy paper

Diesel
Envelopes
Fax paper

Gasoline
Maintenance supplies
Packaging supplies

Repair parts
Stationery

Schedule Three—Floating property
Enter the information as requested. Do not include personal
licensed boats used only for personal use. Report floating homes, docks,
and boathouses on this form.

All other vessels
Report houseboats (self-propelled) used in rental businesses and other
required floating vessels.
3
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Schedule Four—Libraries

Schedule Five—All other taxable personal property

Report all professional libraries in this schedule format. All items should
be listed on a separate page. Libraries include, but would not be limited
to, those held by accountants, architects, attorneys, consultants, doctors,
health science professionals, other science professionals, surveyors and
title companies. Electronic, mechanical and other technical professionals should also use this schedule.

Report all items not reported elsewhere on this return.

Enter type of library media (books, electronic media, compact discs,
tapes, videos, etc. If “None,” explain).
2. Enter the title of the reported book or set.
3/4. If the item reported is a multiple volume set, check the yes or no
column to indicate if the set is complete or not.
5. Enter the number of volumes. If a set, enter the number you have,
not the number of the original set.
6. Enter cost when purchased.
7. Enter the best possible estimate of the real market value for each
item as of January 1. Reporters of law books should report the value
as determined from the schedule published by the Oregon Department of Revenue in cooperation with the Oregon State Bar Association.
8. Leave blank.

1.
2.
3.

1.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Enter property item by description, make, brand name, etc., in order by acquisition date.
Identify by model, size, capacity, etc.
Enter year of manufacture (for heavy logging and construction equipment enter serial number in column 2 if year of manufacture is unavailable. For other types of equipment enter your best estimate of
manufacture date).
Enter month and year you purchased item.
Enter number of items of same description (model, size, age).
Enter your cost (each, total).
Enter your best estimate of the real market value as of January 1 by
item and total.
Leave blank.
Report value of all small handtools not reported elsewhere on this
return. Include estimate of real market value.

DO NOT REPORT LEASED EQUIPMENT ON SCHEDULE 5.

ATTACHMENTS. Complete itemized listings are acceptable. Please check the box indicated in each applicable schedule if these
attachments are included. Values reported on this return are not binding on the assessor.

Examples of Taxable Personal Property to be Reported on This Return
T hi s is not a complete list
Air conditioners
Aircraft equipment
Amusement devices
Appliances – free standing
Art work
ATM machines–portable
Auto diagnostic electric
Auto repair equipment
Backbars
Bakery equipment
Bank vaults (doors)
Barber shop equipment
Battery chargers
Beauty shop equipment
Bowling equipment
Bulk plant equipment
Butcher shop equipment
Cabinet shop equipment
Cable TV systems
Calculators
Cameras
Car wash equipment
Cash register
Chain saws
Chairs
Child care furniture
Coin-op laundry equipment
Computers
Construction tools
Copiers
Costume/tuxedo rentals
Decor
Dental equipment
Desks
Dictation equipment
Dies
Dry cleaning equipment
Dryers
Electronic mfg. equipment
Fiberglass/boat molds
Filing cabinets
Fish processing equipment
Fitness equipment
Foster home furniture and supply
Freezers

4
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Frozen food cabinets
Golf carts
Golf course equipment
Grocery store equipment
Handpieces (dental)
Heavy equipment
Hospital equipment
Hotel furniture/fixtures
Ice cream machines
Ice making machines
Juke boxes
Landscaping equipment
Laser equipment
Lathes
Libraries
Lift trucks
Linens
Logging equipment
Machine shop equipment
Manufacturing – general
Meat processing equipment
Medical lab equipment
Medical office equipment
Mining equipment
Mobile radio/phones
Mobile yard equipment
Modular offices
Molds
Movie production equipment
Motel furniture/fixtures
Musical instrument rentals
Newspaper equipment
Nursing home equipment
Office fixtures
Office furniture
Office machines
Pallet jacks
Pallets/bins/crates
Pay phones (leased)
Photographic equipment
Pinball machines
Pool tables
Popcorn machines
Printing equipment
Professional equipment

Radio and TV broadcast
Radio & TV repair equipment
Recording studio equipment
Rental equipment
Restaurant equipment
Retail store fixtures
Road construction equipment
Safe deposit boxes
Safes
Satellite dish relays
Saw mills–portable
Scanners
Scientific equipment
Service station equipment
Sewing/apparel equipment
Shake mills–portable
Sheet metal fabrication
Shelving
Shingle mills–portable
Signs
Small tools (mechanics)
Small tools (medical)
Soft drink equipment
Steam cleaners
Survey equipment
Tanning equipment
Tavern equipment
Telephone systems
Testing equipment
Theatre/projection
Tire recapping equipment
Tool boxes
Tractors
TV sets
Typewriters
Unlicensed vehicles
Utility trailers–unlicensed
VCRs
Vending carts
Vending machines
Ventilating fans
Video cases
Video games
Video recording equipment
Video tape rental equipment

Walk-in coolers
Warehouse equipment
Washers
Winery equipment
Woodworking equipment
Workbenches
X-ray equipment
FIXED LOAD AND MOBILE EQUIPMENT

Air compressors
Air drills
Asphalt/rock crushing plants
Asphalt spreaders
Backhoes
Bituminous mixer
Bituminous plants
Bituminous spreaders
Bucket loaders
Cement mixers
Concrete batch plants
Cranes
Crawlers
Ditchers
Earthmoving equipment
Electric generators
Excavators
Fork lifts
Front end loaders
High lifts
Levelling graders
Lighting plants
Mixmobiles
Motor graders
Paving equipment
Portable storage bins
Portable storage tanks
Power plants
Rotary screens
Sand classifiers
Scrap metal balers
Scrapers
Skidders
Tractors
Welding equipment
Yarders

REMEMBER: THE FILING DEADLINE FOR THIS RETURN IS MARCH 1, 2001.
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LIST OF PROPERTY TYPES
REAL PROPERTY
Buildings, Structures
Include all building and structure costs,
including excavation, floor, shell, interior and
exterior finish, lighting, wiring and fixtures,
plumbing, sprinkling systems, elevators,
heating systems, ventilators, fire protection
systems up to the dry valve including
underground piping, valves, tanks and
foundations. Also include indirect costs such
as interest during construction, engineering,
and design costs. Process piping, power
wiring, and foundations for the machinery
and equipment should be included with Real
Property - Machinery and Equipment.
Yard Improvements
Fences
Paving
Ponds
Railroad spurs on site
Retaining walls
Roads
Underground utilities
Walks and curbs
Wharves and docks
Yard lighting
Machinery and Equipment
Include all costs for all process and
manufacturing machinery and equipment that
meets the definition of real property as
described in the General Instructions. Include
power wiring, process piping, foundations,
freight, and engineering, etc.
Examples are M&E that produces:
Alcohol distilling
Bakery
Cement manufacture
Chemical products
Dairy products
Electrical manufacturing
Electronic process
Food processing
Foundry equipment
Glass products
Grain and mill products
Gypsum products
Lumber manufacture
Machinery manufacture
Metal working
Oil production
Paper manufacturing
Parts manufacturing
Petroleum refining
Plastic extrusion
Rock crushing
Shipbuilding
Textile products
Wood products

PERSONAL PROPERTY
General Office and Miscellaneous
Accounting machines
Air conditioners, fans
Bookcases, shelving
Calculators
Cameras
Cash registers
Cellular phones
Check protectors
Computers and peripherals
Copiers
Counters
Dictating machines
Display or storage cabinets
Facsimile machines
Filing cabinets
Freestanding appliances
Furniture
Kitchen equipment and utensils
Libraries
Microfiche machines
Portable safes
Print equipment
Radios, stereos
Tape recorders/players
Telephones, intercom equipment
Televisions
Typewriters
Vacuum cleaners
Vending machines
Video cameras, cassette recorders
Production
Baskets and carts
Battery chargers
Bins and totes
Chain saws
Dies, molds
Electrical manufacturing
Electronic process
Gas cans
Hoists
Jigs
Laundering equipment
Miscellaneous shop and hand tools
Motor analyzers
Pans
Pressure washers
Pressurized gas bottles
Small drill presses, grinders, lathes
Tooling
Welding equipment
Work benches
Mobile Equipment
Air compressors, hammers, drills
Asphalt and paving equipment
Backhoes, graders
Bituminous equipment
Bucket loaders
Cement mixers
Concrete batch plants
Cranes and shovels
Crushers and crushing plants
Ditchers
Earthmoving scrapers

PERSONAL PROPERTY (cont.)
Excavators
Fire trucks and equipment
Fixed load vehicles
Fork lifts, skidders
Generators, motors, engines
Lighting plants
Loaders, front end
Lumber carriers
Mixmobiles
Mobile power plants
Mobile light equipment
Motor scrapers
Portable storage bins and tanks
Power plants
Pumps
Rollers and compactors
Rotary screens
Sand classifiers
Scrap metal balers
Spreaders
Sprinkler trucks
Tractor, crawler
Unlicensed vehicles
NON-INVENTORY SUPPLIES
Office Supplies
Computer diskettes
Pens and pencils
Printer cartridges, copier toner
Stationery, printer paper
Operating Supplies
Fuels
Protective clothing/equipment
Reserve tanks of glycol, ammonia, CO2
Solvents
Maintenance Supplies
Abrasives
Absorbent materials for spills
Belts and hoses
Fittings, pipe and bar stock
Industrial gases
Insulation
Lubrication oils and greases
Nuts and bolts, fasteners
Rock salt for ice and snow
Saw blades, drill bits
Welding rods
Wire and cable
Spare Parts
Bearings
Circuit breakers
Fittings
Fuses
Gears and gear drives
Light fixtures
Motors
Production and maintenance machine parts
Other Non-inventory Supplies
Fuels/Gasses in Storage
Gasoline, diesel
Hog fuel
Nitrogen
Propane

150-301-032-1 (Rev. 9-00) (back)

This list is not complete. If you have questions on other items, call our office at 503-945-8295.

Sample Forms
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INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY RETURN
General Instructions
— Please read all instructions before completing return —

Oregon law

Correct reporting

The Industrial Property Return is a combined real and personal property return authorized by Oregon law. It is used
to adjust the valuation of your real and personal property. It’s
main purpose is to accurately account for all property on the
site as of 1:00 A.M. on January 1, 2001.

There may be several tax accounts at each site. You are required to complete an Industrial Property Schedule for
each real property and each personal property account
listed on the front of your return. If a tax account is not
listed on the front page of this form, and you believe that it
should be included in this return, file additional schedules for
the assets for that account with this return. Notify us of the
account in the appropriate part of the section headed “Additional information required.” Do not include accounts not at
this site.

You are required to report the information requested on
this return. Oregon law (ORS 311.216 to 311.229) provides
that property acquired during the reporting period and not
reported on this return shall be presumed to be omitted
property and subject to additional assessment. Also, when
property is reported at understated costs, the understated cost
amount shall be presumed to be omitted property and subject to additional assessment.
All property in your possession on this site must be reported on this return unless the property is mentioned
in the section, “What property not to report.” Any person who refuses or neglects to file a return, with the intent
to evade taxation, is subject to a penalty of $10 for each day
the return is late until the return is filed (ORS 308.300). This
return is subject to audit.
A person may be convicted for filing false information. A fine
of not more than $1,000 or imprisonment for not more than
one year, or both, may be imposed (ORS 308.990).
Your return is confidential to the Department of Revenue. The
penalty for disclosure by a Revenue employee is a $10,000
fine and one year in jail.

Filing deadlines
If you do not have a filing extension, your return must be
postmarked no later than March 1, 2001. If you have a filing
extension, your return must be postmarked no later than April
16, 2001.

Penalty for late filing
Failure to file this return by the March 1 deadline will
subject the property owner to a late filing penalty (ORS
308.295).
Penalty for late filing is $1 for each $1,000 (or fraction) of assessed value. This penalty shall not be less than $10 and not
more than $250 (ORS 308.295).

Filing extensions
You may be granted an extension for “administrative need”
by applying to the department in writing on or before March
1. Applications are not automatic extensions. If you are
granted an extension, you are required to calculate values for
all personal property you report. Factors are supplied by the
Department of Revenue when the extension is granted and
are to be used on Schedule 4-a. Once granted, extensions
are perpetual unless revoked for noncompliance (ORS
308.290(3)).

Do not report “land only” accounts.
For this return to be complete, you must sign the Taxpayer
Declaration, complete each schedule and answer each question. You may write in “no,” “none,” “see attachment,” or “see
disk” on the form. “Same as last year” is not acceptable. You
may supplement the return with:
1. An attached printed list. It must include all the information
requested on this form. Identify your attachments with the
correct account, code area, county, and schedule number.
2. A computer disk to supplement the reporting of personal
property that conforms to the department’s guidelines. If
you have recently received a disk from the department,
please follow the instructions you received with your latest corrected department disk copy. If you need information to file this way, please call 503-945-8295.
All real property and all tangible personal property, except as
otherwise provided by law, is subject to assessment and taxation in Oregon. You must report: property in storage,
noninventory property held for sale, property on site but not in
service, and property on site prior to installation. Do not report
the same property on another Industrial Property Return.
Taxable Real Property includes land development, buildings,
structures, yard improvements, fixed machinery, and fixed
equipment. For example: if a machine is attached to the land
and/or building by bolts, welds, cement, direct wiring, plumbing, ducting, or its own weight, etc., it is considered real property and should be reported on either Schedule 1-A through
1-E (buildings) or 2-A through 2-E (machinery).
Taxable Personal Property includes moveable tangible
property such as moveable machinery, furnishings, moveable
equipment, tools, and noninventory supplies; and should be
reported on Schedule 4 (personal property).

Additional information required
The following information must be submitted with this Industrial Property Return. Please attach additional pages with
this information, if necessary.
A. Explain any major changes during the last reporting
period (1/1/00 through 12/31/00), that have, in your opinion, affected the value of the site.

150-301-032 (Rev. 10-00)
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B. If there is site contamination that affects the value of the
property, and the site is listed with the Environmental Protection Agency or the Department of Environmental Quality, or has had a verifiable release of a hazardous substance, provide the following information: The DEQ number (if listed with the DEQ) and a schedule of the cost of
the planned remedial work (see OAR 150- 308.205(E)).
C. Have you applied for Enterprise Zone exemption (ORS
285.615)? If yes, attach a copy of the current Oregon Enterprise Zone Tax Exemption application, form 150310-075 (Rev. 10-97) and attachments. This form should
be filed with the county assessor before April 2, 2001.
List all enterprise zone additions, retire-ments, and personal
property on schedules 5A through 5E.
D. Are you applying for Cancellation of Assessment on Commercial Properties Under Construction (ORS 307.330)? If
so, please attach a copy of that form (150-310-020 Rev.
10-97). This form should be filed with the county assessor by April 2, 2001. Include the value to be exempt
on Schedules 1-C and 2-C.
E. Do you have exempt pollution control property (ORS
307.405)? If this is a new pollution control facility, attach
a copy of your pollution control certificate and a list of
all property that qualifies for ad valorem pollution control exemption and the certified cost. If this is not a new
pollution control facility, attach a copy of the Exemption
to Abate Pollution form (150-310-059 Rev. 6-98). This form
should be filed with the county assessor before April
2, 2001. For ad valorem option only.
If C, D, or E above are filed with the Department of Revenue within the time required, they shall be considered
filed timely with the assessor (ORS 307.340(2)(1)).
F. Do you have any other special property exemptions? If
so, please attach the related forms and information.
G. Have you sold a major portion of the site? A “major portion” of the site means real property improvements with
a value of $100,000 or more that will remain in place on
the site. If yes, list the name, address, and phone number of the owner, along with a description of the property sold and the price on an additional sheet of paper.
If property is sold and removed from the site, report under a retirement schedule.
H. Are the buildings and structures, or land, leased from another party?
If yes, a separate return must be filed by or for the owner
of the buildings and structures under the correct account
number.
Leased machinery and equipment is listed on Schedule
2-D. Leased personal property is listed on Schedule 4-C.
I. Will someone other than an employee act as your agent
for property tax purposes? If so, please attach an authorization in the form of a specific power of attorney.
J. Inform us of any corrections to the information on the
cover page.

ample: plant closures, scheduled liquidations, change in number of shifts, governmental requirements or restrictions, verifiable presence of toxic contamination, your opinion concerning the value contribution of the additions, your estimate of
the asset lives, your lease agreement for leased property, income and expense information, and issues which may indicate economic or functional obsolescence.
You may qualify for an economic obsolescence adjustment
to the value of your property if indicated by the above information. If this is the case, the Department of Revenue may
ask for additional information.

What property not to report
Do not report:
• The cost of raw land.
• Property that you reported on another 2001 Industrial, Real,
or Personal Property Return (i.e., logging and construction
equipment accounts not at this site).
• Property that is located outside the state of Oregon.
• Property used only for personal, nonbusiness use such as
household goods and furniture, clothing, personal effects,
tools, and equipment used exclusively in and around your
home or in your hobby (ORS 307.190).
• Intangible personal property as defined by ORS 307.020:
Money held at interest, bonds, notes, shares of stock in corporations, business records, computer software, surveys and
designs, and the materials on which the data is recorded
(paper, tape, film, etc.).
• Livestock, poultry, fur-bearing animals, bees, or products
used or consumed in farm operations (ORS 307.325,
307.400).
• Inventories as defined by ORS 307.400. This refers to items
of tangible personal property which are held for sale in the
ordinary course of business.
• Licensed vehicles (such as cars and trucks). Fixed load and
mobile equipment are taxable (ORS 801.285) and must be
reported.
• Personal property farm machinery (ORS 307.400).
• Agricultural frost control systems, agricultural or horticultural trellises, hop harvesting equipment, mobile grass field
incinerators (see ORS 307.390), and certain nursery stock
held by growers for wholesalers (see ORS 307.315).
• Egg equipment.

Real Property Instructions
Schedule 1—Buildings, structures, and yard
improvements
1-A—Completed additions. Describe the addition in enough
detail to identify property. Include the starting date, completion date, costs reported in prior year returns, costs for current reporting period that were not previously reported, and
total completed costs. See the attached list of examples of
buildings, structures, and yard improvements. Include all direct and indirect costs, i.e., materials, labor, overhead, etc.
Note: Include machinery process piping, power wiring, and
foundations with machinery costs reported on Schedule 1-A.
Column must reconcile with prior year returns. If you believe

Additional information you may provide
Submit with this return any other information that should be
considered in determining the value of the property. For ex2
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the reported costs did not add value, then please attach
an explanation.

enough detail to identify property, including company asset
number, name, model, and location within the plant. Include
the year of construction or acquisition and the date retired.
Describe the status of the property that was removed from
service during the reporting period, but was still on the site
January 1, 2000. For example: for sale, to be demolished for
scrap, abandoned in place, no plans to remove, etc. Provide
the total original cost.

1-B—Retirements. Report the buildings, structures, and yard
improvements you retired from service or that were removed
from the site during the reporting period, January 1, 2000
through December 31, 2000. Describe the improvements in
enough detail to identify property. Include the date of construction or acquisition, date retired, status of the property (see
“What property to report”). Provide the total original cost.

Retired property is removed from the roll at its assessed (depreciated) value.

Retired property is removed from the roll at its assessed (depreciated) value.

2-C—Being installed on January 1. Machinery and equipment being installed on January 1 must be reported in this
schedule. The description should include the company asset
number, asset name, model number, and location within the
plant. Provide the starting date, estimated completion date,
costs reported in prior year returns, costs for current reporting period not previously reported, and estimated total completed cost. Column 5 must reconcile with prior year returns.
If reported costs did not add value, attach explanation.

1-C—Under construction on January 1. Improvements under construction on January 1 must be reported on this schedule. Include starting date, estimated completion date, costs reported in prior year returns, costs for current reporting period that were not previously reported, and estimated total
completed costs. Include all direct and indirect costs, i.e., materials, labor, overhead, etc. Column 4 must reconcile with
prior year returns. If reported costs did not add value, attach explanation.

2-D—Real property equipment leased from and/or
owned by others. List real property equipment leased from
and/or owned by others. Submit lessor’s/owner’s name, address, and phone number. Describe the asset similarly to
Schedule 2-A. Provide yearly lease amount, original lease date,
lease expiration date, original cost or option to purchase date,
and amount. All real property must be assessed to the owner
(ORS 308.215(1)(a)). The value of the real property equipment
leased and owned by others will not be included in the real
market value for your account. List leased personal property
on Schedule 4-C.

1-D—Land site development. Land site development is defined as anything you do that improves the land, such as draining, filling, leveling, rocking, and excavation. Do not include
the cost of raw land in the costs reported on any schedule in
this report.
Provide the costs of site alteration or improvements, as described above, that occurred during the reporting period, January 1, 2000 through December 31, 2000. The reported cost
will not affect the value of your improvements on this account.
The county assessor will consider the reported costs when
appraising the land.

Schedules 1 and 2—Measure 50 instructions
for additions

Schedule 2—Machinery and equipment

Report the total cost of all additions for buildings, structures,
yard improvements, and machinery and equipment including
those for minor construction and general ongoing maintenance and repair, on the appropriate schedules.

2-A—Completed additions. The description of the additions
should include the company asset number, name, model number, and location within the plant. Provide the starting date,
completion date, costs reported in prior year returns, costs
for current reporting period not previously reported, and the
total completed costs. See the attached list of examples of machinery and equipment.

“General ongoing maintenance and repair” means
activity that preserves the condition of existing improvements
without significantly changing design or materials, does not
create new structures or additions or replaces real or personal
machinery and equipment. If you believe the addition falls
into this category then identify it as such. You may also include an estimate of the amount that contributes to value (OAR
150-308.149-(A)).

Completed additions need to include the invoice cost, installation, engineering, and miscellaneous costs including foundations, power wiring, interest during installation, and freight.
State the date of manufacture. If available, provide a breakdown similar to the following: machinery components,
$20,000; installation, $10,000; engineering, $2,000; interest
during construction, $1,000; miscellaneous, $5,000; (total,
$38,000). Transfers from other company locations should be
noted and the cost basis explained. State the original cost
when new. Column 5 must reconcile with prior year returns.
If reported costs did not add value, attach explanation.

Minor construction means “additions of real property improvements, the real market value of which does not exceed
$10,000 in any assessment year or $25,000 for cumulative additions made over five assessment years” (ORS 308.149(6)).
Report all additions, no matter how small. The assessor will
track and calculate the totals for minor construction.

Schedule 3—Production report

Did the addition replace machinery and equipment that was
retired from service or removed from the site? If so, report
the equipment being removed as retirements.

3-A—Production. Enter actual production output, stated in
units, appropriate for your specific industry for each of the
past seven years. Enter full production amount as stated in
annual projections, for each of the past seven years. Design
capacity figures are based on perfect machine output on an
annual basis for the years requested.

2-B—Retirements. Report the machinery and equipment improvements you retired from service or that were removed
from the site during the reporting period, January 1, 2000
through December 31, 2000. Describe the improvements in
3
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3-B—Changes. Enter any major changes in design capacity
or production that have taken place during this reporting period. Explain the reason(s) for these changes. Use additional
sheets of paper if necessary.

jigs as other noninventory supplies if not reported on
Schedule 4-A.
The department may estimate a value for noninventory
supplies if the taxpayer does not provide an acceptable
estimate.

3-C—Work schedules. Explain the structure of the work
schedules for 2000. If you have other shifts flexing between
the regular production shifts, please explain these on a separate sheet of paper.

4-C—Personal property owned by others but in your
possession.
1. Enter the name and address of the property owner or the
owner’s contact person and their telephone number.
2. Enter the full description of each leased asset. Include information required for assets listed on Schedule 4-A.
3. Who should be billed for the taxes? Enter “O” for owner
and “R” for lessee/renter/person in possession. Unless an
election is made under ORS 308.290(1)(a), leased personal
property or property owned by others will be assessed to
the owner or the person in possession at the discretion
of the department.
4. Enter the quantity of the item reported.
5. Enter the original cost of each item, if known.
6. Multiply columns 4 and 5. Enter the result in column 6.
If the asset is leased:
7. Enter the amount of the lease or rent per month, OR
8. Enter the amount of the lease or rent per year. (Enter only
one of the two amounts. Do not enter both.)
9. Enter the date the original lease went into effect.
10. Enter the date the current lease began (if different from #9).
11. Enter the date the lease will end.
12. Enter your best possible estimate of market value as of
January 1.
13. Leave blank.

3-D—Units of measurement. Define the units of measurement based on a certain timeline specific to your industry.
For example, sawmill industry measures in “board feet per
shift.” Manufactured homes measures in “number of floors per
day.” Food industry often measures in “pounds per hour/day.”

Personal Property Instructions
Schedule 4—Personal property
4-A—Personal property listing. Enclose a printed or computer disk list of all personal property owned by this company that should be included in this account. This list should
include for each entry:
a. The asset number, if any.
b. Asset description and quantity.
c. Date of acquisition.
d. Original cost.
Provide the following as available:
e. Date of manufacture.
f. Company department, division, or account ledger number.
g. Cost center number.
h. Asset class or chart of accounts number indicating use.
i. Asset manufacturer, model, capacity, and serial number.
j. Date the asset was transferred from another location in your
company or the date retired.
k. Whether purchased new or used.

Enterprise Zone Instructions
Schedule 5—Buildings and structures

The values column (No. 7) may be used to report your estimate of market value when no original cost data is available
for an item or group of items. For instance, small hand tools
can be reported as an estimated lump sum value.

5-A and B—Completed additions and retirements. List all
additions and retirements of buildings, structures, and yard
improvements that qualify for enterprise zone exemption. Provide the same information as is requested for assets reported
on Schedules 1-A and 1-B.

Molds, jigs, dies, and fixtures which are not already itemized
on Schedule 4-A, can be reported as lump sums. However,
they can be included with noninventory (operating) supplies
if their useful life is less than one year. Small or miscellaneous
spare parts must be reported in noninventory supplies if they
are not on Schedule 4-A.

Schedule 5—Machinery and equipment
5-C and D—Completed additions and retirements. List all
additions and retirements of machinery and equipment that
qualify for enterprise zone exemption. Provide the same information as is requested for assets reported on Schedules 2-A
and 2-B.

4-B—Noninventory supplies. Noninventory supplies include inventory items which will not become part of the finished goods and which are not held for sale to customers.
These include: general office supplies, maintenance supplies,
operating supplies, spare parts, and other noninventory supplies. Provide an estimate of your original cost within each
category.

Schedule 5—Personal property
5-E—Personal property listing. List all personal property
eligible for enterprise zone exemption. Provide the same information about these assets as requested for the assets reported on Schedule 4-A.

Report fuels and gasses as noninventory supplies under
the heading “Fuels in Storage.” Report molds, dies, and

4

Sample Forms
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2001 INDUSTRIAL REAL PROPERTY SCHEDULES
Reporting Period is January 1, 2000 — December 31, 2000
You must complete an Industrial Real Property Schedules form for each real property account listed on the front of the
return. Please attach a listing where space is insufficient.
REAL PROPERTY ACCOUNT NUMBER
COMPANY NAME ____________________________________

_________________________________
(Only one account per page)

SCHEDULE 1: Buildings, Structures and Yard Improvements
(If leasing, use Schedule 1 to report leasehold improvements)

SCHEDULE 1–A: Completed Additions (See Instructions 1–A, Page 2–3)
1.

2.

Description

SCHEDULE 1–B: Retirements

3.

Starting
Date

2.

Description

SCHEDULE 1–C: Under Construction on January 1
1.

2.

Starting
Date

Description

SCHEDULE 1–D: Land Site Development

Date of Construction
or Acquisition

6.

Total Completed Costs

3.

4.

Date
Retired

5.

Status of
Property

Total
Original Cost

(See Instructions 1–C, Page 3)
3.Estimated

4.

Completion
Date

3.

Starting
Date

Completion
Date

150-301-032 (Rev. 10-00)

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)

Costs for Current
Reporting Period not
Previously Reported

5.

Costs Reported in
Prior Year Returns

Costs for Current
Reporting Period not
Previously Reported

6.

Estimated Total
Completed Cost

(See Instructions 1–D, Page 3)
2.

Description

5.

Costs Reported
in Prior Years

(See Instructions 1–B, Page 3)

1.

1.

4.

Completion
Date

4.

5.

Costs Reported
in Prior Years

Costs for Current
Reporting Period not
Previously Reported

6.

Total Completed Costs

Page 1
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REAL PROPERTY ACCOUNT NUMBER
COMPANY NAME ____________________________________

________________________________

SCHEDULE 2: Machinery And Equipment
SCHEDULE 2–A: Completed Additions
1.

2.

Asset No.

3.

Description
(Name, model, location within plant)

SCHEDULE 2–B: Retirements
1.

(See Instructions 2–A, Page 3)
Starting
Date

Completion
Date

Costs for Current
Reporting Period not
Previously Reported

4.

7.

Total Completed Costs

5.

Year of Construction
or Acquisition

SCHEDULE 2–C: Being Installed on January 1
2.

Asset No.

6.

Costs Reported
in Prior Years

3.

Description
(Name, model, location within plant)

Asset No.

5.

(See Instructions 2–B, Page 3)

2.

1.

4.

Status of
Property

Total
Original Cost

(See Instructions 2–C, Page 3)

3.

Description
(Name, model, location within plant)

6.

Date
Retired

Starting
Date

4.Estimated

Completion
Date

5.

6.

Costs Reported in
Prior Year Returns

7.

Costs for Current
Reporting Period not
Previously Reported

Estimated Total
Completed Cost

REAL PROPERTY ACCOUNT NUMBER

______________________________
SCHEDULE 2–D: Real Property Equipment Leased From and/or Owned By Others (See Instructions 2–D, Page 3)
1.

2.

Owner’s Name, Address, and Phone Number

Description (Include Model Year)

SCHEDULE 3: Production Report
A
❍

Actual Production

3. Yearly
Lease Amount
Amount

4.

Original
Lease Date

5.

6.

Lease
Expiration Date

Original Cost or
Option to Purchase
(when and amount)

(See Instructions Schedule 3, Page 4)
Full Production

Design Capacity

B
❍

Changes*

2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993

C
❍

2000
Work Schedules

Days per Week

Production
Employees

Shifts per Day

Hours per Shift

D
❍

Define Units of Measurement*

* Use additional pages if necessary
150-301-032 (Rev. 10-00)

Sample Forms
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2001 PERSONAL PROPERTY SCHEDULES
Reporting as of January 1, 2001
You must complete an Industrial Personal Property Schedules form for each personal property account listed on the
front of the return. Please attach a listing where space is insufficient.
PERSONAL PROPERTY ACCOUNT NUMBER
COMPANY NAME ____________________________________

__________________________________

This listing has been updated to reflect changes from additions and/or deletions.

SCHEDULE 4–A: Personal Property Listing

(Only one account per page)

(See Instructions 4–A, Page 4)

Complete columns 6 and 7 only
if you are granted an extension.

(Attach a complete list of all personal property. Use this format)
1.

2.

Asset No.

3.

Description
(Name and model )

4.

Date
Purchased

SCHEDULE 4–B: Noninventory Supplies

5.

Original
Cost

6.

Depreciation
Code

7.

Deprec. Factor

RM Value

(See Instructions 4–B, Page 4)
REPORT AT COST

1.

2.

Office Supplies

Operating
Supplies

3.

4.

Maintenance
Supplies

5.

Spare Parts

6.

Other Noninventory
Supplies

SCHEDULE 4–C: Personal Property Owned By Others But In Your Possession
Original Cost
(if known)
1.

2.

Name and Address of
Owner or Lessor

Description
(Include Model Year)

3.

Taxpayer

4.

No.

5.

6.

Each

7.

Total
Noninventory Supplies

(See Instructions 4–C, Page 4)

Complete for Leased Property
Amount of Lease/Rent
7.
8.
9.

Mo.

Yrly.

Date
Lease
Began

10.

Lease Term
11.

From

To

Opinion of
Market Value
12.

TOTAL

13.
Assessor’s
RMV
(leave blank)

Page 3
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Total

Fuel/Gases
in Storage
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2001 ENTERPRISE ZONE SCHEDULES
You must complete an Enterprise Zone Schedule for each real property and each personal property account that qualifies
for an enterprise zone exemption. Please attach a copy of your completed Oregon Enterprise Zone Tax Exemption
application.
REAL PROPERTY ACCOUNT NUMBER
COMPANY NAME ____________________________________

_________________________________

SCHEDULE 5: Buildings and Structures
SCHEDULE 5–A: Enterprise Zone — Completed Additions
1.

2.

Description

(See Instructions 5–A, Page 4)

3.

Starting
Date

SCHEDULE 5–B: Enterprise Zone — Retirements

4.

Completion
Date

5.

Costs Reported
in Prior Years

Costs for Current
Reporting Period not
Previously Reported

6.

Total Completed Costs

(See Instructions 5–B, Page 4)

1.

2.

Description

Date of Construction
or Acquisition

3.

4.

Date
Retired

5.

Status of
Property

Total
Original Cost

SCHEDULE 5: Machinery and Equipment
SCHEDULE 5–C: Enterprise Zone — Completed Additions
1.

2.

3.

Description
(Name, model, location within plant)

Asset No.

Starting
Date

SCHEDULE 5–D: Enterprise Zone — Retirements
1.

4.

(See Instructions 5–C, Page 4)

Completion
Date

5.

Costs Reported
in Prior Years

Costs for Current
Reporting Period not
Previously Reported

7.

Total Completed Costs

(See Instructions 5–D, Page 4)

2.

3.

Description
(Name, model, company asset no., location within plant)

Asset No.

6.

4.

Date of Construction
or Acquisition

5.

Date
Retired

6.

Status of
Property

Total
Original Cost

PERSONAL PROPERTY ACCOUNT NUMBER

SCHEDULE 5: Personal Property

__________________________________
SCHEDULE 5–E: Enterprise Zone

(See Instructions, 5–E, Page 4)

Complete columns 6 and 7 only
if you are granted an extension.

(List all personal property eligible for Enterprise Zone exemption. Use this format)
1.

2.

Asset No.

Description
(Name and Model)

3.

Date
Purchased

4.

Original
Cost

Depreciation
Code

6.

7.

Deprec. Factor

RM Value

Page 4
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O R E G O N
D E PA R T M E N T
OF REVENUE

Revenue Use Only

PROPERTY RETURN EXTENSION REQUEST
Extension No.

An extension may be granted to taxpayers who are either a principal or
secondary industrial account appraised by the Department of Revenue
or a taxpayer who has reporting requirements in more than one
county. Note: If real or personal property is being reported by a leasing
company, the lessor must have sole responsibility for payment of taxes
charged to all property items.

Date Received

If your request is granted, it must be postmarked by April 15. You must
file your report this way:

• Personal property returns filed with the assessor’s office shall
include a complete asset list or summary and have value factors
applied by the taxpayer according to property classification, to
compute the value.

To obtain an extension, complete this form and send to the address
below by March 1.

• Real property returns or Industrial Property returns filed with the
department or the assessor shall have trending and depreciation
factors applied to the asset listing or summary, for reporting purposes where requested. Retirements shall be itemized.

This extension will be in effect for subsequent years unless revoked
for sufficient cause by the department. Returns are subject to audit.
You must agree to use the trending and depreciation schedules supplied in reporting your property.
Company Name
BIN No.

EIN No.

County

Telephone No.

Contact person for this extension

(
Mailing Address

)

City

State

ZIP Code

List your reason for requiring an extension of time for filing your property forms

Signature

Date

SIGN
X
HERE Title (must be an owner or authorized representative)

➝

150-301-015 (Rev. 11-99)

Send to:

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)

Valuation Section — Property Tax Division
Oregon Department of Revenue
PO Box 14003
Salem OR 97309-2502
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE USE ONLY
Date Received

OREGON ENTERPRISE ZONE TAX EXEMPTION APPLICATION
For Qualified Property in Use or Occupancy by a Qualified Business Firm Located Within an Enterprise Zone
•
•
•
•

File application with the assessor in the county where the project is located.
File after January 1 and no later than April 1.
A separate application is required for each separate location.
If any property for which the exemption is requested is leased, the owner of
the leased property must complete the last section of this form.
• Applications for primary or secondary industrial property (ORS 306.126) may
be filed with the Dept of Revenue after January 1 and no later than April 1.
• A late application may be filed with the county assessor after April 1 and by
June 1. A late filing fee of $200 or 1 ⁄ 10 of 1% of real market value (whichever
is greater) will be charged.

FOR ASSESSOR’S USE ONLY
Date Received

Received By

Approved
Assessor’s Account Number

Code Area Number

$
Briefly explain reason for denial.

Approved For:
3 years, 100%

Other: _____ years (assigned by zone sponsor)

Name of Business Firm

Telephone Number
(
City

Mailing Address

1

Denied
Late Filing Fee

Title

Contact Person

Enterprise zone where the qualified business
firm and the qualified property are located:

)

State

ZIP Code

Map and Tax Lot No.

County where the qualified business firm
and the qualified property are located:

PRECERTIFICATION
2
Was your firm’s precertification approved?
(Check one)

Yes

No

If yes, Date precertification submitted ___________. Date approved ___________.

First time filing for the enterprise zone
exemption under this precertification

Filing for an additional enterprise zone
exemption under this precertification

FIRST SOURCE AGREEMENT
3
Did your firm sign a First-Source Hiring Agreement with local “contact agency?”

No

Yes (attach a copy to this application)

ELIGIBLE BUSINESS
4 Business Activity — Check the one that applies.
I hereby certify that the information as contained in the precertification application, and as used to determine the business firm’s eligibility, is
accurate and has not changed, and that the business firm remains an eligible business firm.
I hereby certify that certain information pertaining to the business firm’s eligibility in the precertification application is no longer accurate or has
changed, but that the business firm is still an eligible business firm, for the reasons indicated and explained on the next page.
Initial by business firm signer under declaration:

EMPLOYMENT CERTIFICATION
I hereby certify that the following information (#5–8) relates only to full-time, permanent jobs engaged in eligible operations, that this information is
confirmed to be accurate, and that substantial curtailment of employment during the exemption period will be reported to the county assessor or the
zone sponsor/local zone manager. In addition, I certify that if employment is insufficient to remain qualified, I will submit timely notice to both the
assessor and sponsor on or before July 1, following the year in which minimum employment is not satisfied. I understand that without such notice a 20
percent penalty will be added to and made due with the back taxes owed on disqualified property.
Initial by business firm signer under declaration:

EMPLOYMENT
5
Firm’s number of employees within the zone on or before April 1 of year this application is filed:

Date:

6
Firm’s average annual number of employees for the 12 months prior to precertification:

7

(from precertification application)

Did your firm move any operations into the zone from a site or sites within 30 miles of the zone boundary?
Yes

No

If yes —

• Firm’s average annual employment within the zone and the site(s) for the 12 months prior to precertification:
• Firm’s total employment within the zone and at this site or these sites outside the zone by April 1:

8

(at least 110% of above)

Did your firm, or any other firm under common control, close or permanently curtail operation in another part of the state more than 30 miles from
the nearest boundary of the enterprise zone, in which the firm seeks a property tax exemption, in order to invest in that enterprise zone?
Yes

No

If yes, attach explanation of closures, curtailments and lost jobs (when, where, how many, etc.).

150-310-075 (Rev. 11-99)

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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SPECIAL CASES
9

(Check all that apply to your firm)

Previously received an exemption for construction-in-process
on this investment.

$25 million or more investment by existing business not meeting hiring
requirement with special zone sponsor approval/resolutions
(attach documentation).

Change in information pertaining to firm’s eligibility
(see #4 on previous page).

Extended exemption period—up to total of five years. (Ensure that
assessor has copy of required written agreement with sponsor.)

Local incentives provided by sponsoring jurisdiction(s).
Urban zone with additional conditions of the zone sponsor.
Partial occupancy of an eligible building.
Zone boundary was changed for this investment.
Two corporations under common ownership.
Terminated enterprise zone.
Building acquired or leased after construction or reconstruction
that began prior to application for precertification.

Grandfathered firm, precertified after zone termination.

Briefly explain checked items (attach additional pages if necessary).

QUALIFYING PROPERTY
10 Summary of Cost of Qualified Property for which an Exemption is Claimed —
New building or structure with a cost of $25,000 or more

$

Addition to or modification of an existing building or structure with a cost of $25,000 or more

$

Machinery and equipment newly purchased, leased, or transferred from outside the county:
Real property

$

Personal property costing $1,000 or more for each item and used exclusively for producing tangible goods

$

Personal property costing $50,000 or more for each item, regardless of use, except self-propelled motorized vehicles

$
$

Total Cost ($25,000 minimum)

Note: For an addition or modification of an existing building or structure the exemption is based on any increase in assessed value.

PERSONAL PROPERTY
11 Personal property is machinery and equipment which is readily movable. It is generally unattached in any way to a building or structure and is also
not connected to other real property machinery and equipment. Attach additional pages if necessary.
Location of Property:
Street Address

City

State

ZIP Code

Property Description:
Owned / Leased
(check one)

Serial
Number

Make / Model / Type

Purchase
Date

Purchase
Price

Date
Installed

Date
In Use

Describe your firm’s enterprise zone investments (e.g., shaker belts for sorting plastics, shredder, washer, compactor and bailer for plastic recycle
business) and how machinery and equipment costing less than $50,000 is used in tangible production. Attach additional pages if necessary.

Sample Forms
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REAL PROPERTY MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
12

Real property machinery and equipment is machinery and equipment that is not easily movable. Machinery and equipment means any property
used in the business activity or process except land, buildings, and structures. It does not include furniture, commercial fixtures, or structural
components of a building such as standard wiring, plumbing, heating or cooling systems. Attach additional pages if necessary.

Location of Property:
Street Address

City

State

ZIP Code

Property Description:
Owned / Leased

Serial
Number

Make / Model / Type

(check one)

Purchase
Date

Purchase
Price

Date
Installed

Date
In Use

Describe investments (e.g., computerized veneer lathe with floating chucks, computerized clipper, punch press, ovens or saws). Attach additional
pages if necessary.

BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
13 New building or structure and addition to or modification of an existing building or structure: (check one)
Own

Lease

Both (describe below)

Location of Property:
Street Address

City

State

ZIP Code

Date site preparation began
Date foundation poured
Date addition or modification began
Date addition or modification complete
Date first used or occupied for production of income
Total construction cost

$

Describe project buildings and structures (e.g., new 60' x 60' building to recycle/process cardboard) and individual investment costs per building or
structure. Attach additional pages if necessary.

DECLARATION FOR QUALIFIED BUSINESS FIRM
14 I declare under penalties of false swearing (ORS 305.990(4)) that I have examined this document and attachments, and to the best of my
knowledge, they are true, correct, and complete. I have concluded that my firm satisfies the requirements of a qualified business firm and complies
with all applicable local, Oregon and federal laws. I request that my firm receive an enterprise zone property tax exemption.
Signature

Date

X
DECLARATION FOR LEASED QUALIFIED PROPERTY — CERTIFICATION OF PROPERTY OWNER
Attach additional pages as necessary for other lessors, along with copies of executed lease agreement(s).

15 I declare under penalties of false swearing (ORS 305.990(4)) that I have examined this document and attachments, and to the best of my
knowledge, they are true, correct, and complete. The qualified business firm leasing the qualified property is required by the lease agreement to
compensate my firm for the entire amount of the property taxes of the leased property.
Name (please print or type)

Title

Signature

Date

X

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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Oregon Enterprise Zone Extended Exemption Period Criteria
Nonurban and Urban Zones
Less Than 400,000 MSA Residents
The sponsor may set a period of abatement of up to five consecutive tax years, if the qualified business firm agrees (in writing), with the sponsor at the time of precertification to —
• Compensate all new employees at an average rate of not
less than 150 percent of the county’s average annual wage
until the end of the tax exemption period. If the zone is
in more than one county, the county with the highest average annual wage shall be used. Such “compensation”
includes nonmandatory financial benefits.

and
• Meet any additional requirements the zone sponsor may
reasonably request.

Urban Zones More Than 400,000
MSA Residents (Portland Area)
The sponsor may set a period of abatement of up to five consecutive tax years, if the qualified business firm agrees (in writing), with the sponsor at the time of precertification to meet any
additional requirements the zone sponsor may reasonably
request.

Oregon Enterprise Zone Tax Exemption Application Instructions
The following instructions will help a precertified business firm
fill out an “Oregon Enterprise Zone Property Tax Exemption Application.” To receive a tax exemption, file your application with
the county assessor after January 1 and no later than April 1.
To qualify, your investment must have been completed between
January 1 and December 31 preceding the year of application.
Applications for primary or secondary industrial property (ORS
306.126) may be filed with the Department of Revenue after
January 1 and no later than April 1. Applications received by the
Department of Revenue will be forwarded to the county assessor.
A late application may be filed with the county assessor after April
1 and by June 1. A late filing fee of $200 or 1⁄10 of 1% of real
market value (whichever is greater) will be charged.
1. The person who fills out and signs the form must be authorized to represent the company. If the person is not an employee of the company, the company must attach a letter
authorizing the person to sign the application.
2. If “no,” the firm is not eligible to apply for the property tax
exemption, unless the precertification requirement is waived
by the Department of Revenue. Up to three consecutive exemption applications may be filed for the same precertification/investment.
3. If “no,” your firm may not receive the tax exemption unless
the requirement for the First-Source Hiring Agreement is
waived or delayed by the Economic and Community Development Department.
4. Only “eligible business firms” qualify in an enterprise zone.
Besides having to be a for profit business, eligibility depends
on the business firm’s operations and activities in the zone
(such as manufacturing). Eligibility is determined at the time
of precertification, and the reasons for it should generally not
change. However, any correction to the precertification application must be indicated here, and the reasons why the applicant is otherwise eligible, explained under “special cases.”
5. Do not count temporary, seasonal or part-time positions. Fulltime is a person working more than 32 hours per week.
6. Your firm is qualified for the exemption only if the number
in section 5 is at least one greater than the number here, and
at least 110 percent of the number here. In addition, these
same minimums must be met as annual averages throughout the exemption period.
7. If you move operations into the zone, the 110 percent employment requirement must also be met for combined jobs
within the zone and at affected sites within 30 miles.
8. If “yes,” your firm does not qualify if the number of jobs
lost elsewhere is significant.

9. For additional information on special cases, see precertification application instructions or contact the local zone manager, county assessor’s office or state coordinators.
10. To receive the exemption, your qualified property must be
at least $25,000 in cost with this application.
Machinery and equipment must be newly purchased or
leased or newly transferred into an enterprise zone from outside the county in which the zone is located.
Property not qualified for the tax exemption includes:
• Land or additional value from site preparation.
• A new building, a new structure, or an addition to or modification of an existing building or structure, with a cost of
less than $25,000. (To satisfy the minimum cost requirement
of $25,000 for an addition or modification to an existing
building or structure, the costs of two or more additions or
modifications made in one calendar year to a single building or structure may be combined.)

• Any item of personal property costing less than $1,000.
• An item of personal property with a cost of less than
$50,000 unless it is used exclusively for the production of
tangible goods.
• Self-propelled motorized vehicles (car, truck, airplane, tugboat, etc.) or rolling stock.
• Property occupied or in use within the zone 12 months
before January 1 of first exemption year.
• Property used in an “ineligible” activity.
• Property already constructed, installed, under
(re)construction or assessed in the county when the enterprise zone was designated or the zone boundary was
amended to include the site of the property.
Property under construction on January 1 is not eligible for
an enterprise zone exemption. But it may be eligible for construction-in-process (CIP) property tax exemption.
11. Itemize your qualifying personal property.
12. Itemize your qualifying real property machinery and equipment.
13. Provide the requested details for your qualifying buildings
and structures.
14. An owner, authorized executive or legal representative of the
business firm must sign this application.
15. For any and all qualified property that is leased by the business firm, the property owner or legal representative of any
such lessor must also endorse this application, and a copy
of the executed lease agreement must be included.

150-310-075 (Rev. 11-99)
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POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITIES EXEMPTION

O R E G O N
D E PA R T M E N T
OF REVENUE

(ORS 307.420)
File each year with your county assessor on or before April 1

Check one:
Original application
Statement to continue
exemption

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Original application: Complete Section A of the application, sign the DECLARATION
and attach a copy of the Pollution Control Facility certificate issued by the Oregon State
Environmental Quality Commission. File with the county assessor on or before April 1.
See ORS 307.420 for extension of the April 1 filing date if the election to receive ad valorem tax relief,as required by ORS 468.170, is made after April 1 and before July 1.
2. Statement to continue exemption granted prior year: Complete Section B, sign the
Declaration and file with the county assessor on or before April 1.

ASSESSOR’S USE ONLY
Date received

Applications for primary or secondary industrial property (ORS 306.126) may be filed with
the Oregon Department of Revenue after January 1 and no later than April 1.

RMV of facility

Date certification received

Percent exempt
RMV value exempt

Taxpayer’s Name
Year exemption expires

MAV of facility

MAV value exempt

Tax rate

Telephone Number

Address

(
City

State

)

By:

Denied

PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION

Tax exempt

Approved

ZIP Code

J.V. number

1. Assessor’s account number (as shown on your tax statement)

SECTION A: ORIGINAL FILING FOR EXEMPTON ( “I” below, means person or corporation)
1. I claim exemption from ad valorem taxes under ORS 307.405 to 307.430 on the pollution control facility at this address:
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
2. This business is a:

CO-OP

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION (ORS 307.405)

3. The trade or business which requires, utilizes, or operates the pollution control facility is one which (check one of the following four boxes):
I own

I am buying under a contract.

I operate under a written lease that states I pay the ad valorem taxes.
I operate under a written agreement that states I pay the ad valorem taxes.
Enter the date of purchase, written lease, or written agreement: ____________________________________________.
4. The completion date of the erection, construction, or installation of the facility was ______________________________ and it first began
operating __________________________________________________________________________________.
5. (a) ___________ percent of the facility that functions to prevent pollution from operations conducted on the property identified above qualifies under ORS 307.405(5).
(b) ___________percent of the total facility certified qualifies as a pollution control facility under ORS 468.170
6. Environmental Quality Commission certificate number __________________ dated _______________________ is attached to this claim.
7. I have not taken income tax relief on the facility (ORS 315.304).
SECTION B: STATEMENT TO CONTINUE EXEMPTION GRANTED PRIOR YEAR
1. Environmental Quality Commission certificate number _____________________ was issued __________________________ 19 ______.

DECLARATION

2. Ad valorem tax exemption was granted the prior year to the facility; its ownership and use are unchanged; its E. Q. C. Certificate (ORS 468.
185) remains in force.
I declare under the penalties for false swearing (ORS 305.990(4)) that I have examined this document and to the best of my
knowledge it is true, correct, and complete.

X
Signature

Title

Date

150-310-059 (Rev. 6-98)
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PROPERTY SUBJECT TO TAXATION; EXEMPTIONS
Oregon Revised Statutes
(Pollution Control Facilities)
307.405 Pollution control facilities; qualifications; expiration; revocation; limitations. (1) A pollution control facility or facilities which have been constructed in accordance
with the requirements of ORS 468.165 (1), and have been certified by the Environmental Quality Commission pursuant to
ORS 468.170 are exempt to the extent of the highest percentage figure certified by the Environmental Quality Commission
as the portion of the actual cost properly allocable to the prevention, control or reduction of pollution. The exemption shall
be allowed only if the taxpayer is a corporation organized under ORS chapter 62 or 65, or any predecessor to ORS chapter
62 relating to incorporation of cooperative associations, or is
a subsequent transferee of such a corporation. If the subsequent transferee is organized under other than ORS chapter 62
or 65, the exemption shall only be allowed if the transfer occurs after the expiration of five years from the date of original
certification by the commission.
(2) To qualify for the ad valorem tax relief:
(a) The pollution control facility must be erected, constructed
or installed in connection with the trade or business conducted
by the taxpayer on Oregon property owned or leased by said
taxpayer.
(b) The taxpayer must be the owner of the trade or business that utilizes Oregon property requiring a pollution control facility to prevent or minimize pollution or a person who,
as a lessee under a written lease or pursuant to a written agreement, conducts the trade or business that operates or utilizes
such property and who by the terms of such lease or agreement is obliged to pay the ad valorem taxes on such property.
As used in this subsection, “owner” includes a contract purchaser.
(3) The ad valorem exemption of a facility shall expire, in
any event, 20 years from the date of its first certification for
any owner or lessee by the Environmental Quality Commission.
(4) Upon any sale, exchange, or other disposition of a facility, notice thereof shall be given to the Environmental Quality
Commission who shall revoke the certification covering such
facility as of the date of such disposition. The transferee may
apply for a new certificate under ORS 468.170, but the number of years of ad valorem tax exemption that may be claimed
by the transferee is the remainder of the exemption period
specified in subsection (3) of this section.
(5) If the facility also functions to prevent pollution from
operations conducted on other property owned or leased by
the taxpayer the Environmental Quality Commission shall state
in its certification of the facility the percentage of the facility
used to prevent pollution from such qualifying trade or business conducted on such qualifying property. The exemption
from ad valorem taxes under this section shall be limited to
such percentage of the value of the facility. [1967 c.592 §13; 1969
c.340 §1; 1971 c.678 §1; 1973 c.831 §7]

307.420 Necessity of filing claim and certificate to secure exemption; annual statements of ownership. (1) Before any exemption from taxation is allowed under ORS
307.405, the person claiming the exemption shall file with the

county assessor a written claim for such exemption prepared
on a form prescribed by the Department of Revenue and furnished by the assessor, and shall file with the assessor with
the first claim for exemption the certificate issued by the Environmental Quality Commission under ORS 468.170 covering the
property for which exemption is sought. The claim shall be
filed not later than April 1 of the assessment year for which
the exemption is claimed; except; that if the person receives
a certificate after April 1 but before July 1, the person may file
a claim on or before July 15 of that year. The county clerk shall
record the certificate in the county record of deeds, upon presentation by the assessor. Each year thereafter to continue such
exemption, the taxpayer must file not later than April 1 a statement with the county assessor, on a form prescribed by the
Department of Revenue and furnished by the assessor, stating
that the ownership of all property included in the certificate
and its use remain unchanged.
(2) If a claim required by subsection (1) of this section relates to principal or secondary industrial property as defined
by ORS 306.126 and is filed with the Department of Revenue
within the time required by subsection (1) of this section, the
claim shall be deemed timely filed with the assessor. [1967 c.592
§14; 1973 c.831 §10; 1983 c.637 §5; 1991 c.459 §58; 1993 c.270 §79; 1997 c.541
§120]

307.430 Correction of assessment and tax rolls; termination of exemption. (1) Upon receipt of notice of the revocation of a certification of a pollution control facility pursuant to ORS 468.185 (1)(a), the county assessor shall proceed
to correct the assessment and tax roll or rolls from which the
facility was omitted from taxation, in the manner provided in
ORS 311.216 to 311.232, and in all cases shall add interest in
the manner provided in ORS 311.229. The five-year limitation
provided for in ORS 311.205 shall not apply to such corrections.
(2) Upon receipt of notice of the revocation of a certification of a pollution control facility pursuant to ORS 458.185
(1)(b), if the final revocation occurs before September 15 of
any assessment year, the exemption otherwise allowable shall
terminate and not be allowed beginning with the assessment
and tax rolls prepared as of January 1 of the assessment year.
[1967 c.592 §15; 1991 c.459 §59; 1997 c.541 §121]

Oregon Administrative Rules
(Pollution Control Facilities)
150-307.405 Certified pollution control facilities meeting the
requirements of ORS 468.165 and 468.170, are exempt from ad
valorem taxes to the extent of the highest percentage figure certified by the Environmental Quality Commission. This percentage is then applied to the among of value the certified pollution
control facilities contribute to the total property value. The value
contribution of the pollution control facility can differ from its
original cost because of inflation, depreciation, obsolescence, or
other economic factors. Whenever the property is reappraised
the value contribution of the certified pollution control facility
shall be identified in the conclusion of value. The annual value
changes will be recorded by the appraiser on county Form 310-089.
Hist: Filed 9/20/88 and Eff. 12/31/88
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APPLICATION FOR CANCELLATION OF ASSESSMENT ON
COMMERCIAL FACILITIES UNDER CONSTRUCTION
As provided by ORS 307.330 and 307.340
Account # ________________
Filed with the Oregon Department of Revenue for 20 ____________ .
Filed with the _________________________________County Assessor for 20 ____________ .
• File application with the county assessor on or before April 1.
• Applications for primary or secondary industrial property (ORS 306.126) may be filed
•
•
•

with the Oregon Department of Revenue on or before April 1. (Applications received by
the Department of Revenue will be forwarded to the county assessor for processing.)
This exemption applies only to buildings that are being constructed in furtherance of the
production of income. Also applies to any machinery or equipment on the construction
site that is or will be installed in or attached to the building.
See other side for applicable administrative rules.
This exemption may precede most enterprise zone exemptions.

ASSESSOR’S USE ONLY
Received by

Date

Approved by

Date

Assessed Value Cancelled
Building or Addition
Machinery and Equipment
Total

Applicant’s (building owner’s) name

Code

Telephone number

Address

City

State

ZIP Code

DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
Account number(s)

Deed volume and page or instrument no.

Lot(s)

Block(s)

City

Addition

Subsection

Section

Township

Range

Acres

The undersigned owner makes application to the county assessor for the cancellation of assessment on commercial facilities under construction as
provided by ORS 307.340 for the year noted above and affirms that the facility:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is either new or an addition to an existing structure,
Has been exempt from taxation for no more than the current tax year,
Is in the process of construction on January 1,
Is not in use or occupancy on January 1,
Has not been in use or occupancy at any time prior to such January 1 date,
Is constructed to produce income, and
Is first used or occupied not less than one year from the time construction begins (for nonmanufacturing facilities). Construction is not considered
begun until any demolition is completed.
Telephone number

Owner of land

Street address

City

State

Address of improvement (street)

City

State

Starting date of construction

Date of demolition, if any, completed at building site

Cost of building, structure, or addition $ ______________.

Estimated completion date of construction

Describe use of building, structure, or addition:

Primary use of the building, structure, or addition:

Manufacturing
Nonmanufacturing
Attach a list of all machinery and equipment located at the construction site on January 1 of the year noted above, that is or will be installed in or attached to the
above-described building, structure, or addition. Use the following format:

Machinery/Equipment
Make/Model/Type

Serial
Number

Purchase
Date

Purchase
Price

Date
Installed

Was the above-named machinery and equipment included on your personal property return?
No

Yes, the report was made in the name of

DECLARATION
I declare under the penalties for false swearing as contained in ORS 305.990(4) that this document has been examined by me and to the best of my
knowledge is true, correct, and complete.

X
Signature of owner or officer making application

Title

Date

150-310-020 (Rev. 6-00)
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OREGON ADMINISTRATIVE RULES
OAR 150-307.330 Exemption of Buildings During
Construction.

or addition has been completed and is ready for use or occupancy on January 1, although not in use, it is taxable. If completed and leased on January 1, but not occupied by the lessee, it is taxable.

1. Property Subject to Exemption:
a. Building or structur e, whether new or existing, includes
all real property improvements erected upon the land. Hotels, office buildings, retail stores, and manufacturing plants
are typical examples of the type of buildings subject to the
exemption. Related improvements such as ramps, loading
docks, wharfs, and paved areas used for parking or storage
are examples of structures subject to the exemption. Fills,
excavations, or grading and leveling associated with preparation of the site for construction are part of the land and are
not subject to exemption.
b. Addition to an existing building or structur e, includes any
enlargement or modification of such building or structure. An
example of enlargement of a building would be the construction of additional stories or the erection of a new wing on a
building already standing on the site. Modification of a building occurs when all or part of the existing structure is used
in the erection of a new building. For example, the walls of
an existing theater building are used in the construction of a
retail store. In order to qualify for the exemption, the modification must change the nature of the building or structure.
Merely adding a new store front or modernizing an existing
building is not enough to qualify for exemption. Installation
of additional equipment in a building subsequent to its original construction does not qualify for further exemption. For
example, installation of an air-conditioning system or an elevator in an existing building does not qualify the building
for exemption.
c. Machinery or equipment which qualifies for exemption
includes all machinery or equipment installed in or affixed
to such building, structure or addition, and all personal property that would qualify as real property under OAR
150-307.010(1) when installed or affixed which is actually situated at the place of construction on January 1, of each year
in which the exemption is claimed.
Machinery or equipment subject to exemption includes mechanical items associated with the building such as heating
equipment, elevators, ventilating systems, and similar equipment normally installed as part of the building construction.
Machinery and equipment housed within the building for the
purpose of manufacturing, or otherwise processing raw or finished materials, is also subject to exemption.
2. Conditions of Exemption:
a. The building, structure or addition must be in the process of construction on January 1, of each year in which the
exemption is claimed. Construction is in process once work
has begun or the foundation for the building, structure, or
addition was partially or wholly laid. Land is not a part of this
exemption. Therefore, site preparation is not considered as any
part of the process of construction. If the building, structure,

b. The exemption for manufacturing facilities cannot be
claimed for more than two years. If claimed for two years,
they must be successive. Conditions for exemption must exist on January 1, of each year in which exemption is claimed.
c. The building, structure or addition must be intended primarily for the furtherance of the production of income.
d. No exemption may be allowed if use or occupancy is
made of the building, structure or addition, or any part thereof,
on or before January 1, of any year in which the exemption
is claimed. Use or occupancy refers to that commercial use
or occupancy for which the building is intended upon completion. For example, the use of a warehouse for storage of materials or the rental of an apartment in a new apartment building will defeat the exemption. Testing of equipment preparatory to operation is allowable during the period of construction. “Testing” can include a limited trial production run as a
check of equipment and system performance. “Testing” in the
context used does not contemplate the processing in substantial quantity of finished and marketable products that are or
can be disposed of through the usual channels of trade.
e. In the case of nonmanufacturing facilities, an exemption
cannot be claimed if the facility is occupied or used within
one year from the date the construction began. “Construction”
does not include demolition of existing buildings.
f. All of the conditions listed in this section are mandatory
and a failure to meet any one of such conditions results in
denial of any exemption.
Note: The date change first applies to the 1992-93 tax year.
Hist: Eff. 11/59, Amended 11/61, 7/64, 1/66, 12/66, 3/70, 11/71, 12/31/97

OAR 150-307.340 Claim for Exemption under ORS 307.330.
Where exemptions are being claimed for two consecutive
years, as permitted by ORS 307.330, a separate claim must
be timely filed for each year.
Example: On January 1, a building meeting all the requirements for exemption is under construction. Exemption may
be claimed by filing documentary proof of exempt status with
the assessor on or before April 1. In the event the building is
still under construction and eligible for exemption on the following January 1, documentary proof of eligibility must again
be filed with the assessor on or before April 1. These same
conditions and requirements likewise apply to the
nonmanufacturing facilities except that any use or occupancy
of the property for which the facility is intended within one
year following the construction starting date will nullify the
cancellation of assessment.
Hist: Eff. 11/59, Amended 7/64, 1/66, 2/68, 3/70, 11/71, 12/31/91, 12/31/97
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O R E G O N
D E PA R T M E N T
OF REVENUE

SECRECY LAWS CERTIFICATE

I certify that I have read the following provisions of law prohibiting disclosure of confidential
information, that they have been explained to me, that I have been furnished with a copy of
the relevant laws, and that I understand them and the penalties for violation of these laws:
Personal Property Laws
Industrial Plants
Penalties

ORS 308.290(7)
ORS 308.413
ORS 308.990(5)

PRINT Your Full Name

County

Office Phone Number

Signature

Date

X
Witness Signature

Date

X

150-303-044 (Rev. 9-00)
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O R E G O N
D E PA R T M E N T
OF REVENUE

SECRECY CLAUSE

To: County assessors and members of the Board of Property Tax Appeals
YOU MAY NOT REVEAL CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION. Confidential records include personal property returns
and any industrial plant information obtained by the Department of Revenue, the county assessor or the Board of
Property Tax Appeals upon the condition that it be kept confidential.
As you handle information that falls into these special groups, note what type of information is confidential and
requires special handling. The Department of Revenue, the county assessor, and the Board of Property Tax Appeals
should have written procedures to ensure that protected information is not disclosed.
The following statutes explain the types of information that are confidential and the penalties for disclosure. These
nondisclosure provisions must be strictly observed by all persons who have access to confidential information. If
you have questions during performance of your duties, ask before giving information to anyone. You may get clarification from your legal counsel.

PERSONAL PROPERTY
ORS 308.290 Returns of taxable property.
(7) All returns filed under the provisions of this section
and ORS 308.525 and 308.810 shall be confidential
records of the office in which such returns are filed; except that all such returns shall be available to the Department of Revenue or its representative, to the representatives of the Secretary of State or to an accountant
engaged by a county under ORS 297.405 to 297.555 for
the purpose of auditing the county’s personal property
tax assessment roll (including adjustments to returns
made by the Department of Revenue), to the county tax
collector or the tax collector’s representative for the purpose of collecting delinquent personal property taxes, to
any reviewing authority as to those returns relating
to appeals by taxpayers, to the Adult and Family Services Division of the Department of Human Services, to
the Division of Child Support of the Department of Justice and district attorney regarding cases for which they
are providing support enforcement services under ORS
25.080 and to the Legislative Revenue Officer or authorized representatives for the purpose of preparation of
reports, estimates and analyses required by ORS 173.800
to 173.850. The Department of Revenue may exchange
property tax information with the authorized agents of
the federal government and the several states on a reciprocal basis.

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ORS 308.413 Confidential information furnished
under ORS 308.411; exception.
(1) Any information furnished to the county assessor or
to the Department of Revenue under ORS 308.411 which
is obtained upon the condition that it be kept confidential shall be confidential records of the office in which
the information is kept, except as follows:

(a) All information furnished to the county assessor shall
be available to the department, and all information
furnished to the department shall be available to the
county assessor.
(b) All information furnished to the county assessor or department shall be available to any reviewing authority in any subsequent appeal.
(c) The department may publish statistics based on the
information furnished if the statistics are so classified as to
prevent the identification of the particular industrial plant.
(2) The Department of Revenue shall make rules governing the confidentiality of information under this section.
(3) Each officer or employee of the Department of
Revenue or the office of the county assessor to whom
disclosure or access of the information made confidential
under subsection (1) of this section is given, prior to
beginning employment or the performance of duties
involving such disclosure, shall be advised in writing of
the provisions of this section and ORS 308.990(5) relating
to penalties for the violation of this section, and shall as
a condition of employment or performance of duties
execute a certificate for the department or the assessor
in a form prescribed by the department, stating in
substance that the person has read this section and ORS
308.990(5), that these sections have been explained to
the person, and that the person is aware of the penalties
for violation of this section.

PENALTIES
ORS 308.990 Penalties.
(5) Subject to ORS 153.022, any willful violation of ORS
308.413 or of any rules adopted under ORS 308.413 is
punishable, upon conviction, by a fine not exceeding
$10,000, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not
more than one year, or by both.
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O R E G O N
D E PA R T M E N T
OF REVENUE

INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNT TRANSFER
COUNTY INFORMATION

Contact Person

Telephone Number

(

)

County

Current Year Real Market Value:

Computer Account Number

Assessment Year

Map Number

Land

Tax Lot Number

Buildings & Structures

Code Area

Machinery & Equipment

Related Accounts:

Personal Property

Economic Obsolescence

Total Value

COMPANY INFORMATION
Company Name

Address

City

State

Contact Person

Title

Telephone Number

Type of Industry

Date Last Appraised

(

ZIP Code

)

Remarks:

DEPARTMENT ACTION

Account Responsibility
Date

Transferred to Department

Continued by County

Transferred to County

150-301-033 (12-97)

150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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Economic Obsolescence in Oregon’s
Lumber and Plywood Manufacturing Industries
Tax Year 2000-01
One of the most difficult problems faced by industrial property appraisers is estimating the loss in the
value of an asset due to economic obsolescence. For many industrial properties, intractable problems
with the sales and income appraisal approaches leave only the cost approach as a viable appraisal technique. Unlike the sales and income approaches, the cost approach does not implicitly account for economic obsolescence that may be present in an industry. In this paper we develop a method to estimate economic obsolescence for use as an adjustment to the cost approach, focusing on Oregon’s lumber
and plywood industries.

Economic obsolescence is caused by factors external to the property
Economic obsolescence is defined as the loss in value of a productive asset due to factors external
to the asset. This contrasts with physical depreciation and functional obsolescence, which are inherent in the asset itself. Because the factors that cause economic obsolescence are external to the assets being considered, economic obsolescence in most cases affects entire industries or large segments of industries.
A number of external forces can reduce the value of productive assets. The forces include changes in
demand for an industry’s output, changes in the availability or costs of inputs, changes in laws or regulations, the development of substitutes, and others. In the pacific northwest lumber, plywood, and related industries, a number of these influences have occurred in recent years: declining timber supplies
as federal land has been closed to logging for environmental reasons; increased competition from Canadian and southern U.S. wood products; the development of substitutes for solid lumber and plywood; geographic shifts in the availability of timber; a general reduction in the demand for wood products
in the economy; and perhaps others.

Developing a measure of economic obsolescence
In developing a measure of economic obsolescence, the key is to determine how the forces that cause
economic obsolescence affect firms in the industry or segment of the industry being considered. For
the timber processing industry in Oregon and the rest of the northwest, the primary forces that have
caused economic obsolescence in the past include the following:
1) A decline in the supply of timber due to reductions in federal timber harvests associated with
the listing of the Northern Spotted Owl as an endangered species.
2) Increased use of substitutes for lumber and plywood in the building industry, primarily oriented strand panels, laminated beams, recycled plastic lumber, and metal framing components.
3) Increased price competition from Canadian lumber arising from stumpage subsidies provided
by the Canadian government.
4) Increased price competition from southern U.S. lumber arising from lower production costs
in the South.
5) Reduced demand for lumber arising from economic and demographic factors.
During the mid-1990s, the combination of these factors resulted in an over-capacity in lumber and plywood industries. This over-capacity, in turn, resulted in the under-utilization of some mills and the closure of others.
150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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One potential measure of economic obsolescence, then, is the difference between capacity and actual
production. Properly formulated, measures of under-utilization can be used to estimate how overcapacity affects the profit-earning power, and therefore in the asset value, of operating mills.1 A number
of authors have advocated using utilization rates as direct measures of economic obsolescence, where
obsolescence is calculated as one minus the utilization rate.2 This approach errs in that it does not take
into account the cost structure of the industry being analyzed. In industries with significant fixed costs
(i.e., most manufacturing industries), profitability falls faster than the fall in capacity utilization because
fixed costs do not decline as utilization declines.

Excess capacity as a measure of economic obsolescence
Because productive assets, such as lumber and plywood mills, derive their value from the income they
can earn, and because there is a strong relationship between the level of use and income earned, a fall
in use relative to capacity is a strong indicator of a decline in asset value. By measuring actual use
relative to capacity, we can estimate the decline in asset value attributable to under-utilization. For production processes with a significant level of fixed costs, net income falls faster than the rate of utilization because the fixed costs do not decline with a fall in utilization. In developing a capacity-based
measure of economic obsolescence, therefore, the relationship between fixed costs and variable costs
is important.
When excess capacity is present in an industry (or segment of an industry), whether it is caused by
new investment, decreased demand for the industry’s output, or a reduction in the supply of a key
input, all firms are affected. In the case of a reduction in the supply of a key input (e.g., public timber), a given level of productive capacity is bidding for a smaller supply of the input, bidding up the
price and reducing profit margins. Even for firms that continue to operate at or near full capacity, the
increase in input prices means lower profits and, therefore, the presence of economic obsolescence.
As less efficient mills close under the pressure of lower profits, excess capacity in the industry declines,
price pressure on inputs is eased, and profit levels rise. When all excess capacity is eliminated, profits
will return to “normal” levels and economic obsolescence will not be present.
To estimate economic obsolescence in Oregon’s lumber and plywood industries, we estimate the fall
in profitability due to industry-wide overcapacity. The fall in profitability represents economic obsolescence. We use the following relationships:
1) PPM = 100% - FC - VC * 100%
2) APM = (100% × UR) - FC - (VC × UR)
3) ECONOMIC OBSOLESCENCE = (PPM - APM) / PPM
where:
PPM

=

potential profit margin (at-capacity) as percent of total revenue

APM

=

actual profit margin as percent of total revenue

FC

=

fixed cost as percent of total revenue

VC

=

variable costs as percent of total revenue

UR

=

the 3-year average utilization rate (most recent years of actual data)

For example, assume a manufacturing industry, when operating at capacity, has fixed costs equal to
20% of total revenue and variable costs equal to 60% of total revenue, so FC = 20% and VC = 60%.
Now if the industry is operating at 90% of capacity (i.e., UR = 90%), then the calculation of economic
obsolescence is:
PPM = 100% - 20% - 60% = 20%

Department Issuance
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APM = (100% × 90%) - 20% - (60% × 90%) = 16%
ECONOMIC OBSOLESCENCE = (20% - 16%) / 20% = 20%
Note that when the utilization rate is 100%, then APM = PPM and economic obsolescence is equal to
zero, which is the expected result. Also note that, in the above example, when the utilization rate falls to
50%, then APM = 0 and economic obsolescence = 100%. Because of the presence of fixed costs, net income
falls to zero (and economic obsolescence = 100%) before utilization falls to zero. In general, the higher
are fixed costs, the faster net income falls (and economic obsolescence rises) as utilization falls.

Estimates of economic obsolescence for Oregon’s softwood lumber
and plywood industries
Making actual estimates of economic obsolescence for Oregon’s lumber and plywood industries presents a number of practical problems. The three key problems are defining the appropriate geographic
boundaries of the industry (or industry segment) to consider; measuring industry capacity and capacity
utilization; and measuring fixed costs, variable costs, and profit margins.

Defining the Industry
Both the softwood lumber and plywood markets in the U.S. are highly competitive, with a large number of firms producing a fairly homogeneous product. For both industries, the key question is whether
the western U.S. region differs enough from the southern U.S. region to treat the two regions separately. In output markets, the two regions are direct competitors in the same market. In input markets
the two regions differ primarily in the availability of their key input: trees. Because the western region
of both the lumber and plywood industries have historically relied more heavily on public timber, the
recent reductions in the availability of public timber represents a dramatic difference in the environments faced by mills in the two regions. Mills in the west have faced a dramatic reduction in the supply of timber while mills in the south have not. And because the transportation costs of raw logs is
high relative to their value, the market for inputs in the two regions are essentially separate. The Canadian region, because it faces much different regulatory and supply conditions, is also considered a separate region.
For these reasons, in estimating economic obsolescence for lumber and plywood mills in Oregon we
define the relevant industry for both lumber and plywood as the western U.S., which consists primarily
of the states of Oregon, Washington, California, Idaho, and Montana.

Measuring Industry Capacity and Capacity Utilization
One of the biggest problems lies in estimating the industry’s full capacity level. The relevant capacity
measure is not the maximum output the industry is physically able to produce, but the level of production considered “normal” and at which mill owners earn “normal” profits. This level of production, in
nearly all cases, will be less than the maximum production levels the industry is capable of. History
tells us that in the western lumber and plywood industries, capacity utilization averages roughly 90
percent during periods considered to profitable, and utilization rates rarely climb much above 90 percent. As a practical matter, the level of production that is considered full capacity can be estimated by
taking a representative year or the average of a number of years. For our estimates, we use the average
of five-year period from 1995 through 1999, a period characterized by robust economic growth and
high levels of construction activity.
In measuring industry capacity and capacity utilization, we rely on data published by Resource Information Systems, Inc. (RISI) in their annual publication Wood Products Review. RISI estimates the rate
of capacity utilization for softwood lumber mills and structural panel mills for annual periods dating
back to 1975.
150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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Measuring Fixed Costs, Variable Costs, and Profit Margins
In the equations presented above, we assume that variable costs change in proportion to capacity utilization. For most manufacturing operations, including wood processing, it is unlikely that variable costs
fall faster than utilization, so the assumption of proportionality results in a lower bound on the estimates of economic obsolescence.
RISI gathers annual, detailed data on lumber prices and production costs from lumber and structural
panel mills for the major producing regions in the U.S. and Canada. Based on annual data from RISI
publications, a special study of industry costs published in the July 1990 issue of RISI’s Wood Products
Review, and annual cost information published by Robert Morris Associates, we estimate that at times
of relatively high capacity utilization, lumber industry variable costs (which include wood costs) represent about 78% of gross revenues and fixed costs represent about 16%, leaving a potential profit margin of 6%. For the plywood industry, variable costs represent 82% of gross revenues, fixed costs represent 13%, and profits represent 5%.

Estimates of Economic Obsolescence Lumber and Plywood Mills: Tax
Year 2000-01
Based on the estimates of capacity utilization, published by RISI, and costs, published by Robert Morris
Associates, Tables 1 and 2 show projections of economic obsolescence for Oregon softwood lumber
mills and plywood mills for the 2000-01 tax year. For lumber, economic obsolescence appears to have
been eliminated as the 3-year average capacity utilization of 91% exceeds the “normal” rate of 90%
(economic obsolescence is calculated to be -2.7%). For plywood, the 3-year average capacity utilization of 89% (compared to a “normal” rate of 91%) results in economic obsolescence of 4.3%. For both
lumber and plywood, the utilization rate increased from the prior year, resulting in a decrease in estimated economic obsolescence compared to 1999-00.

Table 1:
Estimate of Economic Obsolescence For Softwood Lumber Manufacturing
2000-01 Tax Year
Industry Capacity (Billion Board Feet/year)
Actual Production (Billion Board Feet/year)
Utilization Rate (Actual Production as Share of Capacity)
Utilization Rate Considered to be Full Utilization
“Normalized” Utilization Rate (Full Utilization = 100%)
Industrywide Fixed Costs as Share of Gross Revenue
Industrywide Variable Costs as Share of Gross Revenue
Potential Profit Margin as Share of Gross Revenue
Actual Profit Margin
Economic Obsolescence (Percent Shortfall in Profit Margin)
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17.1
15.5
91 %
90 %
101 %
16 %
78 %
6.0 %
6.2 %
-2.7 %
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Table 2:
Estimate of Economic Obsolescence For Plywood Manufacturing
2000-01 Tax Year
Industry Capacity (Billion Square Feet/year 3/8-inch basis)
Actual Production (Billion Square Feet/year 3/8-inch basis)
Utilization Rate (Actual Production as Share of Capacity)
Utilization Rate Considered to be Full Utilization
“Normalized” Utilization Rate (Full Utilization = 100%)
Industrywide Fixed Costs as Share of Gross Revenue
Industrywide Variable Costs as Share of Gross Revenue
Potential Profit Margin as Share of Gross Revenue
Actual Profit Margin
Economic Obsolescence (Percent Shortfall in Profit Margin)

6.2
5.5
89 %
91 %
99 %
13 %
82 %
5.2 %
4.9 %
4.3 %

1

For an example, see Crawford, Robert G. and Gary C. Cornia, “The Problem of Appraising Specialized Assets,” The Appraisal Journal, January 1994, pp. 75-85.
2

See, for example, Joseph J. Calvanico, “Economic Obsolescence of Manufacturing Facilities,” The Real
Estate Appraiser & Analyst, Spring 1989, pp. 58-89.
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Economic Obsolescence in the Fishing Industry in
Oregon for 2000-2001
Part I
History & Salient Facts
History
Oregon’s fish processing industry has endured a long history of changes in the supply of fish, and changes
in the markets where fish are sold. In 1880, Columbia River Salmon accounted for half of the world’s
supply of canned salmon. By 1950, Columbia River salmon all but disappeared and the salmon fishery
on the Oregon Coast began to expand. Coastal trolling fleets increased for 30 years and brought processors several species to process.

Current Market Composition
Today, salmon makes up only 3% of the state’s total sales of processed seafood thus processors must
rely on other species. Cycles in seafood supply and demand have become a way of life for fish processors, bringing good seasons and poor seasons. The survivors have been quick enough to respond to
change, diversify their processing, and find new markets.
Today’s Oregon fish processing industry processes several seasonal species, but has relied on a relatively stable ground-fishery for year-round production to fill in the gaps between seasons.
Salmon processing is one of the seasonal species, but can no longer be relied upon by processors due
to very poor salmon runs off of the Oregon Coast for most of this decade. In addition, salmon farming
has become very successful worldwide, resulting in the lowest salmon prices in 25 years. Casting serious doubt that even if Oregon harvests were abundant, processors would be able to profit from salmon
in today’s marketplace.
Crab and shrimp harvests are very cyclical, and market prices fluctuate depending on regional and
worldwide inventories, as well as demand. Both crab and shrimp are capable of providing processors
with good profits during good seasons. Even though recent processing seasons for crab and shrimp
have been below historical averages, it has not seemed to be of great concern in the fish processing
community. The lack of concern is probably due to its relative small financial impact, and the industry
has become accustomed to the cyclical nature of the fishery.
Tuna and other similar fish species, mostly albacore, account for approximately 10% of the processed
fish in Oregon, making it a relatively insignificant species for most processors.
A relatively new fish product in Oregon is surimi, which is a value-added fish product made from Pacific whiting (hake). Surimi is used in many seafood products, such as artificial crab (“Krab”), and can
be used as a protein supplement to non-seafood foods. The primary markets for surimi are Korea and
Japan, which makes it vulnerable to the recent economic woes in Asia. There has been a fairly competent effort to expand the market but, as with most new markets, it can be volatile. A mid-90’s collapse
of the surimi market caused a one-year 35% economic obsolescence adjustment to surimi machinery
and equipment only. Since then, the surimi market has rebounded, with 1997 proving to be one of the
best years for Oregon surimi processors. Surimi processing requires a relatively large capital investment in machinery and equipment, and some processors have, or are considering retooling to process
whiting filets, as they feel market may be broader.
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Factors influencing the seafood market
The main factor influencing the seafood market is the timeless law of supply and demand. Under normal market conditions as the demand remains constant and the supply decreases, the producer can
maintain or even increase profitability by increasing prices. In addition, if the demand remains constant and the supply increases, the processor would reduce cost by offering a lower price to the fishing fleet, and the fleet would survive due to increases in catch. However, if both supply, and demand
decrease, the producer will have a very difficult time making a profit. Therefor, both sides of the equation have been considered in this study.
For two decades, the seafood market has enjoyed a steady growth in demand, primarily due to North
American and Western European interest in a “healthier” diet. However, that trend seems to have slowed
and even reversed in the last portion of the 90’s. The Asian and Eastern Europe markets still show
demand, but both are experiencing economic woes, and along with demand, the ability to pay has to
be assumed. There are indications that market growth may be coming from developing nations, but
that is still in the future.
The other side of the coin is the supply side, and even though the market appears to be shrinking,
so does the supply. Actually, many marine biologists feel that the supply had already been depleted,
but the inability to accurately measure fish stocks had masked the problem. Then there are people
in both the industry and scientific camps that feel fish stock measurement techniques are still extremely inaccurate.
The seafood processing industry is a rung in the ladder between the product in the ocean and the
consumer. The industry’s supply is determined by several factors; the ability of the fish gatherers (fisherman) to find the product, the willingness of the fisherman to gather the product for the anticipated
return, and the artificial restraints placed on the market by governmental forces. This artificial restraint
is usually in the form of harvesting limits imposed to preserve future stocks. These harvest limits are
imposed by the presiding authorities in this region, which are the Pacific Fishery Management Council
and the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife. As the Coho Salmon and Steelhead have been listed
as endangered, the federal government, and the courts will eventually have some say in the harvesting
of these species.
Another important factor influencing the Oregon seafood industry is that it does not operate in vacuum,
it is part of a national and international market. National and international events can and do influence
the Oregon seafood industry. Primary examples are currency exchange rates. For example, if the United
States dollar is strong against the yen, Japan will look elsewhere for product, either raw material, or
finished product. Finished product is usually in the form of frozen or canned product.
Like many other worldwide industries, the seafood industry is susceptible to large-scale speculation.
There is no commodity trading exchange for most seafood products so speculation takes the form of
stockpiling finished product and warehousing it, hoping for better market conditions in the future. The
problem is, the finished product can’t be stored forever and, if the market does not improve, there is a
lot of “dumping”. When the product is dumped, it depresses the market even further and can affect
profitability of a specific product or even the entire industry.

Economic Obsolescence and Over Capitalization
Economic obsolescence is defined as the loss in value of an asset due to factors external to the asset.
Economic obsolescence is usually thought of as a relatively short-term condition. If the external negative forces persist, the loss in value becomes a market condition and the asset should be appraised
appropriately. Appropriately means using similar properties and assets to develop comparisons. Examples of such short-term factors are changes in demand for industry products, supply of raw materials, and laws or regulations.
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Normal business cycles are not considered economic obsolescence, as a prudent buyer would take
such cycles into consideration when purchasing
The seafood industry is extremely fractionalized and disordered due to lack of worldwide harvesting
regulations, and general lack of ownership in the overall source of supply. This disorder creates severe
profit cycles and often changes in ownership of the processing facilities all over the world. Prospective
purchasers of processing facilities usually have a supply source in advance of purchase and rarely hold
facilities for any length of time. This makes it very difficult to determine what is economic obsolescence or what is a market condition.
Another expression of interest and consideration is “Over Capitalization”, which is usually defined, in a
purely static sense, as the existence of more capital applied in an industry than is necessary for the
most efficient operation. At this time, over capitalization is usually associated with the fish gathering
aspect of the industry. According to public and private industry experts, the processing industry is in
need of capitalization in order to improve infrastructure. In this case, the term infrastructure refers to
the docks, buildings, and modern equipment.

Purpose of this study
As it is not feasible to reappraise each and every industrial property every year, values have to be maintained between appraisals using standard mass appraisal techniques. These techniques include trending real property improvements for time, and depreciating real and personal property for wear, “physical depreciation”.
This report deals with adjusting for market conditions not directly attributable to a specific site, in other
words “Economic Obsolescence”. This report does not deal with inadequacies specific to a site, or any
other form of obsolescence, including functional.
However, it should be noted that there is a fine line between functional and economic obsolescence in
this industry. If a processing plant is set up to only process certain species, and the supply of those
species is reduced by outside forces, the standard for determining whether obsolescence is economic
or functional probably centers on the duration of the restriction. For example, the salmon canning plants
were probably experiencing economic obsolescence the first two or three years of the supply shortage, but once it became evident that the supply was not returning for several years, the processing
plants still set up to can salmon were functionally obsolete.

Limitations of this study
The main problem with this or any other economic obsolescence study is in the timing. This report has
to be completed before the best data is in, and in some cases before the actual fishing season for some
species begins. Hence, this report deals mostly with historic data, but it is the same data any potential
buyer would have access to, and the definition of value is “the present worth of future benefits that
accrue to property ownership1 ”.

Part II
Specific Recommendations by Fishery
Groundfish
Groundfish allocations for 1998 had caused concern in the Oregon fish processing community. Several
of the most relied upon groundfish species have had harvest limitations imposed for 1998, and now
for 1999 and 2000, that reduce harvests by as much as 65% of 1997 levels. Groundfish have historically
been “the glue that held everything together,” as one processor stated. The year-round fishery allowed
processors the flexibility to keep processing staff employed between seasonal harvests of other species, and fill market needs easily.
150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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The factors and forces that influence the seafood industry have been discussed earlier in this document, but need to be discussed specifically when calculating the appropriate economic obsolescence
factor. A lot of the forces and factors at work in the seafood industry have to be considered normal
potholes in the profitability road, such as speculating, dumping and even the ability of the fishing fleet
to get “on” fish, meaning to find an elusive prey in a very large ocean. In addition, a lot of the factors
and forces are next to impossible to anticipate or measure, hence all calculations will have to be based
on measurable factors, such as catch limits, wholesale prices and hard production costs.
Measuring these economic forces requires an understanding of how they affect the fish processors. Economic obsolescence studies on other industries usually rely on production capacity and lost profits from
production at less than full capacity. However, capacity is not a good measure of economic obsolescence for fish processors because the industry is developed primarily around seasonal harvests. Trends
in fish processing are a better measure of economic obsolescence for fish processors because one can
develop an understanding of where the industry was, is, and will be. Historical fish harvest data from
the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (see attached “Oregon Commercial Seafood Landings by
Species Groups 1990-1999”) is utilized to analyze these trends. Consideration for uncertainty of future
fish processing labor markets must also be addressed if the once year-round groundfishery becomes
seasonal. Interviews with fish processing industry staff and Oregon Employment Division staff economists provide insight to this issue.
As stated before, 1998 was not a banner year in the industry, hence the labor force appears to have dropped
from 1,643 in 1997 to 1,344 in 1998. However, due to use of labor contractors, the actual employment
numbers are difficult to verify. As of January 1, 1999, Oregon’s minimum wage increased to the highest
in the nation, which is bound to cause the industry problems. There is a possibility that the new groundfish allocation system may even out the supply, which would help processors retain personnel. The industry will still have labor problems, and even with the increased minimum wage, the processors will
have a difficult time finding documented workers.
In 1998 the groundfish processors were given a 20% economic obsolescence reduction based on reduced catch limits and labor problems. The methodology and reasoning remain relevant, and rather
than recreating it, it is easier to cite last year’s report.
“Groundfish harvests have been changed for several species and the result will be a significant reduction in overall groundfish harvests. Groundfish are processed primarily into fillets that are marketed to
restaurants and retail seafood outlets. The harvest reductions include some of the most popular species
marketed. The Pacific Fishery Management Council has imposed the following changes:
Species

Percent Change

Lingcod
Rockfish, canary
Rockfish, widow
Rockfish, yellowtail
Thornyhead, longspine
Thornyhead, shortspine
Sablefish
Sole, Dover

-65%
3%
-34%
40%
-30%
-6%
-40%
-19%

These species account for over 65% of the total pounds of groundfish harvested in Oregon. A detailed
analysis of the impact on fish processors is shown on Table 1 in the appendix. The change in harvest
allocations may result in a 25 percent reduction in the value of groundfish processed. Processor sales
of groundfish accounted for approximately 35 percent of total sales in 1997. With a 25 percent reduction in groundfish, projected 1998 processor sales of groundfish account for approximately 25 percent
of total sales. This results in an estimated 10 percent reduction in overall sales in 1998 due to the groundfish harvest reductions.
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Another impact to the processors is the uncertain change in labor force. Groundfish processing has
allowed processors to maintain a year-round processing labor force. With a 25 percent reduction in
groundfish processing, processors will likely have to depend more upon a seasonal labor force. Seasonal labor forces have excess expenses associated with training, product loss from in-experience and
losses due to the inability to secure enough seasonal staff to process amounts harvested. Economists at
Oregon Employment Division, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, and managers of processing
plants agree that the unstable workforce could have a significant impact on Oregon fish processors.
This uncertainty is very hard to quantify. An estimated economic impact of approximately 10 percent
has been assigned to the uncertain labor force factor.”2
The 10% reduction for anticipated loss in sales was calculated accurately. However, it appears that
the reduction in supply was passed through to the consumer in the form of higher prices, thus not
really affecting the profitability of the fishery. The catch limit this year is approximately the same,
and new methods of quota enforcement should add to profitability by evening out the fish supply
over the season.
Expanding on the labor problem, the industry was once one of the major employers along the Oregon
coast, but is now relatively insignificant when compared to tourism and related service industries. The
gaming industry now employs about the same number of workers as the major processors. With the
growth of these industries and the stagnant growth of a labor force, there is a great deal of competition
for the low skilled worker. Add the 8.33% increase in hourly wage and the labor factor of production
has become a great concern to the industry. Minimum wage increases affect multi-national industries
that hire unskilled labor because they can’t pass on the cost and still compete in a world market.
Calculating the negative labor market required getting educated observations from industry sources on
the cost of retraining and re-staffing due to employee turnover. Sources inside the industry said they
anticipate such cost to be 10% of their labor costs. The calculation below shows the impact of the beforementioned labor problems on the processors’ profitability. The “Processors’ Contribution” represents
their anticipated profit per pound of product processed. The number shown is from a model constructed
for the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife by Hans Radtke, who is one the foremost private sector experts on the fish processing industry.3
Processor
Price
Salmon
Crab
Shrimp
Tuna
Groundfish
Surimi

$2.38
$4.79
$3.02
$1.32
$2.08
$0.87

Labor
Cost

%
Labor
Cost

8.33%
Increase
Min Wage

$0.17
$0.61
$0.25
$0.20
$0.29
$0.12

7.1%
12.7%
8.3%
15.2%
13.9%
13.8%

$0.014
$0.051
$0.021
$0.017
$0.024
$0.010

10.00%
Anticipated
Retraining
Processors’
Cost Contribution
$0.02
$0.06
$0.03
$0.02
$0.03
$0.01

$0.40
$0.40
$0.40
$0.34
$0.40
$0.30

Reduced
Contri%
bution Reduction
$0.36
$0.29
$0.36
$0.30
$0.35
$0.28

7.8%
28.0%
11.5%
10.8%
13.3%
7.3%

Almost all processors deal with more than one fishery, even the surimi processors are packaging fillets
or planning on packaging fillets. In addition, a lot of the machinery and equipment, as well as the real
property improvements can be used for more than one fishery. Thus, it is simpler and appropriate to
apply one economic obsolescence factor to the entire industry. The best way to select the appropriate
factor from the indications shown on the table above is to weight them for their relative impact on the
overall industry.
Because the labor cost impact (“% Reduction” from the preceding table) was analyzed by the pound,
weighting the indicated reduction in profits will be done using the landed weight of the product.
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Salmon
Crab
Shrimp
Tuna
Groundfish
Surimi

C1
Fishery
% of
Total

C2
Wgt
Factor

1.00%
3.00%
7.00%
4.00%
21.00%
62.00%
Sum

1
3
7
4
22
63
100

C3
%
Contribution
Reduction
7.79%
27.95%
11.46%
10.78%
13.29%
7.33%

C4
Extension
C2XC3
0.077903
0.838598
0.801938
0.431294
2.790743
4.54584
9.486314

Weighted Average
9.486314 / 98
10%

The weighted average in the table above represents the indicated Economic Obsolescence factor over
the entire fish processing industry.
On top of the before-mentioned problems, the people who have traditionally worked in the seafood
processing industry are eligible for the “Federal Dislocated Worker Program” for retraining. The result
is migration from the workforce of the experienced worker.
In summary, due to the ability to pass on the short supply problems by increasing prices, and the new
catch limit enforcement rules designed to even out the supply of fish, it is not appropriate to apply an
economic obsolescence for supply problems. However, the labor supply problem has not been solved, so
a 10% reduction should be applied this year.

Whiting and Surimi
As of January 1, 2000, processors are watching the Japanese and Asian markets, as they purchase about
80 percent of Oregon’s surimi. The Japanese yen had dropped 10 percent around July of 1997, making
the US dollar very strong against the yen, which causes the surimi processors to have more difficulty
selling their product. It appears that, overall, the surimi processors had a rough 1998, with low profits
on below average sales volume. 1999 was better and with the 10% rebound in the yen from January of
1999 to January of 2000, the future looks good.
Under normal conditions, a great deal of the lost profits can be passed through to the fisherman. However, even though there is a low yield of finished product to raw material in surimi processing, the raw
material (fish) costs, run from a low of about 2.5 cents, to a high of 4.5 cents per pound, which leaves
little room for adjusting costs on the supply side. The fishing fleet is not going to supply product for
any less than 2.5 cents per pound, according to news releases and personal interviews.
The 2000 whiting allocations (see attached “2000 CATCH LIMITS”) will remain about the same as the
1998 and 1999 allocations and the price seems to be rebounding, the Yen is recovering and the Asian
flu is clearing up, giving hope for a better 2000, (see attached graph, “SURIMI PRICES”). The yen is in
the process of a slow recovery, and most economists think we have seen the bottom of the Asian depression. Hence, it appears no economic obsolescence factor for supply or market conditions should be
applied to the surimi processing industry for 1999/2000. The 10% reduction for labor market conditions
should be applied.

Salmon
Salmon is not a factor in Oregon’s fish processing like it once was, processors have diversified and
moved to marketing other species. Typical buyers in today’s fish processing market understand that if
salmon ever comes back, it will be frosting on the cake; but nobody expects salmon processing in
Oregon to recover, at least not soon. There may be a small opening for hatchery Coho this year but it
is doubtful that any processor will rely on it for anticipated profits. In fact, it could cause more labor
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problems. Processors are no longer being given any economic obsolescence adjustment for supply or
market problems concerning salmon. However, the 10% reduction for labor market conditions should
be applied.

Crab, Shrimp, Other Fisheries (Other than Groundfish)
Cyclical swings in crab and shrimp harvests continue, with weather being an added problem this year.
However, the industry expects the season to continue until harvest quotas have been met. A few processors appeared to be doing relatively well at the end of the 1998 crab season, having purchased and
processed crab while prices were low and enjoying an upturn in market price in January 1999. Processors can purchase product from other openings or international waters for processing because the product
travels fairly well. Crab and shrimp can be kept alive for several days or even weeks onboard without
expensive special equipment. Shrimp prices should increase in 1999 and 2000 after a poorer than average season in 1997 and 1998.
Shrimp landings were up last year more than 300% from the previous year and crab landings were up
over 80%. At the same time the prices were fairly steady.
Other fisheries such as tuna provide mostly incidental processing opportunities for processors, with
the exception of a few specialized processors of sea urchins and other shellfish. There is no support
for an economic obsolescence adjustment in these fisheries. Tuna does provide potential, but as of
now the market seems to prefer the larger varieties indigenous to warmer waters. Due to the fact that
this fishery is labor intensive, and many of products are processed by the same plants as groundfish, the
10% economic obsolescence factor for labor should be applied.

Conclusion
All buildings, structures, machinery and equipment utilized for fish processing in Oregon, may receive
the 10% economic obsolescence adjustment for labor.

1

3rd Edition of the Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal published by the American Institute of Real Estate
Appraisers.
2

1998/99 Economic Obsolescence Study for Commercial Fisheries of Oregon.

3

Review of Oregon’s Commercial Fishing Industry in 1998 and Outlook for 1999. Published in February of 1999.
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Glossary
A
100% Levies. Levies not included in permanent rate limit but subject to reduction; passed by a majority of voters voting on the question in an election held before December 5, 1996, if the election met
the double majority voter participation requirements and the ad valorem property taxes were first imposed for the tax year beginning July 1, 1996, or July 1, 1997. (Measure 50, sec 11(7)(a))
Absolute Advantage. The ability to produce more of a given good or service than another producer.
Accelerated Depreciation. Any depreciation method that produces larger depreciation deductions in
the early years of a project’s or property’s life; e.g., double-declining balance, sum-of-the-years’ digits.
Accounts Payable. Money owed to suppliers.
Accounts Receivable. Money owed by customers.
Accruals. Amounts obligated or earned, but not yet paid or collected.
Accrued Depreciation. The amount of depreciation, from any and all sources, that affects the value
of the property.
Ad Valorem Tax. A tax levied in proportion to the value of that which is being taxed. (This is exclusive of exemption, use-value assessment laws, etc.) The property tax is an ad valorem tax.
Additional Taxes. Revenue due to a taxing district, including penalty upon reclassification, as a result
of various statutory provisions:
Clerical Error. Additional tax paid as a result of the correction of a clerical error under ORS 311.206.
Farmland. Amount of tax and penalty paid when farmland changes use and therefore becomes
ineligible for farm-use assessment.
Forestland. Amount of tax and penalty paid when forestland becomes ineligible for forestland assessment.
Historic Property. Amount of additional tax and penalty paid when property is no longer used as
an historic site.
Late Filing Fee. The penalty for failure to file a real or personal property return on time under ORS
308.295–308.296.
Open Space. Additional tax and penalty paid when open space land becomes ineligible for preferential tax treatment.
Other. Any other additional taxes and penalties, such as those resulting from a reclassification of an
enterprise zone (ORS 285.617) or riparian land (ORS 308.798).
Small Tract. Amount of tax and penalty paid when land becomes ineligible for Western Oregon
Small Tract preferential tax treatment.
Additive Model. A linear model.
Adjusted Present Value (APV). Net present value of an asset if financed solely by equity, plus the
present value of any financing side effects.
Age/Life Method. A method of estimating accrued depreciation based on the premise that, in the aggregate, a mathematical function can be used to compute accrued depreciation from the age of a property and its economic life.
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Agency Problems. A conflict arising when the interests of the principals (shareholders) do not coincide with the interest of the agents (managers).
Amortization. Repayment of a loan by installments; allowance for the depreciation of intangible
assets.
Annual Percentage Rate (APR). A loan’s effective (true) annual interest rate.
Annual Report. The document distributed to shareholders that contains the reporting firm’s financial
statements for the fiscal year, together with the report of the report of the external auditor’s examination of the financial statements.
Annuity. Investment that produces a (usually but not necessarily) level stream of cash flows for a limited number of periods.
Anticipation. The appraisal principle stating that value depends on the expectation of benefits to be
derived in the future.
Appraisal. An estimate of value.
Appraisal Date. The date on which the assessments for a tax year are made. For example, if January 1
is the assessment date and property is vacant land on that date, the property is appraised and assessed
as vacant land even if a building is added in April and the assessment roll is not final or public until
September 25.
Appraisal Principles. The economic concepts underlying appraisal theory: supply, demand, change,
balance, conformity, competition, contribution, anticipation, substitution, highest and best use, surplus
productivity, and variable proportions.
Appreciation. An increase in value, in terms of money, from all causes.
Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT). A theory purporting to describe the structure of security prices. The
theory assumes stock returns are produced as they would under an index model. The theory describes
the relationship between expected returns on securities, given there are no opportunities to create wealth
through riskless arbitrage investments.
Area. The county in which property, the Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) of which has been adjusted,
is located. If the property for which the MAV is being adjusted is centrally assessed under ORS 308.503–
308.663, then “area” is the entire state. (ORS 308.149)
Arithmetic Mean. The simple average, often referred to as the “average,” calculated by summing all
the observations, then dividing the total by the number of observations.
Arithmetic Mean Yield. The simple average of periodic rates of return; the arithmetic mean yield relates the ending to beginning wealth associated with an investment if it is assumed the dollar amount
invested is kept constant at the beginning of each period.
Arm’s-Length. Interaction between more than one party, each trying to maximize his or her position
from the interaction.
Assessment Roll. Document prepared by assessor of current year data. The assessment roll for personal property contains the names, including assumed business names, of all persons, whether individuals, partnerships, or corporations owning or having possession of taxable personal property on
the assessment date; the Assessed Value, Maximum Assessed Value, and Real Market Value of the personal property assessed by category; code area number assigned to the property situs; and total Assessed Value, Maximum Assessed Value, and Real Market Value for the property.
Assessed Value (AV). Lower of the property’s Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) or Real Market Value
(RMV). For specially assessed property, the lesser of RMV or MAV for any market portion, plus the
lesser of the Specially Assessed Value (SAV) or Maximum Specially Assessed Value (MSAV) for each
individual soil class, qualified homesite, and on-site development.
Glossary
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Assessment Date. January 1 at 1:00 A.M.
Assessment Year. January 1 through December 1.
Asset. A probable future economic benefit obtained or controlled by a particular entity as a result of
past transactions or events.
Average. A measure of central tendency; although the word average refers to any measure of central
tendency, it is most often used as synonymous with the Arithmetic Mean.
Average Maximum Assessed Value (AMAV). The value determined by dividing the total Maximum
Assessed Value (MAV) of all unchanged property in the same area in the same property class by the
total number of unchanged properties in the same area in the same property class. Considered exceptions or changed properties not taken into account are: new property or new improvements to property, property that is partitioned or subdivided, property that is rezoned and used consistently with the
rezoning, property that is added to the assessment roll as omitted property, or property that is disqualified from exemption, partial exemption or special assessment. (ORS 308.149)
Average Real Market Value (ARMV). The value determined by dividing the total Real Market Value
(RMV) of all unchanged property in the same area in the same property class by the total number of
unchanged properties in the same area in the same property class. Considered exceptions or changed
properties not taken into account are: new property or new improvements to property, property that is
partitioned or subdivided, property that is rezoned and used consistently with the rezoning, property
that is added to the assessment roll as omitted property, or property that is disqualified from exemption, partial exemption or special assessment. (ORS 308.149)
Average Tax Rate. An average rate computed for an area by dividing the taxes imposed in that area
by the Assessed Value of taxable property.

B
Balance. An appraisal principle maintaining the greatest property value occurs when the type and size
of improvements and uses are proportional to each other as well as to the land. Markets tend to move
toward equilibrium after a change in supply or demand.
Balance Sheet. A statement of the Assets, Liabilities, and Net Worth of a firm or individual as of a
certain point in time.
Balloon Payment. Large final payment. The outstanding balance due at the maturity of a balloon
mortgage.
Band-of-Investment (BOI). A technique in which the capitalization rates attributable to components
of a capital investment are weighted and combined to derive a weighted-average rate attributable to
the total investment.
Barrier to Entry. Anything that artificially prevents or hinders entry of firms into an industry.
Basis Point. 0.01%.
Benchmark. A point of reference.
Beta (B). A measure of risk; under CAPM, the measure of a stock’s volatility; equal to the covariance
of the stock and the market divided by the variance of the market; the slope of a security’s characteristic line; the expected change in the security’s rate of return divided by the accompanying change in
the rate of return to the market portfolio.
Board of Property Tax Appeals (BOPTA). Local appeal board that hears petitions for the reduction
of property values and the waiver of late filing penalties. The board convenes on or after the first Monday in February and adjourns on or before April 15.
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Bond or Bond Payable. A long-term liability with a stated interest rate and maturity date, usually issued in denominations of $1,000.
Bond Levy. Amount of levies needed to pay principal and interest on a taxing district bonded debt.
Bond Rating. The measure of a rating service’s confidence in the safety of a bond issue.
Break-Even Point. The level of sales at which a project’s net present value would be zero.
Bridge Loan. Short-term loan to provide temporary financing until more permanent financing is arranged.
Bullet Payment. Single final payment, e.g., of a loan (in contrast to payment in installments).
Business Cycle. Recurrent ups and downs over a period of years in the level of economic activity.
Business Risk. The possibility that a company will not be able to meet ongoing operating expenditures.

C
Callable Bond. A bond that can be redeemed by the issuer at a stated price (or prices which change
over time, usually beginning after a period of call protection.
Capital. Human-made resources used to produce goods and services; goods that do not directly satisfy human wants; capital goods.
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). A theory purporting to describe the structure of security prices
where all investors in the economic system are presumed to hold efficient portfolios in expected return,
variance space; a financial model for determining the cost of capital.
Capital Budget. List of planned investment projects, usually prepared annually.
Capital Construction. Construction, modification, replacement, repair, remodeling, or renovation of a
structure with a useful life of more than one year. Includes public safety and law enforcement vehicles
with a projected life of five years or more; does not include maintenance and repairs or supplies and
equipment. (ORS 310.140)
Capital Improvement. Land, structures, facilities, machinery, equipment, or furnishings with a useful
life longer than one year. Includes public safety and law enforcement vehicles with a projected life of
five years or more; does not include maintenance and repairs or supplies and equipment. (ORS 310.140)
Capital Lease. A financial lease; usually provides for de facto ownership of an asset. Capital leases are
typically shown as fixed assets on a company’s balance sheet.
Capital Market. Financial market, particularly the market for long-term securities.
Capital Market Line. A line showing the portfolio positions of individual investors in expected return,
standard deviation space in the Capital Asset Pricing Model.
Capitalization. The conversion of expected income and ratio of return into an estimated value in the
income approach to value.
Capitalization Rate. Any rate used to convert income into value.
Cash Cycle. The time that elapses from the purchase of raw materials until cash is received from the
sale of the final product.
Cash Discount. The percentage amount that can be subtracted from the invoice if the customer pays
within a stated period of time.
Cash Flow. The actual cash realized from an enterprise; different from earnings because of different
treatment of accruals, depreciation, and working capital.
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Central Tendency. The tendency for most batches of data to group or cluster about a central point or
average. The typical measures of central tendency are: arithmetic mean, median, geometric mean, mode,
and midrange.
Centrally Assessed Property. Taxable property assessed by the Department of Revenue, including
electric and communication utilities, rail transportation, air transportation, water transportation, gas pipelines, private railcars, and others.
Change. An appraisal principle maintaining the tendency of the social and economic forces affecting
supply and demand change over time, thus influencing market value.
Changed Property Ratio. Ratio determined by dividing the Average Maximum Assessed Value (AMAV)
by the Average Real Market Value (ARMV) for the same area and property class of unchanged property. (ORS 308.153)
Characteristic Line. A line showing the relationship between the rates of return to a security or portfolio and the corresponding rates of return to the market portfolio.
Chattels. Items of tangible personal property which are moveable, such as machinery & equipment
(moveable), office furniture, and computers. Chattels do not include real estate or items permanently
attached to real estate.
Closed-End Mortgage. Mortgage against which no additional debt can be issued.
Code Area. A geographic unit, established by county assessors and identified by a code number, representing the combination of taxing districts in which a piece of property is located.
Coefficient. A dimensionless statistic, used as a measure of change or relationship.
Coefficient of Correlation. Measure of the closeness of the relationship between two variables and
the degree to which they change together.
Coefficient of Determination (r2). The proportion of the total variance in the dependent variable that
is explained by the independent variables; the proportion of total variance explained by the regression.
Coefficient of Variation. A relative measure of dispersion, expressed as a percentage rather than in
terms of units of the particular data; calculated as 100% times the standard deviation of the data set
divided by the mean of the data set.
C=100 ×

s
X

Collateral. Assets given as security for a loan.
Common Stock. The class of stock that represents residual ownership of the corporation.
Comparative Advantage. Having a lower relative or comparative cost than another producer.
Comparative Cost. The amount of production of one product that must be sacrificed to increase the
production of another product; opportunity cost.
Comparison Taxes. Amounts used to determine the tax reduction under Measure 50.
Competition. This appraisal principle states that competition will move in to dissipate profits when
substantial profits are being made. If the profits become excessive, then competition becomes excessive. Excess profits invite ruinous competition.
Complementary Goods. Goods or services related such that an increases in the price of one results
in a decrease in quantity demanded for the other.
Compound Interest. Reinvestment of each interest payment on money invested, so that previously
earned interest earns interest.
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Compression. The reduction in taxes required by the 1990 Measure 5 property tax rate limits. County
assessors calculate compression as a dollar amount, but it can also be expressed as a tax rate. Compression is done on a property-by-property basis.
Confidence Interval. A statistical measurement by which one can estimate the true parameter (i.e.,
mean) of a population. For example, with a 95% confidence interval, if all possible samples of the same
size n were taken, 95% of the samples would fall within the interval.
Conformity. Value is created, strengthened, or sustained when reasonable homogeneity or similarity
exists. This relates to the social and economic pressures of accepted, traditional fit. Pressure for property to conform may be exerted through zoning or through deed restrictions on architectural design or
size. Conformity works with the principle of progression and regression, and is also tied to under-improvement and over-improvement concepts.
Conglomerate. A company engaged in two or more unrelated businesses.
Consistent Use. An appraisal principle maintaining that the land and building components of an improved property should not be valued on the basis of different uses.
Consolidated Tax Rate. The sum of the district tax rates of all taxing districts that impose taxes in a
given code area. District tax rates are calculated prior to any compression that may result from the
Measure 5 property tax rate limits.
Consumer Goods. Goods and services that directly satisfy human wants.
Constant. In an equation, a component or value not subject to change (i.e., 1/4, 3.24, π ).
Constant Growth Model. Dividend discount model in which growth in dividends is expected to be
constant in perpetuity.
Continuous Compounding. Interest compounded continuously rather than at fixed intervals.
Contract Rent. The amount of rent per unit of time specified by a contract, as opposed to market
rent.
Contribution. The appraisal principle that the value of a particular feature is measured by its contribution to the value of the whole property, rather than by its cost.
Convertible Security. A bond or share of preferred stock giving its holder the option of exchanging
the bond for a stated number of common shares of the issuing firm.
Corporation. A legal entity (“person”) chartered by a state or the Federal government, and distinct
and separate from the individuals who own it.
Correlation Coefficient. Statistic describing the goodness of fit about a linear relationship between
two variables; equal to the covariance between the variables divided by the product of their standard
deviations.
Cost. The total money expended in obtaining an object, generally used in appraisal to mean the expense (direct, indirect, and the cost of entrepreneurship) of constructing an improvement or obtaining
an item.
Cost Approach. One of the three appraisal approaches to value, the cost approach is based on the
principle of substitution—that a rational, informed purchaser would pay no more for a property than
the cost of building an acceptable substitute with like utility. The cost approach seeks to determine the
replacement or reproduction cost of an improvement, deducting accrued depreciation, and adding the
estimated land value plus an entrepreneurial profit.
Cost Index. An index showing the variations in construction costs over time.
Cost of Capital. See Opportunity Cost of Capital.
Glossary
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Cost Schedules. Charts, tables, factors, curves, equations, etc., intended to help estimate the cost of
replacing a structure or item based on knowledge of the characteristics of the structure or item.
Cost Trend Factor. A factor derived from a cost index used to estimate the contemporary cost of something based on its original cost.
Country Risk. The possibility of loss of assets due to political, economic, or regulatory instability in a
nation in which business is conducted.
Coupon. Specifically, a coupon attached to the certificate of a bearer bond that must be surrendered
to collect interest payment; more generally, interest payments on debt.
Curable Depreciation. Items of physical deterioration or functional obsolescence that are economically feasible to cure. The cost to cure must be equal to or less than the anticipated increase in value of
the property.
Current Assets. Cash and those assets likely to be converted to cash or used to the benefit of the
entity within one year.
Current Liabilities. Those liabilities to be paid with cash within one year.
Current Maturity. The length of time remaining until a security matures.
Current Ratio. The ratio of current assets to current liabilities; used to measure the degree of coverage available to short-term lenders.
Current Yield. A bond’s coupon payment divided by the bond’s current market value.

D
Data. Information expressed in any of a number of ways. Data is the general term for masses of numbers, codes, and symbols; and information is the term for meaningful data. Data is the plural of datum,
one element of data.
Date of Sale (aka Date of Transfer). The date on which the sale was agreed upon. The date of recording may be used as the “date of sale” if it is not unduly delayed.
Debentures. Bonds secured by the general credit of the issuer; bonds unsecured by real property.
Debt. Money owed by the owners of a business to individuals or another firm.
Debt Service. The total payment of principal and interest on outstanding debt.
Decile. A measure which splits an ordered batch of data into 10 equal parts; there are 10 deciles within
each batch of data.
Deferred Maintenance. Repairs and similar improvements that normally would have been made to a
property, but were not, and thus increased the amount of its depreciation.
Demand. A schedule or curve that shows the amounts of a good or service buyers wish to purchase
at various prices during a given time.
Demand Deposit Account (DDA). A non-interest bearing checking account.
Dependent Goods. Goods or services such that there is a relationship between the price of one and
the demand for the other.
Dependent Variable. A variable that changes as a consequence of a change in some other (independent) variable; the “effect” or outcome.
Depreciation. Loss in value of an object, relative to its replacement cost, reproduction cost, or original cost. Depreciation is sometimes subdivided into three types: physical deterioration (wear and tear),
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functional obsolescence (substandard design in light of current technology or taste), and economic
obsolescence (poor location or radically diminished demand for the product). In accounting terms,
spreading an asset’s cost over the useful life of the asset.
Depth. A characteristic of a market in which a large dollar amount of product can be easily absorbed
without large changes in the market price.
Derived Demand. Demand for a good or service that is dependent upon or related to the demand for
some other good or service; the demand for a resource that depends upon the demand for the products it can be used to produce.
Direct Capitalization. An income approach method used to convert an estimate of a single year’s
income expectancy into an indication of value in one direct step, either by dividing the income estimate by an appropriate rate or by multiplying the income estimate by an appropriate factor. Yield and
value change are implied, but not identified.
Discount Bond. Debt sold for less than its principal value; if a bond pays no interest, it is called a
“pure” discount bond.
Discount Factor. Present value of $1 received at a stated future date.
Discount Loan. A loan on which interest is paid at the beginning of the loan period.
Discount Rate. In banking terms, the interest rate the Federal Reserve Banks charge on the loans they
make to Depository institutions; in appraisal terms, the required return on an investment.
Discounted Cash Flow (DCF). The procedure in which a series of projected cash flows are multiplied by discount factors plus reversion to obtain an indication of present value.
Discovery. The process by which the assessor identifies all taxable property in the jurisdiction and
ensures that it is included on the assessment roll.
Dispersion. The amount of variation or “spread” in a set of data; commonly used measures of dispersion are the range, the variance, the standard deviation, the coefficient of dispersion, and the coefficient of variance.
District Tax Rate. Tax rate expressed in dollars and cents per $1,000 of property value. It is computed
by summing the permanent rate, the local option rate, the gap bond rate, and the bond rate for the
district.
Dividend. A distribution of earnings to the owners of a corporation.
Dividend Discount Model. Stock valuation model which solves for the value of a common stock as
the present value of future dividends expected to be received.
Dividend/Price Ratio. Ratio of the dividend per share of a stock to its market price per share.
Dividend Yield. Dividend/Price Ratio.
Division of Labor. Dividing the required work to produce a product into a number of different tasks
performed by different workers; specialization of workers.
Double Majority. A term that refers to an election where at least 50% of the registered voters eligible
to vote in the election cast a ballot AND more than 50% voting on the question approve. The voter
turnout requirements do not apply to a general election (November) held in a even-numbered year,
but approval of a measure at the election would meet the “double majority” requirement by definition.
Double Taxation. Taxation of both corporate net income (profits) and the dividends paid from this
net income when they become the personal income of households.
Duration. The average time to an asset’s discounted cash flows; the average time over which return
on a particular investment is realized.
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E
EPS. Earnings per share.
EBIT. Earnings before interest and taxes.
Earnings from Operations. The difference between Gross Profit and Operating Expenses.
Economic Life. The period of time during which a property is expected to contribute positively to
value (useful life).
Economic Obsolescence. The loss in value of a property (relative to the cost of replacing it with a
property of equal utility) that stems from factors external to the property. For example, a buggy-whip
factory, to the extent that it could not be used economically for anything else, suffered substantial economic obsolescence when automobiles replaced horse-drawn buggies.
Economic Rent. In appraisal terms, market rent. In economic terms, excess profits.
Effective Age. The typical age of a structure with respect to its utility and condition.
Effective Tax Rate. The amount expressed in dollars and cents per $1,000 of market value. It is calculated by dividing the annual property taxes by the market value of the property and multiplying the
result by 1,000.
Efficient Markets. Markets where prices change freely and instantly in response to supply and demand, and are not significantly affected by poor information or tax code barriers.
Empirical Rule. For most data sets, roughly two out of every three observations (i.e., 67%) are contained within a distance of one standard deviation around the mean and roughly 90% to 95% of the
observations are contained within a distance of two standard deviations around the mean.
Entrepreneurial Profit. The amount a developer expects to receive in return for his/her contribution
to a project. It is market-derived and is calculated by determining the difference between the total cost
of a project and its market value.
Equilibrium Price. The price in a competitive market at which the quantity demanded and the quantity supplied are equal; at which there is neither a shortage nor a surplus; and at which there is no
tendency for price to rise or fall.
Equilibrium Quantity. The quantity demanded and quantity supplied at the equilibrium price in a
competitive market.
Equipment Trust Certificate. Fixed income security secured by a particular, designated piece of property that is both mobile and salable, such as a railroad car.
Equity. Common stock and preferred stock. Often used to refer to common stock only; net worth.
Exceptions. An action that allows a new Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) to be determined. An exception occurs if there is new property and new improvements to property; the property is partitioned
or subdivided; omitted property is added; rezoning occurs and the property is used consistently with
rezoning; or the property is disqualified from exemption, partial exemption, or special assessment. These
properties are not included in Average Maximum Assessed Value (AMAV) calculation or Average Real
Market Value (ARMV) calculation. (ORS 308.149–308.166)
Exclusion Principle. The exclusion of those who do not pay for a product of possible rates of return
on an investment and their associated probabilities; average of all possible returns weighted by their
possibilities.
Exemptions—Business, Housing, and Miscellaneous. Exempt value of certain business, housing,
and miscellaneous other properties that are partially or totally exempt from property taxation. The qualifying exemptions include:
150-338-415 (Rev. 2-01)
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Veterans’ Exemptions. Exemption applies to the Assessed Value of real and personal property of
veterans or their surviving spouses. Together with a total gross income limit, the exemption from
property taxation is limited to $8,250. For veterans having service-connected disabilities of 40 percent or more, the exemption amount, which increases 3 percent each year, is $11,330 for 1998–99.
Historic Property. Improved property that may belong to any of the real property classes that has
been granted a partial exemption due to its historic designation.
Enterprise Zones. Certain business properties within designated enterprise zones that qualify for
exemption for a limited number of years, under ORS 285.570–285.620. To be eligible, a business
must meet several conditions relating to type of business activity and requirements for hiring and
investment.
Commercial Facilities Under Construction. Certain commercial buildings in the process of construction that qualify for exemption from property taxation for not more than two consecutive years,
under ORS 307.330 and 307.340.
All other business, housing, and miscellaneous exemptions. These include alternative energy
systems, farm labor camps, fallout shelters, housing for low-income rental, multiple-unit housing in
core areas, nonprofit homes for the elderly, pollution control facilities, port and airport property
leased, etc.
Exemptions—Social Welfare. Assessed value of properties owned by private organizations and used
for educational, religious, or developmental purposes. These properties are exempt from property taxation, and the qualifying property classes include:
Fraternal Organizations. All real or personal property that is occupied or used in fraternal works
or for entertainment and recreational purposes by nonprofit corporations or social clubs.
Literary and Charitable. All property owned by unincorporated literary, benevolent, charitable, or
scientific institutions.
Religious Organizations. All houses of public worship and other additional buildings and property used solely for administration, education, or entertainment by churches or religious organizations.
Burial Grounds. All burial grounds, tombs, lands, and buildings not exceeding 30 acres, owned
and actually occupied by any crematory associations.
All Other Social Welfare. This includes private schools and day care facilities, public libraries privately owned, senior centers privately owned, etc.
Expected Rate of Return. Sum of the product of possible rates of return on an investment and their
associated probabilities; average of all possible returns weighted by their possibilities.
Exponential Smoothing. A statistical forecasting technique similar to a moving average, but overcoming the slowness of adaptation to changing patterns inherent in the moving average by allowing a
greater weighting for more recent data.
External Finance. Finance that is not generated by the firm; new borrowing or an issue of stock.

F
Face Amount. The principal amount of a bond.
Factors of Production (aka Agents in Production). Economic resources (land, capital, labor, and
entrepreneurial ability) which when brought together create wealth, income, and services.
FASB. Financial Accounting Standards Board.
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Farm Use Special Assessment. Special assessment at less than full Assessed Value for land used primarily to make a profit in farming.
Financial Flexibility. The ability of a firm to augment its future cash flows to cover unforeseen needs
or to take advantage of unforeseen opportunities.
Financial Leverage. The use of debt (with a fixed interest rate) that causes a difference between
Return on Investment (ROI) and Return on Equity (ROE); use of debt to increase the expected return
on equity.
Financial Risk. The possibility that a company will not be able to cover financing and related expenses; the possibility that the required rate of return will not be achieved.
Financing Activities. Those actions undertaken to provide cash for the acquisition of capital assets,
such as issuing securities and retiring debt. Such actions are different from a firm’s ongoing operating
activities of providing goods or services.
Final Goods. Goods that have been purchased for final use and not for resale or further processing or
manufacturing (during the year).
Firm. An organization that employs resources to produce a good or service for profit and that owns
and operates one or more plants.
Fish and Wildlife Property. Total Assessed Value of state Fish and Wildlife Commission property.
While not subject to property tax, the commission makes equivalent payments to counties under ORS
496.340.
Fixed Assets. Fixed assets are permanent assets that are required for the normal operation of business. They usually are not converted into cash after they are declared fixed assets. Fixed assets include
some types of machinery and equipment, furniture and fixtures, boats, aircraft, motor vehicles, leased
equipment, tools, dies, and jigs.
Fixed Costs. Costs that do not vary with the level of production.
Float. The delay between the time a payment is initiated and the time when the payment is debited to
the payer (disbursement float) or credited to the payee (collection float).
Floating Rate. A financing arrangement whereby the interest rate is reset periodically, usually based
on an external interest rate such as the Prime Rate.
FOB. A shipping term standing for “Free on Board,” which describes when title to merchandise is transferred and which party incurs the shipping costs. There are two types of FOB:
FOB Destination: The seller owns the product until it is accepted by the buyer at the buyer’s designated location. Title to the merchandise transfers to the buyer when the merchandise is received
by the buyer. The seller incurs the shipping costs.
FOB Shipping Point: The buyer accepts ownership of the product at the seller’s shipping location.
The buyer incurs the shipping costs.
Forestland special assessment. Special assessment at less than full Assessed Value of land used for
growing timber.
Free Rider Problem. The inability of those who might provide the economy with an economically
desirable and indivisible good or service to obtain payment from those who benefit from the good or
service because the Exclusion Principal cannot be applied to it.
Frequency Distribution. A summary table in which the data are arranged into conveniently established numerically ordered class groupings or categories.
Full Local Option Authority. The amount of tax that could be extended if a district were to use the
full amount of local option levies passed by voters.
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Full Permanent Authority. The amount of tax that could by extended if a district were to use its
entire permanent rate.
Full-Service Lease. Lease in which the lessor promises to maintain and insure the equipment.
Function. A rule for describing the way in which one quantity depends on another.
Functional Obsolescence. Loss in value of a property resulting from deficiencies or superadequacies
in the structure/property itself. May be curable or incurable.
Fundamental Beta. An estimate of the beta factor for an individual security that employs information
about the nature of the company issuing the security (earnings stability, financial leverage, etc.) in addition to the relationship between the security’s returns and the market portfolio.
Funded Debt. Debt maturing after more than one year. “Funding” means replacing short-term debt
with securities of longer maturity.

G
Gap Bonds. Also called “qualified taxing district obligations.” Levies, subject to Measure 5, to pay for
bonds or other formal written borrowing of moneys executed before December 5, 1996 and for which
the local government has secured by a commitment of ad valorem property taxes.
General Ongoing Maintenance and Repair. The repair or replacement of existing materials due to
normal wear/tear/deterioration. Examples of ongoing maintenance and repair include re-roofing, painting,
and replacement of floor or wall covering. The Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) of the property cannot be increased due to general ongoing maintenance and repair.
Generalization. Statistical or probability statement; statements of the nature of the relation between
two or more sets of facts.
Geometric Mean Yield. The nth root less one of the product of one plus n periodic rates of return.
The Geometric Mean relates the beginning to the ending wealth over the periods if it is assumed that
income from the security is reinvested back into the security.
GNP Deflator. The price index for all final goods and services used to adjust the money (or nominal)
Gross National Product (GNP) to measure the real GNP.
Going Concern Value. A premium that is attributed to having a property in place and operating as a
unit. The value created by a proven property operation.
Goods. That which is tangible and for which a consumer, firm, or government is willing to exchange
something of value.
Government Transfer Payment. The disbursement of money (or goods and services) by government
for which government receives no currently produced good or service.
Gross Domestic Profit (GDP). Calculated as Gross National Product, less the value of imports.
Gross National Product (GNP). The total market value of all final goods and services produced in
the economy during the year.
Growth Horizon. Length of time the growth rate in earnings or dividends for a particular stock can
be forecast with a degree of accuracy sufficient to be considered in the valuation process.

H
Highest and Best Use. A concept in appraisal and assessment law requiring that each property be
appraised as though it were being put to its most profitable use, given probable legal, physical, and
financial constraints; the reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or improved property, which
is physically possible, appropriately supported, financially feasible, and that results in the highest value.
Glossary
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Holding Company. A company whose sole function is to hold stock in other companies or subsidiaries.
Holding Costs. The costs associated with the storage of inventory.
Horizontal Combination. A group of plants in the same stage of production and owned by a single
firm.
Horizontal Integration. A form of organization for production lines. When a company owns several
facilities producing the same product, the company is said to be horizontally integrated.
Hurdle Rate. The minimum acceptable rate of return on a project.

I
Improvements. A change to property that enhances value but is not general maintenance and repair
or minor construction and meets the definition of Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) balancing or Real
Market Value (RMV) changes. An improvement may be new construction; the siting or installation of a
manufactured structure or floating home; or the addition of machinery, fixtures, furnishings, equipment,
or other taxable real or personal property. (ORS 308.149–308.166) More commonly, buildings or other
relatively permanent structures or developments located on or attached to land.
Income Approach. One of the three appraisal approaches to value. A method(s) by which an appraiser estimates a value for an income-producing property by converting the property’s anticipated
benefits (cash flows and reversion) into property value. The income stream can be converted using
either a capitalization rate or a factor.
Incurable Depreciation. Depreciation that cannot be corrected practically or economically at a cost
less than the value loss caused by the depreciation. May be either physical or functional depreciation.
Economic obsolescence is also generally considered incurable.
Independent Goods. Goods or services such that there is no relationship between the price of one
and the demand for the other.
Independent Variable. A variable with a value not dependent on another variable; the variable that
causes a change in some other (dependent) variable.
Industry. The group of one or more firms that produce identical or similar products.
Inflation Premium. The difference between the nominal and real rates of interest; compensates investors for the loss of purchasing power due to inflation; equal to the expected average rate of inflation over the term of the investment for which the interest rate is computed.
Intangible Assets. Items of personal property that represent evidence of value, or the right to value,
as defined by law or custom. Examples include: bonds, notes, trusts, patents, annuities, mortgages, copyrights, money on hand, and shares of stock. Intangibles are exempt from taxation under ORS 307.030.
Intangible Property. Evidence of ownership of value or the right to value. For example: notes, bonds,
stocks, patents, mortgages, copyrights, insurance policies, and accounts receivable. A form of personal property that includes rights over tangible real and personal property, but not rights of use
and possession.
Integer. A whole number (i.e., -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3).
Intercept. The payment on a Cartesian coordinate system graph (an “x and y” graph) at which a line
intersects or crosses the x or y axis.
Interest Rate. The rate at which payment is made for the use of borrowed money.
Interest Rate Cap. A financial contract limiting the rise in a selected interest rate.
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Interest Rate Collar. A financial contract restricting the movement of a selected interest within a narrow band; the interest rate collar is essentially an interest rate cap combined with an interest rate floor.
Interest Rate Floor. A financial contract limiting the decline in a selected interest rate.
Interest Rate Risk. The possibility that increasing interest rates will reduce the value of an investment
during a predetermined investment horizon.
Internal Finance. Finance generated within a firm by retained earnings and depreciation.
Internal Rate of Return (IRR). The annualized rate of return on capital that is generated or capable
of being generated within an investment during a period of ownership. It is the rate of discount that
makes the net present value of the investment equal to zero.
Internal Yield. Internal Rate of Return.
Inventory. The quantity of goods and materials on hand as of a given date. Inventory includes goods
held for sale or resale, consigned goods, bill and hold goods, floor-planned goods, and in-transit goods.
Inverse Relationship. The relationship between two variables that change in opposite directions.
Investment. Spending for the production and accumulation of capital goods and additions to inventories.
Invisible Hand. The tendency of firms and resource suppliers seeking to further their self-interests in
competitive markets to further the best interest of society as a whole.

J
January Effect. Market anomaly whereby stock prices throughout most of the world have a propensity to rise sharply during the initial part of the month of January.
Joint Probability Distribution. Distribution showing the probabilities of simultaneously getting various pairs of returns on two investments.
Junior Debt. Subordinate debt. A lien on a property made after a previous lien has been made and
recorded.
Just-In-Time. An inventory system designed to reduce the levels of inventory kept at the manufacturing site by increasing quality in the production process and shifting the inventory burden to suppliers.

L
Labor. The physical and mental talents of people that can be used to produce goods and services.
Land. Natural resources in their original state that can be used to produce goods and services.
Law of Demand. The inverse relationship between the price and the quantity demanded of a good or
service during some period of time.
Law of Diminishing Returns (Law of Decreasing Returns). An economic principle holding that,
after a certain point, additional production provides increasingly small returns on a per-unit basis.
Law of Increasing Returns. An economic principle holding that larger quantities of the agents of production produce greater net income up to a certain point.
Law of Supply and Demand. An economic principle that states the price of a good or service varies
directly, but not necessarily proportionately, with demand, and inversely, but not necessarily proportionately, with supply.
Lease. Long-term rental agreement, usually written, that transfers the rights to use and occupy property by the owner to another for a specified time.
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Leasehold. The interests in a property that are associated with the lessee (the tenant) as opposed to
the lessor (the property owner).
Leasehold improvements. Improvements or additions to leased property that have been made by
the lessee. In assessing leasehold improvements, the appraiser must first determine whether an item is
real or personal.
Least Cost Combination Rule (of Resources). The quantity of each resource a firm must employ if
it is to produce any output at the lowest total cost.
Liability. A probable future sacrifice of economic benefits arising from obligations of a particular entity to transfer assets or provide services to another entity as the result of past transactions or events.
LIBOR. London Interbank Offer Rate commonly used as a reference for variable loans, particularly internationally.
Lien. Lender’s claims on specified assets.
Lien Date. The date on which an obligation, such as property tax (usually in an amount yet to be
determined), attaches to a property and the property thus becomes security against its payment.
Limited Liability. Restriction of the maximum that may be lost to a predetermined amount; the maximum amount that may be lost by the stockholders of a corporation is the amount they paid for their
shares of stock.
Line of Credit. A short-term lending arrangement allowing a company to borrow up to a pre-arranged
dollar amount during the term.
Linear. A mathematical equation in which the dependent variable maintains a consistent ratio with the
independent variable.
Linear Programming. Technique for finding the maximum value of some equation subject to stated
linear constraints.
Liquidity. The capability of being able to easily and quickly convert to money assets with little or no
loss of purchasing power.
Liquidity Risk. The possibility that the investor cannot quickly convert an investment to money with
little loss of purchasing power.
Levy-Based Property Tax System. A tax system where levies are determined by budget needs (which
in many cases must be approved by voters), and tax rates are calculated as levies divided by Assessed
Value. The alternative is usually a rate-based system, where tax rates are set by law or by voters, and
levies are calculated as rates times Assessed Value. Under Measure 50, Oregon’s tax system is predominately a rate-based system.
Local Option Levy/Tax. A voter approved serial levy meeting the double majority test that may exceed the limits of Measure 50. Levies are limited to 5 years for any purpose, but may extend to 10
years for a capital project. These levies do not become part of the permanent rate limit. Does not include
replacement serial or one-year levies or levies for bonded indebtedness.
Locally Assessed Property. Taxable property assessed by county assessors, including real property,
personal property, and manufactured structures carried on separate roll.
Long-Term Debt. A liability that will be paid after more than one year.
Lot Line Adjustment. Any addition to the square footage of the land for a real property tax account
and a corresponding subtraction of the square footage of the land from a contiguous real property tax
account. Defined as an exception though the Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) of the accounts must
balance. (ORS 308.149)
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M
M1. The narrowly defined money supply; the currency and checkable deposits not owned by the federal government, Federal Reserve Banks, or Depository Institutions.
M2. A more broadly defined money supply; equal to M1 plus noncheckable savings deposits and small
time deposits (deposits of less than $100,000).
M3. A still more broadly defined money supply; equal to M2 plus large time deposits (deposits of $100,000
or more).
Macroeconomics. The part of economics concerned with the economy as a whole, with such major
aggregates as the household, business, and governmental sectors, and with totals for the economy.
Major Addition. An addition with a Real Market Value over $10,000 that also increases the square footage
of an existing structure. (ORS 308.149)
Marginal. Referring to the next unit; the marginal tax rate, for example, is the tax rate on the next
dollar of income earned.
Market Efficiency. The extent to which the market prices securities so as to reflect available information pertaining to their valuation.
Market Portfolio. The ultimate market index, containing a common fraction of the total market value
of every capital investment in the economic system.
Market Rent. That amount of rent typical to the market for a particular type and quality of property,
as opposed to contract rent.
Market Risk. Risk that cannot be diversified away.
Market Value. A hypothetical or estimated sale price that would result from careful consideration of
all information by a prudent, responsible buyer and seller under conditions of a fair sale. Market value,
value-in-exchange and market price are the same under the following assumptions:
1. No coercion or undue influence occurs over either the buyer or seller in an attempt to force the
sale or purchase.
2. Well-informed buyers and sellers are acting in their own best interest.
3. A reasonable time is allowed for the transaction to occur.
4. Payment is made in terms of cash or financing that is typical for the property type for the area,
i.e., neighborhood.
Maximum Assessed Value (MAV). A term defined by Measure 50, passed by Oregon voters in 1997.
The maximum (limit) of a property’s Assessed Value (AV). For the 1997–98 tax year, Maximum Assessed
Value (MAV) was the 1995–96 Real Market Value (RMV) less 10 percent. For tax years after 1997–98,
the MAV will be the greater of 103 percent of the property’s Assessed Value from the prior year or 100
percent of the property’s MAV from the prior year. MAV may be increased or recalculated under certain
circumstances to reflect changes to the property (exceptions).
Maximum Specially Assessed Value (MSAV). The maximum (limit) of a property’s Specially Assessed
Value (SAV). For the 1997–98 tax year, Maximum Specially Assessed Value (MSAV) was the 1995–96
Specially Assessed Value (SAV) less 10 percent. MSAV may be increased or recalculated under certain
circumstances to reflect changes to the property. For tax years after 1997–98, MSAV increases by 3 percent per year.
Measure 5. The constitutional tax rate limitation passed by voters in November 1990, which can be
found at Article XI, Section 11b of the Oregon Constitution. Measure 5 limited school taxes to $15 per
$1,000 of Assessed Value and non-school taxes to $10 per $1,000 of Assessed Value starting in 1991–
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92. The school limit fell by $2.50 per $1,000 each year until it reached $5 per $1,000 in 1995–96. The
non-school limit remains at $10 per $1,000. Levies to pay bond principal and interest for capital construction projects are outside the limitation. The Measure 5 rate limits still apply under the provisions
of Measure 50, passed in 1997, but now apply to Real Market Value.
Median. The middle value in a sequence of ordered data; calculated as the value of the observation
n + one divided by two (n+1
).
2
Merger. Acquisition in which all assets and liabilities are absorbed by the buyer; more generally, any
combination of two companies.
Metropolitan Statistical Areas. Areas that have been designated by the U.S. Office of Management
and Budget as Metropolitan. A Metropolitan Statistical Area is a large population nucleus together with
adjacent communities that have a high degree of economic and social integration with the nucleus.
Oregon has the following Metropolitan Statistical Areas:
Portland PMSA: Clackamas, Columbia, Multnomah, Washington, Yamhill, and Clark (WA) counties.
Salem MSA: Marion and Polk counties.
Eugene MSA: Lane County.
Medford MSA: Jackson County.
Corvallis MSA: Benton County.
Microeconomics. The part of economics concerned with such individual units within the economy
as industries, firms, and households; and with individual markets, particular prices, and specific goods
and services.
Midrange. The average of the smallest and largest observations in a batch of data.
Minor Construction. Improvements to real property, the Real Market Value (RMV) of which does not
exceed $10,000 in any assessment year or $25,000 for cumulative additions made over five assessment
years. The assessor may increase the RMV of the property to reflect minor construction, however the
Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) may not be increased for that reason. (ORS 308.149)
Mode. The most frequently occurring value in a set of data.
Model. A miniature representation of some underlying phenomenon; a representation of how something works.
Modernization. A type of renovation in which worn or outdated elements are replaced with their current counterparts.
Money. Any item generally acceptable to sellers in exchange for goods and services.
Money Capital. Money available to purchase capital goods.
Money Market. Market for short-term safe investments.
Monopoly. A market in which there is a single seller; the seller is able to influence the total supply
and the price of the good service.
Mortgage. A loan secured by the pledge of a specific property.
Mortgage Bond. A bond secured by the pledge of a specific property.
Moving Average. A statistical forecasting technique that evens out temporary ups and downs by taking the mean of the most recent observations.
Multi-Index Model. Model purporting to explain the covariances that exist between securities on the
basis of unexpected changes over time in two or more indices, such as the market, the money supply,
or the growth rate in industrial properties.
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Multistage Growth Model. Dividend Discount Model in which growth in dividends is expected to
change in one or more stages.

N
Natural Monopoly. An industry in which the economies of scale are so great that the product can be
produced by one firm at an average cost lower than it would be if produced by more than one firm.
Net Additions. In calculating the addition to value for new property and improvements, the amount
added shall be net Real Market Value (RMV) of the new property or improvements less the RMV of
retired property, but not less than zero. (ORS 308.153)
Net Assets. See Owners’ Equity.
Net for Collection. Total tax for collection, less total credits.
Net Lease. Lease in which the lessee pays all property operating expenses plus the contract rent.
Net Liquid Balance. Cash and marketable securities less notes payable and current maturities of longterm debt.
Net National Product (NNP). Gross National Product less that part of the output needed to replace
the capital goods worn out in producing the output.
Net Present Value. A project’s net contribution to wealth—present value minus initial investment.
Net Working Capital. Current assets minus current liabilities.
Net Worth. See Owners’ Equity.
New Construction. Any new structure, building, addition ,or improvement to the land, including site
development. To affect Maximum Assessed Value (MAV) the Real Market Value (RMV) must be greater
than $10,000 in an assessment year or $25,000 over five assessment years.
New Property or New Improvements. Changes in value as the result of new construction, reconstruction, major additions, remodeling, renovation, or rehabilitation; siting a manufactured structure or
floating home; addition of machinery or other taxable real or personal property to a property tax account;
or taxable property located in a different tax code area than it was on the prior assessment date. Does
not include changes in value due to general ongoing maintenance and repair or minor construction.
(ORS 308.149–308.166)
Nominal Interest Rate. The rate of interest expressed in dollars of current value (not adjusted for
inflation and ignoring the effect compounding frequency).
Nonprofit Housing. Total Assessed Value of property removed from the roll for nonprofit housing
purposes. This property consists of land and improvements owned by nonprofit corporations for the
purpose of providing permanent housing, recreational and social facilities, and care to elderly persons.
Under ORS 307.244, qualifying property receives a funded exemption from the property tax, but the
county receives an equivalent payment from the state.
Normal Probability Distribution. Symmetric, bell-shaped distribution that can be completely described
on the basis of its expected value and its variance.
Note. Unsecured debt with a maturity of up to 10 years.

O
Obsolescence. A form of depreciation. See also Economic Obsolescence and Functional Obsolescence.
Off-Balance-Sheet Financing. Financing that is not shown as a liability in a company’s balance sheet.
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Oligopoly. A market in which the number of sellers is so few that each seller is able to influence the
total supply and the price of the good or service.
Omitted Property. Property discovered and added to the roll after the roll is certified to the tax collector. (ORS 311.207–311.213)
Open Market. A freely competitive market in which any buyer or seller may trade and in which prices
are determined by competition.
Open-End Mortgage. Mortgage against which additional debt may be issued.
Operating Activities. Those cash flows not classified as either investing or financing activities. Generally, operating cash flows are related to cash collected from sales and cash disbursed to supplies, workers,
management, and taxes.
Operating Cycle. The process of funds flowing from inventory to receivables and payables.
Operating Lease. Short-term, cancelable lease.
Operating Leverage. Fixed operating costs.
Operating Taxes. The tax levies used to calculate the permanent rate limit. With certain exceptions,
these levies include tax base, one year, serial, continuing and safety net levies. They do not include
Local Option Taxes, pension or disability plan obligations, urban renewal taxes, or taxes levied to repay bonded debt. In years following 1997–98 operating taxes will be imposed using the permanent
rate limit of the district.
Opportunity Cost. What is given up in order to pursue a course of action; the cost of acquiring the
next most desirable substitute.
Opportunity Cost of Capital. Expected return that is foregone by investing in a project rather than in
comparable financial securities.
Owners’ Equity. The ownership rights that remain after deducting liabilities. Also called “net assets”
or “net worth.”

P
Par Value. Value of a security shown on the certificate.
Parameter. A summary measure computed to describe a characteristic of an entire population.
Payables. Accounts payable.
Payback Period. Time required for a project to recover its initial investment.
Percent Good. An estimate of the value of a property, expressed as a percentage of its replacement
cost, after depreciation of all kinds has been deducted.
Permanent Current Assets. The minimum amount of funds that are invested in current assets over
the firm’s operating cycle.
Permanent Rate Limit. A tax rate for a district calculated under the limitations of Measure 50 that
would extend the full amount of “operating taxes” that could be imposed for 1997–98. This rate is the
maximum rate a district may use without approval by voters; districts may use any rate below this maximum. There is a provision for new districts to establish a permanent rate limit after 1997–98. (sec 21(8))
Personal Property. Any property that is not realty; all moveable items not permanently affixed to or
part of real estate. Also known as chattels. Intangible personal property (i.e., mortgages, computer software, etc.) is not assessable in Oregon. Beginning in 1997–98, most personal property accounts less
than $10,000 in value, but excluding manufactured structures, are not required to pay property taxes.
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Physical Deterioration. Loss in value caused by wear and tear.
Population. The totality of items or things under consideration.
Preferred Stock. A class of stock that represents ownership of a corporation. Preferred stock has certain preferences, usually including a priority claim to dividends, relative to common stock.
Present Value. Discounted value of future cash flows.
Price-Earnings Ratio. Ratio of the market price per share of a stock to its earnings per share.
Prime Rate. Rate at which banks lend to their most favored customers.
Principal. The amount of debt that must be repaid; does not include interest.
Principal Industrial Property. Refers to any unit of industrial property in Oregon having a Real Market Value of the improvements on the assessment roll for the preceding year of over $5,000,000.
Private Placement. A security issued to a small number of investors; the terms of the offering are
typically tailored to the needs of the investors.
Pro Forma. A financial balance sheet or statement. In appraisal, a reconstructed operating statement
used to project gross income, operating expenses, and net income.
Productive Efficiency. The production of a good in the least costly way; employing the minimum
quantity of resources needed to produce a given output and producing the output at which average
total cost is a minimum.
Productivity. A measure of average output or real output per unit of input. For example, the productivity of labor may be determined by dividing hours of work into real output.
Profit. The increase in wealth that results from the operation of a business; the amount by which the
proceeds of a sale exceed its cost.
Project Finance. Debt that is largely a claim against the cash flows from a particular project rather
than against the firm as a whole.
Promissory Note. Promise to pay.
Property. The right to own control, employ, dispose of, and bequeath land, capital, and assets. In
Oregon, all property included in a single property tax account, or, if centrally assessed, the total statewide value of all property assessed to a company or utility.
Property Class. A three-digit number that indicates the property’s use. The property classes used for
calculating the changed property ratios are: residential including manufactured structures and floating
homes, 1xx; commercial, 2xx; industrial, 3xx; tract, 4xx; farm, 5xx; forest, 6xx; multi-family, 7xx; recreational, 8xx, and miscellaneous, 0xx. Defined by DOR. For centrally assessed property, the property’s
class is defined as all property on the utility roll.
Property Tax Account. Administrative division of property for purposes of listing on assessment roll.
A unique number that identifies property for assessment and taxation purposes.
Property Tax Levy. Amount of ad valorem tax imposed on taxable property by a local government
for the support of its activities.
Public Exemptions. Assessed value of property owned by federal, state, or local governments (including counties, cities and towns, and school districts) that is exempt from property taxation. This
includes all public or corporate property used or intended for use for corporate purposes of local governments and all public or municipal corporations in the state.
Public Utility. Same as centrally assessed property listed above.
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Q
Qualified Taxing District Obligations. Also called “gap bonds.” Subject to Measure 5 limitation. Any
portion of a local taxing district levy used to repay bonds or other formal written borrowing of moneys
executed before December 5, 1996 and for which the local government has secured by a commitment
of ad valorem property taxes. [Measure 50 (5)]. Local government pension and disability plan obligations that commit ad valorem property taxes also fall broadly in this category.
Quantity Demanded. The amount of a good or service buyers wish (or a buyer wishes) to purchase
at a particular price during some period of time.
Quantity-Increasing Effect. The effect in a competitive market of an increase in demand or an increase in supply upon the market equilibrium.
Quantity Supplied. The amount of a good or service sellers offer (or a seller offers) to sell at a particular price during some period of time.
Quartile. A measure that splits an ordered set of data into four equal parts; there are four quartiles in a
set of data.
Quick Ratio. The ratio of current assets less inventory to current liabilities.

R
Range. The “total spread” between a series of observations; calculated as the differences between the
largest and smallest observations in a set of data.
Ratchet Effect. The tendency for the price level to rise when aggregate demand increases, but not to
fall when aggregate supply declines.
Ratio. A mathematical relationship between two or more variables; e.g., 4:1, 1:2.
Real Assets. Tangible assets and intangible assets used to carry on business (as opposed to financial
assets).
Real Interest Rate. The rate of interest expressed in constant dollars (adjusted for inflation), and equal
to the nominal interest rate less the rate of inflation.
Real Market Value (RMV). The amount in cash that could reasonably be expected to be paid by an
informed buyer to an informed seller, each acting without compulsion in an arm’s-length transaction
occurring as of the assessment date for the tax year, as established by law. (ORS 308.205)
Real Property. In Oregon, total Assessed Value of real property, including land, buildings, structures,
and improvements. Unless otherwise specified, this value is net of veterans’ exemptions applied to real
property. The following property classes are included within real property (see OAR 308.215):
Residential Land. Unimproved property that has residential use as its highest and best use.
Residential Property. Improved property that has residential use as its highest and best use.
Commercial Land. Unimproved property that has commercial use as its highest and best use.
Commercial Property. Improved property that has commercial use as its highest and best use.
Industrial Land. Unimproved property that has industrial use as its highest and best use.
Industrial Property. Improved property that is a single plant or a complex of properties engaged
in manufacturing or processing a product. The appraisal of this property can be either Department
of Revenue or county responsibility.
Tract Land. Unimproved acreage where the highest and best use is other than farm, range, or timber production.
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Tract Property. Improved acreage where the highest and best use is other than farm, range, or
timber production.
Farm and Range Property. Land or land and buildings where the highest and best use is the production of agricultural crops, feeding and management of livestock, dairying, any other agricultural
or horticultural use, or any combination thereof.
Farm and Range Zoned property. Land or land and buildings located within an exclusive farmuse zone assessed as farm-use land.
Farm and Range Unzoned Property. Land or land and buildings assessed as unzoned farmland.
Forestland and Forest Property. Consists of land where the highest and best use is growing and
harvesting trees of a marketable species and land that has been designated as forestland.
Multiple Housing Land. Unimproved property that has multiple housing use (five living units or
more) as its highest and best use.
Multiple Housing Property. Improved property that has multiple housing use (five living units or
more) as its highest and best use.
Recreation Land. Unimproved property that has recreational use as its highest and best use.
Recreational Property. Improved property that provides recreational opportunities as its highest
and best use.
Receivables. Accounts receivable.
Regression Analysis. A statistical technique for determining the line of best fit.
Rehabilitation. To restore to a former or improved condition; usually performed without changing
the basic plan, form, or style or a structure; a type of renovation.
Reinvestment Rate Risk. The possibility that the investor will have to invest cash proceeds at a lower
interest rate for the remainder of a predetermined investment horizon.
Remaining Economic Life. The number of years remaining in the economic life of a building or other
improvement as of the date of the appraisal. This period is influenced by the attitudes of market participants and by market reactions to competitive properties on the market.
Remodeling. A type of renovation that changes the basic plan, form, or style of the property.
Renovation. The process by which older structures or historic buildings are modernized, remodeled
or restored. See also Modernization; Remodeling; Restoration; Rehabilitation.
Replacement Levy. Any serial or one-year levy to replace and existing serial or one-year levy approved
after December 4, 1996 and first imposed for tax year 1997–98 where the amount, or rate, is not greater
than that being replaced. These levies become part of the permanent rate. Elections to approve these
levies do not need to meet the double majority requirements. (M50)
Residual Variance. Statistic describing the propensity for a security to deviate from its characteristic
line; the probability weighted sum of the squared residuals.
Restoration. A type of renovation in which a property is returned to its original appearance and
condition.
Retained Earnings. The after-tax profits of a corporation not distributed as dividends to stockholders;
corporate or business saving.
Return on Assets (ROA). Net income or cash flow divided by the value of the assets generating the
net income or cash flow.
Return on Equity. Net income or cash flow divided by the (usually book) value of equity.
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Return on Investment (ROI). Net income or cash flow divided by capital expenditures.
Revenue Securities. Issues which tie cash flows to pledged revenue from the facility(ies) being
financed.
Risk Adjusted Performance Measure. Measure of performance that purports to be unaffected by the
risk of the portfolio or the performance of the market.
Risk Factor. The portion of a given return or rate of return on an investment that is designed to cover
the uncertainties associated with a particular investment.
Risk Premium. Expected additional return required for making a risky investment rather than a safe
one.
Risk-Free Rate. The theoretical rate of return on an absolutely riskless investment; usually refers to
the rate of return on U.S. government securities.
R Squared (r2). Square of the Coefficient of Correlation—the proportion of variability that can be
explained by the variability in one or more other variables.

S
Sale-and-Leaseback. Sale of an existing asset an investor who then leases it back to the user (former
owner).
Salvage Value. Scrap value. The price expected for a whole or portion of a property that is removed
from the premise. May have utility elsewhere.
Sample. A portion of the population selected for analysis; generally selected to make inferences about
the population.
Scarce Resources. The fixed (limited) quantities of land, capital, and entrepreneurial ability that are
never sufficient to satisfy the material wants of humans because their wants are unlimited.
Seasonal Variation. An increase or decrease during a single year in the level of economic activity
caused by a change in the season.
Seasoned Issue. Issue of a security for which there is an existing market.
Secondary Industrial Property. Refers to any unit of industrial property in Oregon having a Real
Market Value of the improvements on the assessment roll for the preceding year of over $1,000,000,
but less than $5,000,000.
Secondary Market. Market in which one can buy or sell seasoned issues of securities.
Secondary Security. A security, such as a futures contract, issued by one financial investor and sold
to another; the net supply of secondary securities is zero.
Secular Trend. The expansion or contraction in the level of economic activity over a long period of
years.
Security. A specific investment offered by a given issuer, usually as a means of financing.
Security Market Line. Line showing the relationship between the expected returns and betas for all
portfolios and securities under the Capital Asset Pricing Model.
Sensitivity Analysis. Analysis of the effect on project profitability of possible changes in sales, costs,
and so on.
Service. That which is intangible and for which a consumer, firm, or government is willing to exchange
something of value.
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Shareholder. The holders of residual rights in a firm; a company’s owners.
Simple Interest. Interest calculated only on the initial investment (as opposed to compound interest).
Single-Index Model. Model purporting to explain the covariance existing between the returns on different securities on the basis of the relationship between the returns and a single index, usually the
market.
Sinking Fund. A fund in which periodic deposits of equal amounts are accumulated to pay a debt on
replacement of short-lived assets, such as a roof, carpet, etc.
Situs. The actual location of a property for purposes of taxation. It is the taxable location since personal property may move.
Skewness. Asymmetrical distribution within a set of data; if the data’s mean is greater than its median,
the data is right-skewed; if the data’s median is greater than its mean, the data is left-skewed.
Small Firm Effect. Market anomaly whereby small companies exhibit a propensity to produce rates
of return larger than those predicted on the basis of the Capital Asset Pricing Model; often explained as
a liquidity premium for small firms’ stock.
Specialization. The use of the resources of an individual, a firm, a region, or a nation to produce one
or a few goods and services.
Standard Deviation. A statistic that is a measure of variability. It is calculated by extracting the square
root of the arithmetic mean of the squared deviations from the arithmetic mean.
Standard Error. In statistics, a measure of the distribution of an estimate of a parameter.
Statement of Cash Flows. A statement created by utilizing financial accounting standards, showing
the change in the cash balance as a result of cash flows from operating activities, financing activities,
and investing activities.
Statistics. Quantities that have been computed to describe a characteristic(s) from only a sample of
the population.
Statutory Rate Limit on Operating Taxes. Maximum rate of operating taxes that may be imposed
after supplemental statutory reduction.
Stock Dividend. Dividend in the form of stock rather than cash.
Subordinated Debt. Junior Debt.
Substitution. An appraisal principle stating that a property’s value tends to be set by the potential cost
of acquiring or producing an equally desirable substitute property, assuming no costly delay in making
the substitution.
Substitute Goods. Goods or services such that there is a direct relationship between the price of one
and the demand for the other.
Sunk Costs. Costs that have been incurred and cannot be reversed.
Supply. In real estate, the quantity of a type of real estate available for sale or lease in a given market
at a given time.
Supply and Demand. An economic and appraisal principle. In real estate appraisal, the price of real
property varies directly, but not necessarily proportionately, with demand, and inversely, but not necessarily proportionately, with supply.
Surplus Productivity. A property’s net income remaining after the cost of the agents in production
(labor, capital, coordination, and land) have been paid.
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Systematic Risk. That part of a security’s variance that cannot be diversified away; in the context of
the Capital Asset Pricing Model, systematic risk equals the square of the product of the beta and the
market’s standard deviation; market risk.

T
Tangible Property. Property that can be perceived by the senses. It includes land, fixed improvements,
furnishings, merchandise, cash, and other items of working capital used in an enterprise. Tangible personal property is defined by ORS 307.020(3). It includes all chattels and movables such as boats and
vessels, merchandise and stock in trade, furniture and personal effects, goods, livestock, vehicles, farming
implements, movable machinery, movable tools, and movable equipment.
Tax. A nonvoluntary payment of money (or goods and services) to a government by a household or
firm for the support of government and public services.
Tax Extended. The amount of tax to be paid by taxpayers before the Measure 5 rate limits have been
applied. If, for an individual property, taxes exceed the limits, then the taxes for that property are reduced to the limits.
Tax Imposed. The taxes due to be paid by taxpayers after the Measure 5 rate limits have been applied. For individual properties, the tax imposed will always be less than or equal to the tax extended.
Taxes Added to Rolls. Additional taxes generated when a final order is entered in an appeal, other
omitted property is included, or error corrections are made.
Tax Limit Category. Under the 1990 Measure 5 constitutional property tax limitation, taxes are divided
into three categories: 1) inside the general government limit; 2) inside the education limit; and 3) outside the limit. All taxes, other than bond levies for capital construction, that are used for non-school
purposes fall inside the general government limit of $10 per $1,000 of Assessed Value. All taxes, other
than bond levies, that are used for education purposes fall inside the education limit of $5 per $1,000
of Assessed Value. All bond levies used for capital construction fall outside the limit. Within the context of Measure 50, permanent rate, local option, gap bond, and pension levy taxes are subject to the
limitations. Bond levies are outside the limit.
Tax Year. A period of 12 months beginning on July 1.
Technology. The body of knowledge that can be used to produce goods and services from economic
resources.
Term Loan. A loan made with an initial maturity of more than one year.
Term Structure of Interest Rates. The relationship between yield to maturity and term to maturity
for securities of a given risk and tax status.
Time Value of Money. A financial principle underlying compound interest. The concept states that a
$1 received today is worth more than $1 received in the future.
Time-Weighted Return. Concept of rate of return on an investment in which the portfolio is divided
into units, as with a mutual fund, and the return calculated for each unit. The average of all actual rates
over a period of time. Also called unit method rate or share accounting rate.
Total Amount Certified. The amount of taxes charged by the tax collector as certified by the assessor
and authorized by warrant of the county clerk. The total includes real property taxes, personal property taxes, manufactured structure taxes, and public utility taxes. The amount reported by counties generally includes taxes relating to special assessments and in-lieu payments for fish/wildlife property and
nonprofit housing property.
Total Credits. Includes discount allowed for prompt payments, personal property taxes canceled by
order of county clerk, real property foreclosures, and other corrections or cancellations.
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Total for Collection. The sum of total amount certified, uncollected taxes, and taxes added to rolls.
Total Levy. The total levy submitted by the district, including the local option levy and the levy for
bonded indebtedness.
Total Product. The total output of a particular good or service produced by a firm, a group of firms,
or the entire economy.
Trade Credit. Accounts receivable.
Trade Debt. Accounts payable.
Trade Level. The concept that property increases in value as it progresses through production and
distribution channels until it is marked up to its maximum value at the consumer level. Trade level
values also consider incremental costs such as freight, overhead handling, and installation. The retail
level is the appropriate level on which to report for assessment purposes. However, the consumer or
user of the item of personal property may be reporting the cost at either the wholesale or retail level of
trade.
Transfer Payment. A payment of money (or goods and services) by a government or a firm to a household or firm for which the payer receives no good or service directly in return.
Treasury Bill. Security issued by the U.S. Treasury with a maximum maturity of one year and promising a single payment of interest and principal at maturity.
Treasury Bond. Security issued by the U.S. Treasury with no maximum maturity and promising semiannual interest payments and return of principal at maturity.
Treasury Note. Security issued by the U.S. Treasury having a maximum maturity of seven years and
promising semiannual interest payments and return of principal at maturity.
Treasury Stock. Shares of a firm’s stock that have been reacquired by the firm.

U
Unallocated Utilities. Small, private railcar companies that pay property taxes to the state, which in
turn distributes the money to county governments.
Uncollected Balance. Cumulative amount of unpaid taxes as of July 1.
Underwriter. Firm that buys an issue of securities from a company and resells it to investors; investment banker.
Unfunded Debt. Debt maturing within one year.
Unit of Property. For purposes of Measure 50, “property” and “unit of property,” except for centrally
assessed utility property, mean all property included within a single property tax account. (Currently
under appeal—see Flavorland Foods #4393 and Chart Development #4339.)
Unit Labor Cost. Labor costs per unit of output; equal to the money wage rate divided by labor productivity (output per worker hour).
Unique Risk. Risk that can be eliminated by diversification.
Unlimited Liability. Absence of any limit on the maximum amount that may be lost by an individual
and that the individual may become legally required to pay; the maximum amount that may be lost
and that a sole proprietor or partner may be required to pay.
Unseasoned Issue. Issue of a security for which there is no existing market.
Unsystematic Risk. Unique risk.
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Urban Renewal Agency. The agency responsible for administering urban renewal programs. Urban
renewal agencies can be organized by city governments or county governments, and they oversee activities in urban renewal plan areas. An urban renewal agency can administer multiple plan areas.
Urban Renewal Excess Value. Total Assessed Value of property in “urban renewal plan areas” in excess
of the base Assessed Values when the plan areas were established. It is the “excess value” in the urban
renewal plan area that is taxed to raise revenue for urban renewal agencies.
Urban Renewal Plan Area. The geographic area in which urban renewal activity takes place. It is the
“excess value” in urban renewal plan areas that is taxed to raise revenue for urban renewal agencies.
Urban Renewal Special Levy. A levy imposed by an urban renewal agency if the amount of revenue
raised from excess value is below its revenue raising authority.
Use Value. The value a specific property has for a specific use. Embodies the premise that an object’s
value is related to its use. For example, an outmoded machine can still be used to produce a useful
product.
Utility. The ability of a good, service, or real estate to satisfy a human want, need, or desire.
Utility of Wealth Function. The relationship between an individual’s well-being and the amount of
wealth possessed by the individual at any given point in time.

V
Value Added. The value of the product sold by a firm less the value of the goods (materials) purchased and used by the firm to produce the product, and equal to the revenue which can be used for
wages rent interest, and profits.
Value Additivity. Rule that the value of the whole must equal the sum of the values of the parts.
Value of Money. The quantity of goods and services for which a unit of money can be exchanged;
the purchasing power of a unit of money; the reciprocal of the price level.
Value-In-Exchange. The amount an informed purchaser would offer in exchange for a property under given market conditions. The value an item will bring as determined by the market. The value of
an item is based on comparison to other substitute goods or services as determined by an open competitive marketplace.
Value-In-Use. See Use Value.
Variable. Mathematically, in an equation, a component or value subject to change; statistically a phenomenon or characteristic associated with a population or sample.
Variable Costs. Costs that vary with production levels.
Variance. Propensity to deviate from the expected value; the probability weighted squared deviations
from the expected value.
Velocity of Money. Number of dollars of national income supported by each dollar in the money supply;
a measure of the speed with which money turns over in the economy.
Venture Capital. Capital to finance a new firm.
Vertical Integration. A group of assets (facilities) used to produce different components for the same
product and owned by a single firm.
Vertical Merger. Merger between a supplier and its customer.
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W
Wage. The price paid for labor per unit of time.
Warrant. A contract giving the holder the right to buy a specified number of shares of a given asset at
a given price; a promise to pay by a government entity.
Wealth. Aggregate net assets owned by an entity.
Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC). The required rate of return for investments, including
both debt and equity; WACC will vary based on the investor’s financial strength, capital structure, and
the project in which the investment will be made.
Work-In-Process. In terms of inventory, items beyond the raw material stage but not yet at the completed product stage; in terms of fixed assets, construction work being done, but not yet complete or
added to the capital asset listing.
Working Capital. Current assets and current liabilities; the term is commonly used as synonymous
with Net Working Capital.

Y
Year. May refer to either the assessment year or the tax year. In Oregon, the assessment year is January 1–December 31; the tax year is July 1–June 30.
Yield. The rate of return on a given investment.
Yield Capitalization. The income capitalization method used to convert future cash flows into present
value by discounting each future cash flow at an appropriate yield rate or by developing an overall
rate that explicitly reflects the investment’s income pattern, value change, and yield rate.
Yield to Maturity. Internal rate of return on a bond.

Z
Zero Coupon Bond. Discount Bond making no coupon payments.
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